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		  regarding the change of names mentioned in the document, such as hitachi  electric and hitachi xx, to renesas technology corp. the semiconductor operations of mitsubishi electric and hitachi were transferred to renesas  technology corporation on april 1st 2003. these operations include microcomputer, logic, analog  and discrete devices, and memory chips other than drams (flash memory, srams etc.)  accordingly, although hitachi, hitachi, ltd., hitachi semiconductors, and other hitachi brand  names are mentioned in the document, these names have in fact all been changed to renesas  technology corp. thank you for your understanding. except for our corporate trademark, logo and  corporate statement, no changes whatsoever have been made to the contents of the document, and  these changes do not constitute any alteration to the contents of the document itself. renesas technology home page: http://www.renesas.com renesas technology corp. customer support dept. april 1, 2003 to all our customers

 cautions  keep safety first in your circuit designs!  1.  renesas technology corporation puts the maximum effort into making semiconductor products better  and more reliable, but there is always the possibility that trouble may occur with them. trouble with  semiconductors may lead to personal injury, fire or property damage.  remember to give due consideration to safety when making your circuit designs, with appropriate  measures such as (i) placement of substitutive, auxiliary circuits, (ii) use of nonflammable material or  (iii) prevention against any malfunction or mishap.    notes regarding these materials  1.  these materials are intended as a reference to assist our customers in the selection of the renesas  technology corporation product best suited to the customer's application; they do not convey any  license under any intellectual property rights, or any other rights, belonging to renesas technology  corporation or a third party.  2.  renesas technology corporation assumes no responsibility for any damage, or infringement of any  third-party's rights, originating in the use of any product data, diagrams, charts, programs, algorithms, or  circuit application examples contained in these materials.  3.  all information contained in these materials, including product data, diagrams, charts, programs and  algorithms represents information on products at the time of publication of these materials, and are  subject to change by renesas technology corporation without notice due to product improvements or  other reasons.    it is therefore recommended that customers contact renesas technology corporation  or an authorized renesas technology corporation product distributor for the latest product information  before purchasing a product listed herein.  the information described here may contain technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.  renesas technology corporation assumes no responsibility for any damage, liability, or other loss  rising from these inaccuracies or errors.  please also pay attention to information published by renesas technology corporation by various  means, including the renesas technology corporation semiconductor home page  (http://www.renesas.com).  4.  when using any or all of the information contained in these materials, including product data, diagrams,  charts, programs, and algorithms, please be sure to evaluate all information as a total system before  making a final decision on the applicability of the information and products.    renesas technology  corporation assumes no responsibility for any damage, liability or other loss resulting from the  information contained herein.  5.  renesas technology corporation semiconductors are not designed or manufactured for use in a device  or system that is used under circumstances in which human life is potentially at stake.    please contact  renesas technology corporation or an authorized renesas technology corporation product distributor  when considering the use of a product contained herein for any specific purposes, such as apparatus or  systems for transportation, vehicular, medical, aerospace, nuclear, or undersea repeater use.  6.  the prior written approval of renesas technology corporation is n ecessary to reprint or reproduce in  whole or in part these materials.  7.  if these products or technologies are subject to the japanese export control restrictions, they must be  exported under a license from the japanese government and cannot be imported into a country other  than the approved destination.  any diversion or reexport contrary to the export control laws and regulations of japan and/or the  country of destination is prohibited.  8.  please contact renesas technology corporation for further details on these materials or the products  contained therein.   
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 cautions 1. hitachi neither warrants nor grants licenses of any rights of hitachis or any third partys patent, copyright, trademark, or other intellectual property rights for information contained in this document.  hitachi bears no responsibility for problems that may arise with third partys rights, including intellectual property rights, in connection with use of the information contained in this document. 2. products and product specifications may be subject to change without notice. confirm that you have received the latest product standards or specifications before final design, purchase or use. 3. hitachi makes every attempt to ensure that its products are of high quality and reliability. however, contact hitachis sales office before using the product in an application that demands especially high quality and reliability or where its failure or malfunction may directly threaten human life or cause risk of bodily injury, such as aerospace, aeronautics, nuclear power, combustion control, transportation, traffic, safety equipment or medical equipment for life support. 4. design your application so that the product is used within the ranges guaranteed by hitachi particularly for maximum rating, operating supply voltage range, heat radiation characteristics, installation conditions and other characteristics.  hitachi bears no responsibility for failure or damage when used beyond the guaranteed ranges.  even within the guaranteed ranges, consider normally foreseeable failure rates or failure modes in semiconductor devices and employ systemic measures such as fail-safes, so that the equipment incorporating hitachi product does not cause bodily injury, fire or other consequential damage due to operation of the hitachi product. 5. this product is not designed to be radiation resistant. 6. no one is permitted to reproduce or duplicate, in any form, the whole or part of this document without written approval from hitachi. 7. contact hitachis sales office for any questions regarding this document or hitachi semiconductor products.



 v

 i important information read first ?  read this user's manual before using this emulator product. ?  keep the user's manual handy for future reference. do not attempt to use the emulator product until you fully understand its mechanism. emulator product:      throughout this document, the term "emulator product" shall be defined as the following products produced only by hitachi, ltd. excluding all subsidiary products.    emulator station    pc interface board    user system interface board    cable the user system or a host computer is not included in this definition. purpose of the emulator product:      this emulator product is a software and hardware development tool for systems employing the hitachi microcomputer hd64f7058 (hereafter referred to as mcu). this emulator product must only be used for the above purpose. limited applications:      this emulator product is not authorized for use in medical, atomic energy, aeronautical or space technology applications without consent of the appropriate officer of a hitachi sales company. such use includes, but is not limited to, use in life support systems. buyers of this emulator product must notify the relevant hitachi sales offices before planning to use the product in such applications. improvement policy:      hitachi, ltd. (including its subsidiaries, hereafter collectively referred to as hitachi) pursues a policy of continuing improvement in design, performance, and safety of the emulator product. hitachi may change, wholly or partially, the specifications, design, user's manual, and other documentation at any time without notice. target user of the emulator product:      this emulator product should only be used by those who have carefully read and thoroughly understood the information and restrictions contained in the user's manual. do not attempt to use the emulator product until you fully understand its mechanism.      it is highly recommended that first-time users be instructed by users that are well versed in the operation of the emulator product.

 ii limited warranty      hitachi warrants its emulator products to be manufactured in accordance with published specifications and free from defects in material and/or workmanship. hitachi, at its option, will repair or replace any emulator products returned intact to the factory, transportation charges prepaid, which hitachi, upon inspection, determine to be defective in material and/or workmanship. the foregoing shall constitute the sole remedy for any breach of hitachi's warranty. see the hitachi warranty booklet for details on the warranty period. this warranty extends only to you, the original purchaser. it is not transferable to anyone who subsequently purchases the emulator product from you. hitachi is not liable for any claim made by a third party or made by you for a third party. disclaimer      hitachi makes no warranties, either express or implied, oral or written, except as provided herein, including without limitation thereof, warranties as to marketability, merchantability, fitness for any particular purpose or use, or against infringement of any patent. in no event shall hitachi be liable for any direct, incidental or consequential damages of any nature, or losses or expenses resulting from any defective emulator product, the use of any emulator product, or its documentation, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.  except as expressly stated otherwise in this warranty, this emulator product is sold "as is ", and you must assume all risk for the use and results obtained from the emulator product.

 iii state law:      some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of implied warranties or liability for incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. this warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights which may vary from state to state. the warranty is void in the following cases:      hitachi shall have no liability or legal responsibility for any problems caused by misuse, abuse, misapplication, neglect, improper handling, installation, repair or modifications of the emulator product without hitachi's prior written consent or any problems caused by the user system. all rights reserved:      this user's manual and emulator product are copyrighted and all rights are reserved by hitachi. no part of this user's manual, all or part, may be reproduced or duplicated in any form, in hard- copy or machine-readable form, by any means available without hitachi's prior written consent. other important things to keep in mind: 1. circuitry and other examples described herein are meant merely to indicate the characteristics and performance of hitachi's semiconductor products. hitachi assumes no responsibility for any intellectual property claims or other problems that may result from applications based on the examples described herein. 2. no license is granted by implication or otherwise under any patents or other rights of any third party or hitachi. figures:      some figures in this user's manual may show items different from your actual system. limited anticipation of danger:      hitachi cannot anticipate every possible circumstance that might involve a potential hazard. the warnings in this user's manual and on the emulator product are therefore not all inclusive. therefore, you must use the emulator product safely at your own risk.

 iv safety page read first ?  read this user's manual before using this emulator product. ?  keep the user's manual handy for future reference. do not attempt to use the emulator product until you fully understand its mechanism. definition of signal words this is the safety alert symbol.  it is used to alert you to potential personal injury hazards.  obey all safety messages that follow this symbol to avoid possible injury or death. danger danger  indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death or serious injury. warning warning  indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or serious injury. caution caution  indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, may result in minor or moderate injury. caution caution  used without the safety alert symbol indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, may result in property damage. note  emphasizes essential information.

 v warning observe the precautions listed below. failure to do so will result in a fire hazard and will damage the user system and the emulator product or will result in personal injury. the user program will be lost. 1. carefully handle the emulator product to prevent receiving an electric shock because the emulator product has a dc power supply. do not repair or remodel the emulator product by yourself for electric shock prevention and quality assurance. 2. always switch off the emulator and user system before connecting or disconnecting any cables or parts. 3. always before connecting, make sure that pin 1 on both sides are correctly aligned. 4. supply power according to the power specifications and do not apply an incorrect power voltage. use only the provided ac power cable. use only the specified type of fuse.

 vi warnings on emulator usage warnings described below apply as long as you use this emulator. be sure to read and understand the warnings below before using this emulator. note that these are the main warnings, not the complete list. warning always switch off the emulator and user system before connecting or disconnecting any cables or parts. failure to do so will result in a fire hazard and will damage the user system and the emulator product or will result in personal injury. the user program will be lost.

 vii caution place the emulator station and evaluation chip board so that the trace cables are not bent or twisted. a bent or twisted cable will impose stress on the user interface leading to connection or contact failure. make sure that the emulator station is placed in a secure position so that it does not move during use nor impose stress on the user interface. hitachi e6000h hitachi e6000h hitachi e6000h ok ng ng

 viii caution this equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a class a digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the fcc rules.  these limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial environment.  this equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications.  operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause harmful interference in which case the user will be required to correct the interference at his own expense.

 i preface thank you for purchasing the emulator for the hitachi microcomputer sh7058. caution read section 3, preparation before use before using the emulator product. incorrect operation or connection will damage the user system, the emulator product, and the user  program. the sh7058 e6000h emulator (hereinafter referred to as the emulator) is an efficient software and hardware development tool for systems based on hitachi microcomputer sh7058. the emulator is operated by using the hitachi debugging interface (hereafter referred to as hdi). this interface program is supported by windows a  98, windows a  me, windows nt a  4.0, and windows a  2000. this manual describes the emulator functions and operations. please read this manual carefully before use, in particular section 1.1, notes on usage. a cd-r for the e6000h emulator is packaged with the emulator. for details, refer to section 3, preparation before use. related manuals: description notes on using the pc card interface (hs6000eip01h) for the e6000/e8000 emulator description notes on using the pci interface board (hs6000eic01h) for the e6000/e8000 emulator description notes on using the pci interface board (hs6000eic02h) for the e6000/e8000 emulator description notes on using the lan adapter (hs6000eln01h) for the e6000/e8000 emulator description notes on using the usb adapter (hs6000eiu01h) for the e6000/e8000 emulator hitachi embedded workshop users manual superh ?  risc engine c/c++ compiler user's manual superh ?  risc engine assembler user's manual h series linkage editor, librarian, object converter user's manual hitachi debugging interface user's manual hardware manual supporting each mcu programming manual supporting each mcu

 ii notes: 1. ibm pc is a registered trademark of international business machines corporation. 2. microsoft  , windows  , and windows nt a  4.0 are registered trademarks of microsoft corporation in the united states and/or in other countries. 3. pentium   is a registered trademark of intel corporation in the united states. abbreviation: 1. windows a  98 is an abbreviation for microsoft   windows a  98 operating system. 2. windows a  me is an abbreviation for microsoft   windows a  millennium edition. 3. windows nt a  4.0 is an abbreviation for microsoft   windows nt a  4.0 operating system. 4. windows a  2000 is an abbreviation for microsoft   windows a  2000 operating system.
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 1 section 1 overview this system is an efficient software and hardware development support tool for application systems using the hd64f7058 (hereafter referred to as sh7058) microcomputer developed by hitachi, ltd. as peripheral functions for use with its high-speed cpu, the sh7058 incorporates a floating-point unit (fpu), direct memory access controller (dmac), advanced timer unit (atu-ii), advanced pulse unit (apu), watchdog timer (wdt), compare-match timer (cmt), serial communications interface (sci), hitachi controller area network (hcan), a/d converter, interrupt controller (intc), i/o ports, memory, etc. the emulator operates in place of the sh7058 and performs realtime emulation of the user system. the emulator also provides functions for efficient hardware and software debugging. the emulator package consists of the sh7058 e6000h station and a user system interface board. the emulator is connected to the user system via the dedicated connector on the evaluation chip board or the user system interface board. pc interface (option) includes a pc interface board (pci bus and pc card bus; installed on the host computer), a lan adapter (connected with the network), and a usb adapter (connected with the usb interface). by connecting the emulator to the host computer via those interfaces, the sh7058 e6000h hitachi debugging interface (hereafter referred to as hdi) can be used for debugging. for details on pc interface boards (available for pci bus and pc card bus specifications), lan adapter, and usb adapter, refer to their description notes.

 2 hs7058ecf61h) (hs7058eph60h) user system user system interface board ic socket pc interface board (option) pc interface cable (option)   lan adapter     (option)   usb adapter     (option) pc interface cable  (option) pc interface  cable (option) network evaluation chip board e6000h station usb cable (option) pc figure 1.1   configuration of the emulator for the sh7058

 3 the emulator provides the following features: 1. realtime emulation of the mcu at 80 mhz 2. a wide selection of emulation commands, promoting efficient system development 3. on-line help functions to facilitate command usage without a manual 4. efficient debugging enabled by variable break functions and a mass-storage trace memory (128-kcycles) 5. parallel access with a command execution during emulation, for example    trace data display    emulation memory display and modification 6. performance analysis measurement of subroutine execution time and count for evaluating the execution efficiency of user programs 7. a lan adapter for connecting the emulator to a host computer via a lan interface (10base- t or 100base-tx), allowing loading of the sh7058 e6000h hitachi debugging interface into the host computer. this enables graphic display operations in a multi-window environment, and source-level debugging. 8. a usb adapter for connecting the emulator to a host computer via a usb interface, allowing loading of the sh7058 e6000h hitachi debugging interface into the host computer. this enables graphic display operations in a multi-window environment, and source-level debugging. 9. a pc interface board (for the pci bus or pc card bus) connected to the host computer through the pc interface cable.  the hdi can be loaded into the host computer to enable:    graphic display operations in a multi-window environment    source-level debugging note: ethernet a  is a registered trademark of xerox corporation (usa).

 4 1.1 notes on usage caution read the following warnings before using the emulator product. incorrect operation will damage the user system and the emulator product. the user program will be lost. 1. check all components with the component list after unpacking the emulator. 2. never place heavy objects on the casing. 3. observe the following conditions in the area where the emulator is to be used:    make sure that the internal cooling fans on the sides of the emulator must be at least 20 cm (8") away from walls or other equipment.    keep out of direct sunlight or heat. refer to section 1.2, environmental conditions.    use in an environment with constant temperature and humidity.    protect the emulator from dust.    avoid subjecting the emulator to excessive vibration. refer to section 1.2, environmental conditions. 4. protect the emulator from excessive impacts and stresses. 5. before using the emulator's power supply, check its specifications such as power voltage and frequency. 6. when moving the emulator, take care not to vibrate or otherwise damage it. 7. after connecting the cable, check that it is connected correctly. for details, refer to section 3, preparation before use. 8. supply power to the emulator and connected parts after connecting all cables. cables must not be connected or removed while the power is on. 9. for details on differences between the mcu and the emulator, refer to appendix e.5, differences between the emulator and the mcu.

 5 1.2 environmental conditions caution observe the conditions listed in table 1.1 when using the emulator. the following environmental conditions must be satisfied, otherwise the user system and the emulator will  not operate normally. the user program will be lost. table 1.1   environmental conditions item specifications temperature operating: +10 to +35c storage: - 10 to +50c humidity operating: 35 to 80% rh,  no condensation storage:  35 to 80% rh,  no condensation vibration operating: 2.45 m/s 2  max. storage: 4.9 m/s 2  max. transportation: 14.7 m/s 2  max. ac input power voltage:  100 v to 240 v ac frequency: 50/60 hz power consumption: 75 w ambient gases there must be no corrosive gases present.

 6 details of the operating environment are listed in table 1.2. table 1.2   operating environment item operating environment host computer ibm pcs and compatible machines that contain pentium a  iii processors (800 mhz or faster is recommended) operating system windows a  98, windows a  me, windows nt a  4.0, or windows a  2000 minimum memory capacity for operation 32 mbytes (more than twice the size of the load module is recommended) display resolution better than 800    600 (svga) is recommended empty space in a hard disk disk capacity required for installation: 40 mbytes or more take the swap area into account when ensuring that there is enough space on your system (more than four times the size of the memory is recommended). supported interfaces pci bus slot, pc card (pcmcia), lan adapter (conforming to ieee802.3, with 10base-t or 100base-tx), usb adapter (conforming to v1.1) pointing device such as a mouse a pointing device such as a mouse, which can be connected to the host computer and is supported by windows a  98, windows a  me, windows nt a  4.0, and windows a  2000 cd-rom drive required for installing the emulator software or referring to the users manual

 7 1.3 components the emulator components are listed below. check all components after unpacking. if any component is missing, contact the sales agency from which the emulator was purchased. 1.3.1 emulator table 1.3 lists the emulator components. table 1.3   emulator components (hs7058eph60h) classification item quantity remarks hardware e6000h station 1 trace cable 1 connected to the emulator station sh7058 evaluation chip board 1 two boards connected via a trace cable external probe 1 probe input: four, run or break output: one trigger output: one gnd: two ac power cable 1 software sh7058 e6000h emulator 1 cd-r hs7058eph60sr manual description notes on using the sh7058 e6000h emulator 1 hs7058eph60he-p(*) note: * indicates a manual revision.

 8 1.3.2 options in addition to the e6000h station, the options listed in table 1.4 are also available. refer to each option manual for details on these optional components. table 1.4   optional component specifications item model name specifications user system interface board for the sh7058 (fp-256h) hs7058ecf61h for the sh7058 (fp-256h) pci interface board hs6000eic01h hs6000eic02h pci bus pc interface card hs6000eip01h pc card bus lan adapter hs6000eln01h ?  tcp/ip communications protocol ?  10base-t ?  100base-tx usb adapter hs6000eiu01h conforms to v1.1

 9 section 2 components 2.1 emulator hardware components the emulator consists of an e6000h station and an sh7058 evaluation chip board. by installing a user system interface board (option) on your host computer, the emulator can be connected in the same package as the device. pc interface (option) includes a pc interface board (pci bus and pc card bus; installed on the host computer), a lan adapter (connected with the network), and a usb adapter (connected with the usb interface). by connecting the emulator to the host computer via those interfaces, the sh7058 e6000h hitachi debugging interface (hereafter referred to as hdi) can be used for debugging. for details on pc interface boards (available for pci bus and pc card bus specifications), lan adapter, and usb adapter, refer to their description notes. hs7058ecf61h) (hs7058eph60h) user system user system interface board ic socket pc interface board (option) pc interface cable (option)   lan adapter     (option)   usb adapter     (option) pc interface cable  (option) pc interface  cable (option) network evaluation chip board e6000h station usb cable (option) pc figure 2.1   emulator hardware components

 10 2.1.1 e6000h station components the names of the components on the front/rear panel of the e6000h station are listed below. front panel: figure 2.2   e6000h station: front panel 1. power lamp: is lit up while the e6000h station is supplied with power. 2. run lamp: is lit up while the user program is running.

 11 rear panel: figure 2.3   e6000h station: rear panel (a) power switch: turning this switch to i (input) supplies power to the emulator (e6000h station and evaluation chip board). (b) ac power connector: for an ac 100-v to 240-v power supply. (c) pc interface cable connector: for the pc interface cable that connects the host computer to the e6000h station. a pc interface board, pc card interface, lan adapter, or usb adapter can be connected. marked pc/if.

 12 2.1.2 evaluation chip board configuration the names of the components on the evaluation chip board of the emulator are listed below. figure 2.4   evaluation chip board (hs7058eph60h) (a) station to evaluation chip board this is a cover for protecting the connector that interface connector cover: connects the e6000h station to the evaluation chip board. (b) crystal oscillator terminals: for installing a crystal oscillator to be used as an external clock source for the mcu. (c) hs7058pwb20h board: connector to the trace cable is attached. (d) hs7058pwb30h board: an evaluation chip is installed and a dedicated connector to the user system interface board or user system is attached.

 13 (e) user system interface board  for connecting the user system interface board or connector: user system. note: (a) to (e) listed above are referred to as evaluation chip board.

 14 2.1.3 configuration of user system interface board the names of the components of the user system interface board are given below. figure 2.5   configuration of user system interface board (a) connector for the evaluation chip for connection to the evaluation chip board. board (b) connector for the user system for connection to the user system.

 15 2.2 configuration of the provided cd-r the provided cd-r contains software for the sh7058 e6000h emulator and users manuals. table 2.1 shows the configuration of the cd-r. all directories listed in this table are under the directory 7058 in the root directory.

 16 table 2.1   contents of cd-r directory name file name contents note setup.exe installer hdi.exe  [ * 1] hdi program for the sh7058 e6000h emulator \diag tm7058.exe  [ * 1] diagnostic and maintenance program \drivers\pci\95 pcihei.inf setup information (pci) for windows a 98 and windows a  me \drivers\pci\95 pcihei.vxd virtual driver (pci) for windows a 98 and windows a  me \drivers\pci\nt pcihei.sys system file (pci) for windows nt a \drivers\pci\2000 pcihei2k.sys system file (pci) for windows a 2000 \drivers\pci\2000 pcihei2k.inf setup information (pci) for windows a 2000 \drivers\pcmcia\95 ulepcc.inf setup information (pcmcia) for windows a 98 \drivers\pcmcia\95 ulepcc.vxd virtual driver (pcmcia) for windows a 98 \drivers\pcmcia\nt ulepccnt.sys system file (pcmcia) for windows nt a \drivers\pcmcia\2000 ulepcc2k.sys system file (pcmcia) for windows a 2000 \drivers\pcmcia\2000 ulepcc2k.inf setup information (pcmcia) for windows a 2000 \manuals\japanese hs6400diiw5sj.pdf [ * 2] hitachi debugging interface users manual pdf documents in japanese  [ * 4] \manuals\japanese hs7058eph60hj.pdf [ * 2] sh7058 e6000h emulator users manual pdf documents in japanese  [ * 4]

 17 table 2.1   contents of cd-r (cont) directory name file name contents notes \manuals\english hs6400diiw5se.pdf [ * 3] hitachi debugging interface users manual pdf documents in english  [ * 4] \manuals\english hs7058eph60he.pdf [ * 3] sh7058 e6000h emulator users manual pdf documents in english  [ * 4] \pdf_read\japanese ar50jpn.exe acrobat a  reader 5.0 installer japanese version \pdf_read\english ar50eng.exe acrobat a  reader 5.0 installer english version \tutorial sample program notes:   1. installed on your host computer by the installer. 2. this is the japanese version of the manual. it cannot be installed by the english- language version of the installer. 3. this is the english version of the manual. it cannot be installed by the japanese- language version of the installer. 4. use the acrobat a  reader to see pdf documents.

 18 2.3 system configuration the emulator must be connected to a host computer (via the selected pc interface board). 2.3.1 system configuration using a pc interface board the emulator can be connected to a host computer   via a pc interface board (options: pci bus or pc card bus). install the pc interface board to the expansion slot for the interface board in the host computer, and connect the interface cable supplied with the pc interface board to the emulator. a lan adapter can be used to connect the emulator to a host computer   as a network. a usb adapter can be used to connect the emulator to a host computer   with the usb interface. for details on pc interface boards (available for pci bus and pc card bus specifications), lan adapter, and usb adapter, refer to their description notes. figure 2.6 shows the configuration of a system in which the pc interface board is used. figure 2.7 shows the configuration of a system in which the lan adapter is used. figure 2.8 shows the configuration of a system in which the usb adapter is used. install the pc interface board to the expansion slot for the pc interface board in the host computer. figure 2.6   system configuration using a pc interface board

 19 figure 2.7   system configuration using a lan adapter figure 2.8   system configuration using a usb adapter

 20

 21 section 3 preparation before use 3.1 description on emulator usage this section describes the preparation before emulator usage. figure 3.1 is a flowchart on preparation before the usage of the emulator. caution read this section and understand its contents before preparation. incorrect operation will damage the user system and the emulator. the user program will be lost. turn on the emulator. see the e6000h emulator hitachi debugging interface setup guide. connect the emulator. check the components against  the component list. install acrobat? reader. reference: component list unpack the emulator. see sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.6. see section 3.2. install the reader only when it is necessary. set up the emulator on each os. figure 3.1   emulator preparation flowchart

 22 3.2 installing the acrobat ?  reader acrobat ?  reader 5.0 is required to view the online help. acrobat ?  reader is provided on the cd-r of this product. the installation of acrobat ?  reader is described below. if you have already installed acrobat ?  reader, do not carry out this procedure. 1. insert the cd-r of this product in the cd-rom drive. 2. click [run] from the [start] menu. 3. specify ar50eng.exe in pdf_read\english directory in the [run] dialog box (e.g.         d:\7058\pdf_read\english\ar50eng.exe) then click the [ok] button. 4. install according to the instructions displayed in the screen. 3.3   emulator connection the following description is given on emulator connection. 3.3.1 connecting the user system warning always switch off the emulator and user system before connecting or disconnecting any cables. failure to do so will result in a fire hazard and will damage the user system and the emulator or will result in personal injury. the user program will be lost. 1. check that the emulator power switch is turned off. ensure that the power lamp on the right side of the e6000h station's front panel is not lit. 2. remove the ac power cable of the e6000h station from the outlet (if the cable is connected to the outlet). 3. connect pin 1 on the user system connector to the connector installed at the bottom of the e6000h user system interface board. when connecting the connector, prevent the upper or lower side of the board from lifting off the connector. alternately tighten the screws on both sides of the board.

 23 3.3.2 connecting the user system interface board warning always switch off the emulator and user system and check pin numbers on the connectors and ic socket before connecting or disconnecting the user system interface board. connection with the power on or incorrect connection will damage the emulator, user system interface board, and user system, and result in a fire hazard. for details on the method of connecting the user system interface board, refer to the descriptions of the user system interface boards for individual sh7058 e6000h-series products. figure 3.2   connecting the user system interface board

 24 3.3.3 connecting the external probe caution check the external probe direction and connect the external probe to the emulator station correctly. incorrect connection will damage the probe or connector. when an external probe is connected to the emulator probe connector on the e6000h evaluation chip board's rear panel, it enables external signal tracing and multibreak detection. figure 3.3 shows the external probe connector. pin no. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 probe name 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 signal name probe input 0 probe input 1 probe input 2 probe input 3 gnd trigger output gnd run or break output note synchronous break input pin gnd connection pin trigger mode output pin gnd connection pin low-level output at runstep figure 3.3   external probe connector

 25 3.3.4 selecting the clock this emulator supports three types of clock for the mcu: a crystal oscillator attached on the evaluation chip board, external clock input from the user system, and the emulator internal clock. the clock is specified with the [configuration] dialog box or the clock command. this emulator can use a clock source ( f ) running at up to 80.0 mhz (eight times the external clock frequency of 10.0 mhz) as the mcu clock input. crystal oscillator:  a crystal oscillator is not supplied with the emulator. prepare and use one that has the same frequency as that of the user system. when using a crystal oscillator as the mcu clock source, the frequency range must be from 5.0 to 10.0 mhz. caution always switch off the emulator and user system before connecting or disconnecting the crystal oscillator.  otherwise, the user program will be lost. use the following procedure to install the crystal oscillator: 1. check that the emulator power switch is turned off. (check that the power led is not lit.) 2. attach the crystal oscillator into the terminals on the evaluation chip board (figure 3.4). 3. turn on the user system power and then the emulator power. then crystal oscillator will be automatically set and setup. this function will allow the execution of the user program at the operating frequency of the user system even when the user system is not connected to the emulator.

 26 evaluation chip  board crystal oscillator terminals crystal oscillator enlarged  view x1      x2 figure 3.4   installing the crystal oscillator external clock:  use the following procedure to select the external clock. 1. check that the emulator power switch is turned off. (check that the power led is not lit.) 2. connect the evaluation chip board to the user system and supply a clock through the extal pin from the user system. 3. turn on the user system power and then the emulator power. user (the external clock) will then be automatically specified by a clock command. emulator internal clock:  specify 5 (5.0 mhz) or 10 (10.0 mhz) in the [configuration] dialog box or with the clock command. reference: when the emulator system program is initiated, the emulator automatically selects the mcu clock source according to the following priority: 1. user systems clock when an external clock is supplied from the user system 2. crystal oscillator when attached to the evaluation chip board 3. emulator internal clock

 27 3.3.5 connecting the system ground caution separate the frame ground from the signal ground at the user system. when the frame ground is connected to the signal ground and the emulator is then connected to the user system, the emulator will malfunction. the emulator's signal ground is connected to the user system's signal ground via the evaluation chip board. in the e6000h station, the signal ground and frame ground are connected (figure 3.5). at the user system, connect the frame ground only; do not connect the signal ground to the frame ground. if it is difficult to separate the frame ground from the signal ground in the user system, ground the frame to the same outlet as the 100-v to 240-v power supply of the emulator station (figure 3.6) so that the ground potentials become even. figure 3.5   connecting the system ground

 28 warning always switch off the emulator and user system before connecting or disconnecting any cables. failure to do so will result in a fire hazard and will damage the user system and the emulator or will result in personal injury. the user program will be lost. the user system must be connected to an appropriate ground so as to minimize noise and the adverse effects of ground loops. when connecting the evaluation chip board and the user system, confirm that the ground pins of the evaluation chip board are firmly connected to the user system's ground. figure 3.6   connecting the frame ground

 29 3.3.6 pc interface board specifications (pci bus specifications) pc interface board specifications:  table 3.1 lists the pci-bus pc interface board specifications. for details on other interface boards, refer to their description notes. table 3.1   pc interface board specifications item specifications host computer that can be used pc with a pci slot, or compatible machine os microsoft a  windows nt a  4.0, windows a  98, windows a  me, or windows a  2000 operating system memory area 16 kbytes pci-bus specifications conforms to revision 2.1 installing the pc interface board: warning always switch off the host computer and peripheral devices connected to the host computer before installing the pc interface board. failure to do so will result in a fire hazard and will damage the host computer, interface board, and peripheral devices, or will result in personal injury. remove the cover of the host computer and install the pc interface board in the pci-bus specification extension slot. tighten the screw after confirming that the pc interface cable can be connected to the board.

 30 figure 3.7   installing the pci interface board connecting the e6000h station to the pc interface board: warning always switch off the emulator and user system before connecting or disconnecting any cables. failure to do so will result in a fire hazard and will damage the user system and the emulator, or will result in personal injury. the user program will be lost. before using the emulator, connect the e6000h station to the pc interface board with the pc interface cable supplied, as shown in figure 3.8.

 31 host computer pc interface board e6000h station rear panel pc interface cable figure 3.8   connecting the e6000h station to the pc interface board

 32

 33 section 4 tutorial 4.1 introduction the following describes the main functions of the hdi by using a sample program for sorting random data. for more complicated usage, refer to section 5, emulator functions.  this tutorial assumes that the user system is not connected. the sample program performs the following actions:    the  main  function generates 10 pieces of random data to be sorted.    the  sort  function generates the array and inputs the random data in the array, and sorts the random data in ascending order.    the  change  function inputs the array generated by the  sort  function, and changes the data in descending order. note: this sample program is created by using the superh risc engine c/c ++  compiler package (v6.0a).

 34 4.2 running the hdi    to run the hdi, select the [sh7058 e6000h emulator software]-[hitachi debugging interface] from the [start] menu. figure 4.1   [start] menu the hdi window as shown in figure 4.2 is displayed. here the [select session] dialog box is displayed. select the target mcu name of the installed hdi and click the [ok] button. the settings related to the mcu, such as the mcu operating mode, can be performed on the [general] page in the [configuration] dialog box. table 4.1 lists the settings when running the sample program.

 35 table 4.1   [general] page in the [configuration] dialog box setting example: configuration of the [general] page option setting value [device] sh7058 [mode] 3 (on-chip rom or single chip) [clock] 5 mhz [h-udi (jtag) clock] 10 mhz [timer resolution] 20 ns [input frequency] input prohibited [flash load option] disabled [user signals] all enabled [bus timeout] 100 us [enable interrupts during step execution] disabled [enable select aud to emulator] enabled [enable multi break] disabled [user vcc threshold] 4.4 v the settings can be checked on the [general] page in the [configuration] dialog box. for details on the [general] page in the [configuration] dialog box, refer to section 5.2, setting the emulators operating conditions.

 36 the hdi window is shown in figure 4.2. figure 4.2   hdi window numbers in figure 4.2 indicate the following: 1. menu bar indicates the hdi command menus for the use of the hdi. 2. toolbar contains convenient buttons as shortcuts of menu commands. 3. status bar indicates the state of the emulator and progress information about downloading. 4. [help] button activates the hdi on-line help.

 37 4.3 setting the memory map in the next step, allocate the emulation memory.    select [configure platform] from the [setup] menu to display the current memory map. the [configuration] dialog box is displayed. click the [eram] tab to display the [eram] page. figure 4.3   [eram] page (before setting) the emulator can allocate emulation memory to eight rom areas in 4-kbyte units. when [emulation memory] in the [mode] group box is selected, the [allocate emulation ram on rom] group box is enabled. in the tutorial program, allocate h00000000 to h0000fff and h00001000 to h00001fff as the emulation memory area.

 38 figure 4.4   allocating the emulation memory    check the [eram0] check box and enter h00000000 in the address box. similarly, check the [eram1] check box and enter h00001000 in the address box. the value in the gray address box shows the range that the memory has been allocated.    click the [ok] button after values have been entered. for details on the allocation of emulation memory, refer to the [eram] page in section 5.2.1.

 39 4.4 downloading 4.4.1 downloading the sample program download the sample program in the elf/dwarf2 format to be debugged.    select [load program...] from the [file] menu.  the [load program] dialog box is displayed.    click the [browse] button. the [open] dialog box will be displayed.     select the file tutorial.abs, and click the [open] button. figure 4.5   [load program] dialog box    click the [open] button in the [load program] dialog box. the following dialog box will be displayed when the program completes loading. in the dialog box, the address where the program was loaded is displayed. figure 4.6   [hdi] dialog box    click the [ok] button.

 40 4.4.2 displaying the source program the [source] window allows the user to display the c/c++ language source program, set breakpoints, execute the program, and select variables, so the user can debug a program at the source level.    select [source...] from the [view] menu. the [open] dialog box is displayed. figure 4.7   [open] dialog box

 41    select [sort.c] and click the [open] button. the [source] window is displayed. if necessary, select whatever font or size you like, by selecting the [font] option from the [customize] submenu in the [setup] menu. figure 4.8   [source] window (displaying the source program)

 42 4.5 setting the program counter breakpoints a breakpoint is one of the debugging functions. the [source] window provides a very simple way of setting program counter (pc) breakpoints. for example, to set a breakpoint at the line that contains the  sort  function call:    double-click the [bp] column on the line containing the  sort  function call. the    will be displayed on the line containing the  sort  function to show that a software breakpoint is set at that address. figure 4.9   [source] window (setting a pc breakpoint) the emulator has many break functions.  for details, refer to section 5.6, break functions.

 43 4.6 executing the program    to execute the program, select [reset go] from the [run] menu, or click the [reset go] button on the toolbar. the program will be executed up to the breakpoint that has been set, and will then stop. the line where the program has halted will be highlighted in the [source] window. figure 4.10   [source] window (break state)

 44 the user can see the cause of the last break through the [platform] sheet in the [system status] window.    select [status] from the [view] menu. the [system status] window is displayed.    select [platform] sheet from the [system status] window. figure 4.11   [system status] window the [cause of last break] line shows that the cause of the break is  on chip break 12 . for details on program execution, refer to section 5.3, program execution.

 45 4.7 reviewing breakpoints the user can see all the breakpoints set in the program in the [breakpoints] window.    select [breakpoints] from the [view] menu. the [breakpoints] window is displayed. the contents of the breakpoint set will be displayed. a    will be displayed in the [enable] column. figure 4.12   [breakpoints] window the [breakpoints] window also allows the user to change breakpoints, set new breakpoints, and delete breakpoints.    close the [breakpoints] window.

 46 4.8 viewing memory the user can view the contents of a memory block in the [memory] window. for example, to view the memory contents corresponding to the external variable array  a :    select [memory...] from the [view] menu. the [open memory window] dialog box is displayed.    input  a  in the [address] edit box, and set the [format] combo box as [long word]. figure 4.13   [open memory window] dialog box

 47    click the [ok] button.  the [long memory] window showing the specified area of memory is displayed. figure 4.14   [long memory] window

 48 4.9 watching variables as the user steps through a program, it is possible to watch the values of variables used in the program. for example, to check the contents of the long-type array  a  declared at the beginning of the program, use the following procedure:    click the left of array  a  displayed in the [source] window to position the cursor.    click the [source] window with the right mouse button, and select [instant watch...] from a pop-up menu. the [instant watch] dialog box is displayed. figure 4.15   [instant watch] dialog box    click the [add watch] button to add a variable to the [watch window] window.

 49 figure 4.16   [watch window] window (displaying the array) the user can also add a variable to the [watch window] window by specifying its name.    click the [watch window] window with the right mouse button and select [add watch] from the pop-up menu. the [add watch] dialog box is displayed. figure 4.17   [add watch] dialog box    input variable  max  and click the [ok] button. the [watch window] window will now also show the volatile long-type variable  max .

 50 figure 4.18   [watch window] window (displaying the variable)    double-click the + symbol to the left of array a in the [watch window] window to expand the variable and watch all the elements in the array. figure 4.19   [watch window] window (displaying array elements)

 51 4.10 stepping through a program the hdi provides various step commands that allow efficient program debugging. for details on step function, refer to section 5.5, step functions. table 4.2   step command command description step in steps through the statements in a function by each line, or steps through assembly statements by each instruction. (for a line that calls a function, execution stops at the first line of the called function.) step over steps through the statements in a function by each line, or steps through assembly statements by each instruction. (for a line that calls a function, the whole of the called function is executed in a single step.) step out steps out of a function, and stops at the next line that calls the function in the program. step steps the specified counts repeatedly at a specified rate.

 52 before executing program stepping, confirm that the program is executed up to the  sort  function line at address h0000106c. figure 4.20   [source] window (step execution)

 53 4.10.1 executing [step in] command the [step in] command steps into the called function and stops at the first line of the function.    to step into the  sort  function, select [step in] from the [run] menu, or click the [step] button  in the toolbar. figure 4.21   [source] window (step in) the highlighted line moves to the first line of the  sort  function in the [source] window.

 54 4.10.2 executing [step out] command the [step out] command steps out of the called function and stops at the next line that called the function in the program.    to step out of the  sort  function, select [step out] from the [run] menu, or click the [step out] button  in the toolbar. figure 4.22   [source] window (step out)

 55 the data of array  a  displayed in the [watch window] window is sorted in ascending order. figure 4.23   [watch window] display example (1) to execute two steps, use the [step in] command twice. figure 4.24   [source] window (step out  ?  step in) the value of variable  max  displayed in the [watch window] window is changed to the maximum data value.

 56 figure 4.25   [watch window] display example (2)

 57 4.10.3 executing [step over] command the [step over] command executes a line that calls a function as a single step.    before executing the [step over] command, execute two steps up to a line that calls the change  function by using the [step in] command twice. figure 4.26   [source] window (before step over execution)

 58    select [step over] from the [run] menu, or click the [step over] button   in the toolbar. a line that calls the  change  function is executed as a single step, and execution stops at the next line in the program. figure 4.27   [source] window (after step over execution) when the last line of the  change  function is executed, the data of array  a , which is displayed in the [watch window] window, is sorted in descending order. figure 4.28   [watch window] display example (3)

 59 4.11 displaying local variables the user can see local variables in a function using the [locals] window. for example, the local variables in the  main  function, which declares five local variables; a, min, max, j, and i will be examined. select [locals] from the [view] menu. the [locals] window is displayed.  when no local variables exist, the [locals] window is empty. figure 4.29   [locals] window double-click the + symbol to the left of array a in the [locals] window to expand the variable and watch all the elements in the array. figure 4.30   [locals] window (displaying array  a  elements)

 60 4.12 saving and loading the session the information set to the hdi windows and dialog boxes can be saved as a session file.  loading this session file at hdi initialization will allow debugging to be resumed from the same state as the last session. to save the session file, select [save session as...] from the [file] menu.  at this time, the window for specifying the file name is displayed.  input the session file name in the window and click the [save] button. to load the session file, select [load session...] from the [file] menu. a session file can be automatically saved and loaded by setting the [hdi options] dialog box of [options...] in the [setup] menu. to automatically save the session file, click on the [save session automatically] radio button in the [session] page.  the dialog box for specifying the file at hdi termination is then displayed. specifying the file name enables session information to be automatically saved to the file from the following hdi termination. to automatically load the session file, enable [load last session on startup] check box in the [session] page.  the session information is automatically loaded. for more details on sessions and a setting method, refer to the hitachi debugging interface user's manual on the cd-r.

 61 section 5 emulator functions 5.1 introduction the following is a full description of the emulators functions, including those that were not described in section 4, tutorial. table 5.1 is a list of the emulator functions that are described in this section. table 5.1   emulator functions section function description 5.2 operating mode setting sets the operating conditions for the emulator 5.3 execution emulation 5.4 display of cause for termination and operating status displays the cause for emulation termination and the mcus operating status 5.5 step execution emulation with step execution 5.6 break break functions 5.7 realtime trace acquires, searches for, and displays tracing information 5.8 execution time measurement measures the total execution time of the user program 5.9 performance analysis performance and profile data measurement functions 5.10 information display displays the various items set in each dialog box 5.11 trigger output trigger outputs 5.12 stack trace displays the history of called functions 5.13 displaying memory and auto-update memory displays memory in one of two ways: by parallel access or the auto-update memory display function (the contents of a range of locations is displayed and the display is updated every 500 ms during execution of the user program) 5.14 entering masks formats for the input of masks 5.15 extended function for [source] window extended functions for the [source] window of the hdi

 62 5.2 setting the emulators operating conditions the user must set the operating conditions before using the emulator. table 5.2 lists the settings. table 5.2   setting the emulators operating conditions setting item description mcu setting selects the mcu to be used. operating mode setting selects the mcu operating mode. clock setting for mcu selects the clock to be supplied to the mcu. h-udi (jtag) clock setting selects the clock to be supplied to the h- udi (jtag) clock. minimum measurement time setting for the execution-time measurement counter selects the measurement unit time for the measurement counter of the execution time. operation setting when using the on-chip flash memory sets the operation when the on-chip flash memory is used. operation setting of the emulator function enables the use of the emulator function. interrupt during step execution selection of the use of the aud multibreak mode user signal input setting enables the use of the user signal input. enabling the input of the res signal enabling the input of the nmi signal enabling the input of breq/wait threshold setting for bus time out sets the threshold of bus time out. threshold setting for user vcc sets the threshold of user vcc. emulator settings (note: use the [configuration] dialog box to make these settings.) driver setting opens the dialog box to change the driver. eram setting (note: use the [eram] page to make this setting.) mode selection selects the mode for the emulation memory. selecting the user ram mode selecting the emulation memory mode selecting the software-break automatic setting mode for the on-chip rom area (on-chip flash memory area)

 63 5.2.1 [configuration] dialog box select [configure platform...] from the [setup] menu to open the [configuration] dialog box. figure 5.1   [configuration] dialog box use this dialog box to set the emulation conditions for the emulator.

 64 table 5.3   [configuration] dialog box page description [general] selects the mcu, operating clock, h-udi (jtag) clock, the minimum measurement time for the execution-time measurement counter, operation when using the on-chip flash memory, and thresholds of bus time out and user vcc, sets the mode and the clock when programming the on-chip flash memory, enables emulator operation and the input of the user signal, and displays the dialog box to change the driver [eram] selects the mode and sets the address for allocating the emulation memory and automatic copy of the on-chip flash memory to the emulation memory each page of the [configuration] dialog box is described below.

 65 [general] page: use this page to select the mcu, operating clock, h-udi (jtag) clock, the minimum measurement time for the execution-time measurement counter, and threshold of user vcc, set the mode, enable emulator operation and the input of the user signal, and display the dialog box to change the driver. figure 5.2   [configuration] dialog box ([general] page)

 66 table 5.4   [general] page option item description selects the mcu [device] sh7xxx selects the mcu for emulation selects the operating mode for emulation 0 (8-bit bus) mcu expansion mode 0 1 (16-bit bus) mcu expansion mode 1 2 (on-chip rom) mcu expansion mode 2 3 (on-chip rom, single chip) mcu single chip mode [mode] target mode that has been set on the user system selects the clock to be supplied to the mcu emulator clock (x mhz) internal clock (x = 5 mhz or 10 mhz) target clock clock signal for the user system [clock] xtal crystal oscillator on the evaluation chip selects the clock to be input to the h-udi [h-udi (jtag) clock] frequency frequency x (x = 10 mhz, 15 mhz, or 20 mhz) selects the execution time or the minimum measurement time width of the counter. the value set here affects the display of the runtime and performance. runtime measurement 52 us, 1.6 us, or 20 ns [timer resolution] clock counter measurement clock, clock/2, clock/4, or clock/8 [input frequency] sets the clock when programming the on-chip flash memory. the clock is input when xtal or target is specified for [clock]. the value must be input up to two places of decimals between 5.00 mhz to 10.00 mhz. [flash load option] sets the operation when programming the on-chip flash memory. disable: programming disabled update: programs the on-chip flash memory without initialization erase: initializes and programs the on-chip flash memory of the target block (4 kbytes) all erase: initializes and programs all the on-chip flash memory

 67 table 5.4   [general] page (cont) option item description user reset enable enables the res signal from the user system user nmi enable enables the nmi signal from the user system [user signals] user bus request/wait enable enables breq or wait from the user system [enable interrupts during step execution] specifies whether or not the interrupt is generated during step execution. [enable select aud to emulator] specifies this option when the aud is used by the emulator. remove the check mark when used by the user. [enable multi break] specifies whether or not the multibreak is enabled. [user vcc threshold] detects the lowered user-system voltage. when the mode is target, the system status window informs that the user vcc is lowered than the specified value. when the mode is selected, the initial value is changed. this option also informs when the recommended voltage range is exceeded depending on the mode. [driverchange] specifies the emulator driver. when this dialog box is opened, the emulator is initialized even if the setting is not changed. note: when the check mark for [enable select aud to emulator] is removed and the aud function is used by the user, memory access is disabled during program execution.

 68 [eram] page: use this page to select the used mode of emulation memory and to allocate the emulation memory. the emulation memory is mapped to addresses from hfffe8000 to hfffeffff, and used for on-chip rom emulation. the addresses hfffe8000 to hfffeffff can also be used for on- chip ram. in the actual mcu, the emulation memory is reserved and not installed. figure 5.3   [configuration] dialog box ([eram] page)

 69 table 5.5   [eram] page option description selects the eram mode to be used. [mode] [user] uses the emulation memory for on-chip ram. addresses from hfffe8000 to hfffeffff can be used as the on-chip ram. [emulation memory] performs on-chip rom emulation. the rom area (on-chip flash memory area) to be emulated is allocated to the address by the [emulation ram]. [auto allocate for software break] sets the mode to automatically emulate the on-chip rom when a software break is set on the on-chip rom. when the emulation memory is selected with [mode], selects the eram area and sets the rom area address to be emulated. eram 0 to 7 selects the eram to be allocated. address input inputs the start address of rom to be emulated. when a value is set outside the 4-kbyte boundary, round down the value below the boundary. set range address display displays the address range of rom to be emulated. [allocate emulation ram on rom] checkbox for automatic writing to the on-chip flash memory when this checkbox is checked, the contents of the on-chip flash memory are read and written to the emulation memory when the emulation memory is allocated. when the user program is downloaded to the on-chip flash memory in this state, the program is also downloaded to the emulation memory. note: stop the dmac operation when the emulation memory is set.

 70 [user] mode: the emulation memory is used as the on-chip ram. the addresses from hfffe8000 to hfffeffff can be used as the on-chip ram. figure 5.4 shows the selection in [user] mode, and figure 5.5 shows the emulation memory diagram when the [user] mode is selected. figure 5.4   [user] mode in [eram] page

 71 start: end: h'fffe8000 address emulation memory uses the emulation memory  in h'fffe8000 to h'fffeffff  as the on-chip ram. h'fffe8fff h'fffe9000 h'fffe9fff h'fffea000 h'fffeafff h'fffeb000 h'fffebfff h'fffec000 h'fffecfff h'fffed000 h'fffedfff h'fffee000 h'fffeefff h'fffef000 eram0 eram1 eram2 eram3 eram4 eram5 eram6 eram7 h'fffeffff figure 5.5   diagram for emulation memory in [user] mode

 72 [emulation memory] mode: the eram area can be used for the emulation of the rom area (on-chip flash memory area). the emulation memory can be allocated in 4-kbyte boundaries. the rom contents can be downloaded to eram automatically, and the eram contents can also be downloaded to the rom area (on- chip flash memory) automatically. (a)   emulation memory allocation figure 5.6 shows the display when the rom area from h00000000 to h00000fff, and h00001000 to h00001fff are allocated to eram0 and eram1, respectively. figure 5.7 shows the diagram. figure 5.6   allocation to eram0 and eram1 display

 73 start: end: h'fffe8000 address address emulation memory rom h'fffe8fff h'fffe9000 h'fffe9fff h'00000000 h'00000fff h'00001000 h'00001fff h'fffea000 h'fffeafff h'fffeb000 h'fffebfff h'fffec000 h'fffecfff h'fffed000 h'fffedfff h'fffee000 h'fffeefff h'fffef000 eram0 eram1 eram2 eram3 eram4 eram5 eram6 eram7 h'fffeffff figure 5.7    diagram for allocation to eram0 and eram1

 74 figure 5.8 shows the display when the rom area from h00000000 to h00000fff is allocated to eram4, and h00002000 to h00002fff to eram0, respectively. figure 5.9 shows the diagram. figure 5.8   allocation to eram4 and eram0 display

 75 start: end: : start : end h'fffe8000 address address emulation memory rom h'fffe8fff h'fffe9000 h'fffe9fff h'00000000 h'00000fff h'00002000 h'00002fff h'fffea000 h'fffeafff h'fffeb000 h'fffebfff h'fffec000 h'fffecfff h'fffed000 h'fffedfff h'fffee000 h'fffeefff h'fffef000 eram0 eram1 eram2 eram3 eram4 eram5 eram6 eram7 h'fffeffff figure 5.9   diagram for allocation to eram4 and eram0

 76 (b)   automatically copying rom contents to eram figure 5.10 shows the setting when the rom area from addresses h00000000 to h00000fff and h00001000 to h00001fff are allocated to eram0 and eram1, respectively, then automatically copying the rom area from addresses h00000000 to h00000fff contents to eram0. figure 5.10   automatically copying rom contents to eram0 as shown in figure 5.10, when the [rom to eram n  ( n  = 0 to 7)] checkbox on the right side of the [allocate emulation ram on rom] group box is checked and [ok] is clicked, the contents of the on-chip rom are written to the area that has been emulated by the specified eram.

 77 (c)   automatically writing (copying) eram contents to the rom area (on-chip flash memory) when the eram is released to the user, the automatic writing (copying) eram contents to rom area (on-chip flash memory) is enabled. as shown in figure 5.6, when the rom area from addresses h00000000 to h00000fff and h00001000 to h00001fff are allocated to eram0 and eram1, respectively, and eram0 and eram1 is released, the display is as shown in figure 5.11.  figure 5.12 shows the selection for automatically writing (copying) eram contents to rom area (on-chip flash memory). figure 5.11   releasing eram0 and eram1

 78 figure 5.12   selection of automatic downloading of eram contents to rom area (on-chip flash memory) as shown in figure 5.11, remove the checking in the checkbox on the left side of the [allocate emulation ram on rom] group box, and click [ok]. when the check is removed, the display shows the selection whether or not to write the eram contents to on-chip rom (on-chip flash memory) for each eram area, so click [yes] or [no].

 79 [auto allocate for software break] mode: when a software break is set for the rom area in the [auto allocate for software break] mode, the eram area is automatically used to emulate the rom area including the address where the software break has been set. this function enables automatically setting the software break to the rom area without setting the area to be emulated. the emulation memory is allocated in 4-kbyte boundaries. figure 5.13 shows the setting of the [auto allocate for software break] mode. figure 5.13   selection of the [auto allocate for software break] mode in [eram] page

 80 5.3 program execution 5.3.1 execution table 5.6 shows the main forms of program execution. table 5.6   program execution form function procedure click the [go] button normal execution executes the user program from the current pc (program counter) address. select [go] from the [run] menu click the [reset go] button execution from the reset vector inputs the res signal to the mcu, then executes the user program from the reset vector. select [reset go] from the [run] menu setting a program counter to a specified address sets the program counter to the specified address. place the mouse cursor on the [source] window. then click the [set pc here] button or select [set pc to cursor] from the [run] menu execution to a specified address executes the user program to the specified address. place the mouse cursor on the [source] window. then click the [go to cursor] button or select [go to cursor] from the [run] menu specifies the end address, and executes the user program up to that address. select [run] from the [run] menu, specify a start address for [program counter] in the [run] dialog box, specify an end address for [stop at] in the [run] dialog box, then click the [go pc] button. more than one address can be specified as an end address. note: the function, which is executed by placing the mouse cursor on the specified address in the [source] window and then selecting the [go to cursor] button, or by selecting [go to cursor] from the [run] menu, uses a channel for the on-chip break. therefore, when 12 channels of the on-chip break are used with the break condition, this function cannot be used.

 81 5.4 display of cause for termination and operating status cause for termination:  when emulation is terminated, the cause of termination is displayed as the [cause of last break] on the [platform] sheet in the [system status] window, and on the hdi window's status bar. table 5.7 is a list of the messages that indicate the various causes for termination. table 5.7   causes for termination display meaning user break a forced break has been issued via the [stop] button or [halt] from the [run] menu. software break the break was triggered by a software break. on chip channel  n  ( n  = 1 to 12) the break was triggered by an on-chip break. on emulator break the break was triggered by an on-emulator break. stepping completed a step execution has been completed. stepping aborted a step execution has been aborted. performance break the break was triggered by performance analysis. invalid breakpoint the break was triggered by an instruction other than pc break.

 82 operating status display:  while the user program is in execution, the mcus operating status is monitored and displayed on the hdi windows status bar. this function allows the user to observe the progress of the program. the display is only updated when the status changes. table 5.8 is a list of the operating status messages. table 5.8   operating status display display meaning address=xxxxxxxx during execution of the user program, the address from which operations are fetched is displayed here. reset the mcu has been reset. the res signal is low. running execution of the user program has been initiated. this message is displayed once the execution has been started or restarted. note that this message is deleted when address=xxxxxxxx starts to be displayed. status=sleep the mcu is in its sleep mode status=bus timeout wait signal = low the wait signal is low. status=breq this status is displayed when the breq signal is low. status=busrel the mcu is in its bus release mode. status=stanby the mcu is in its hardware or software standby mode. status=bus timeout res signal = low the reset pin is low. status=vcc down the vcc is lower than the value that has been set.

 83 5.5 step functions 5.5.1 step execution several types of step execution are available, and are shown in table 5.9. table 5.9   step execution type description procedure click the [step] button. executing each instruction of a function as a single step executes each line or instruction as one step. when a function is called, the call is executed, and execution stops at the first line or instruction of the called function. select [step in] from the [run] menu. click the [step over] button. executing all instructions of a function as a single step executes each line or instruction as one step. when a function is called, all instructions of the called function are executed as a single step, and execution stops at the line or instruction immediately after the calling line or instruction. the instructions are executed only in the ram area on the user system and the area that the emulation memory has been allocated. select [step over] from the [run] menu. click the [step dialog] button, specify the number of steps in [steps] in the [step program] dialog box, and start execution. selecting [step over calls] allows a function call to be executed as a single step. executing a specified number of steps executes the specified number of steps. note that the specified address must be the start of an instruction. if, for example, the address of the second byte of an instruction is specified, execution will not stop, and the specified number of steps will still be executed. select [step] from the [run] menu. the settings are the same as above. click the [step out] button. stopping function execution steps out of a function. execution stops at the line after the calling line in the program. select [step out] from the [run] menu. note: breaks become disabled during step execution. however, the trigger is output. 5.5.2 accepting interrupts during step execution interrupts cannot normally be accepted during step execution. select [enable interrupts during step execution] from the [general] page of the [configuration] dialog box if you want interrupts to be accepted during step execution.

 84 5.6 break functions the emulator provides break function shown in table 5.10. the hdi displays a list of breakpoints in the [breakpoints] window, and the break conditions are specified in the dialog boxes for break functions. figure 5.14   [breakpoints] window for details on the [breakpoints] window, refer to the hitachi debugging interface users manual (on the cd-r).

 85 table 5.10   break functions type description on-chip break a break function incorporated in the mcu. when a condition set for on chip break channel  n  ( n  = 1 to 12) has been satisfied, a break occurs. "onchip" is displayed under type in the [breakpoints] window. on-chip sequential break when all of the conditions have been satisfied in the specified order of the on-chip break conditions, a break occurs. on chip break channel 1 to 8 can be used for four- or eight-level sequential break conditions. on chip break channel reset is used as a reset point for the sequential break condition (can be set only for on chip break channel 8). on-emulator break this type of break is generated by the dedicated hardware in the emulator. conditions can be set to on emulator break, and when one of these conditions has been satisfied, a break occurs. "onemulator" is displayed under type in the [breakpoints] window. software break the contents of the specified address are replaced by a break instruction (a dedicated instruction for use with the emulator), and the program is then executed. when the break instruction is executed, a break occurs. "software" is displayed under type in the [breakpoints] window. forced break this is the break for the forcible termination of a program that is issued when the [stop] button on the toolbar is pressed. break due to trace buffer overflow this break occurs when the trace buffer in the emulator overflows during trace acquisition. notes: 1. the [enable] column in the [breakpoints] window displays  l  only when on chip break is selected and the bus/area condition is instruction prefetch. when breakpoint is set in other conditions,  m  is displayed. 2. during user program execution, it is not possible to jump the corresponding source line (or address line) on the [source] or [disassemble] window from the breakpoint by using [go to source] in the pop-up menu on the [breakpoints] window.

 86 5.6.1 on-chip break overview:   these break functions built in the mcu. the on-chip break conditions are shown in table 5.11. these conditions are satisfied when all of its specified conditions are satisfied (an and condition). table 5.11   on-chip break conditions break condition description address bus satisfied when the address value matches the specified value. data bus satisfied when the data value matches the specified value. bus/area satisfied when the specified access type, bus status, and read/write cycle conditions are matched. when no condition is set, all bus cycles, including program-fetch cycles, satisfy the condition. satisfaction count this condition is specified in combination with some other conditions. the break occurs when the specified condition has been satisfied the specified number of times. reset point specifies the reset point condition. this condition is available only for on chip break channel 8. operating specifies the operation when the condition has been satisfied. the on-chip break uses 12 channels independently and is used as the pc breakpoint that is set by double-clicking the [source], [disassembly], or [label] window. when there is an empty channel, the pc breakpoint that is set by double-clicking is set for that channel. when there is no empty channel, the empty channel for the software break is used as the pc breakpoint. however, in this case, the pc breakpoint cannot be set in the on-chip rom area (on-chip flash memory area). when the software breakpoint is set in the on-chip rom area, emulate the rom area by using the eram.

 87 setting an on-chip break:  the setting of on chip break 8 is taken as an example. select [edit...] from the pop-up menu in the [breakpoints] window, and the dialog box (figure 5.15) will appear. click the [on chip break] tab to select the [on chip break] page. figure 5.15   [breakpoint properties] dialog box ([on chip break] page)

 88 table 5.12   [on chip break] dialog box options option description [sequential break] specifies on chip break 1 to 8 and the order of halting a breakpoint. channels are specified in a sequential order. [address range break] specifies the combination of channels and the range of halting a break. for channels, select the following: 9-10: channels 9 and 10 are used to specify the range of break. 11-12: channels 11 and 12 are used to specify the range of break. [point to point time measurement] measures a time between two points by using channels 7 and 8. after channel 7 has been satisfied, the time is measured when channel 8 is satisfied. the measured result is displayed in ptop time count in the [system status] window, which is eored to runtime count. [back] puts the setting back when the dialog box has been displayed. [edit...] modifies the setting selected in the [condition] list box. clicking this button opens the [on chip break  n ] dialog box. ( n : channel number.) [reset] clears the settings on the on chip break page selected in the [condition] list box. [reset all] clears all settings on the on chip break page in the [condition] list box. double-click 8 in the list box by using a mouse. click the [edit...] button to open the [on chip break 8] dialog box. close the [on chip break 8] dialog box and the display returns to the [on chip break] dialog box. the contents of the on-chip break condition set to 8 in the list box are displayed. click the [ok] button to close the [on chip break] dialog box. on-chip break conditions are specified for the other channels in the same way. the following sections describe each page.

 89 (a) [address] page use this page to specify the address bus conditions. figure 5.16   [on chip break channel 8] dialog box ([address] page) table 5.13   [address] page options option description [don't care] selects no address bus condition. [address] select this button to set the address bus value specified in [start] as the break condition. [user mask] sets mask conditions. sets the mask bits if [user mask] is selected. masked bits satisfy this break condition regardless of their values. notes: 1. set a multiple of two as the address value when the 16-bit area is accessed. 2. set a multiple of four as the address value when the 32-bit area is accessed.

 90 (b) [data] page use this page to specify the data bus conditions. figure 5.17   [on chip break channel 8] dialog box ([data] page)

 91 table 5.14   [data] page options option description [dont care] sets no data bus condition. [value] sets a data bus value as a number. [access size] specifies the data-access size. [byte]: sets byte-data-access cycles. [word]: sets word-data-access cycles. [long]: sets longword-data-access cycles. [position]: sets a data bus value as a number. the position of the valid data bus is specified. [long]: none [word]: 4n: upper word             4n + 2: lower word [byte]: 4n: upper byte of the upper word            4n + 1: lower byte of the upper word            4n + 2: upper byte of the lower word            4n + 3: lower byte of the lower word [use mask] sets mask conditions. sets the mask bits if [user mask] is selected. masked bits on the data bus satisfy this break condition regardless of their values.

 92 (c) [bus state] page use this page to specify conditions for the read or write cycle and access type. figure 5.18   [on chip break channel 8] dialog box ([bus state] page) table 5.15   [bus state] page options [access type] group box option description [instruction prefetch] instruction prefetch cycles satisfy this condition. [data] data access cycles satisfy this condition.

 93 [bus state] group box option description [dont care] all cycles satisfy this condition. [cpu] cpu cycles satisfy this condition. [dmac] dmac cycles satisfy this condition. [read/write] group box option description [dont care] both of read and write cycles satisfy this condition. [read] read cycles satisfy this condition. [write] write cycles satisfy this condition.

 94 (d) [count] page use this page to specify a satisfaction count condition. figure 5.19   [on chip break channel 8] dialog box ([count] page) table 5.16   [count] page options option description [don't care] selects no satisfaction count condition. input area sets a value for the satisfaction count condition as a numeric. the default is d'1. any value in the range from d'1 to d'65535 can be set here. note: the satisfaction count condition can be set only for channel 8.

 95 (e) [action] page use this page to specify an operating condition when the setting condition has been satisfied. figure 5.20   [on chip break channel 8] dialog box ([action] page) table 5.17   [action] page options option description [break] halts execution when the setting condition has been satisfied. [after execution]: halts execution after the address at which the condition has been satisfied was executed. [before execution]: halts execution before the address at which the condition is satisfied is executed. [output trigger] outputs a trigger when the setting condition has been satisfied. note: the trigger output when the setting condition has been satisfied can be used only in channels 1 to 8.

 96 (f) [reset] page use this page to specify the reset point conditions. figure 5.21   [on chip break reset] dialog box ([reset] page) table 5.18   [on chip break reset] dialog box option option description [address] specifies the reset point with the address conditions.

 97 5.6.2 on-chip sequential break overview:  an on-chip sequential break set up with on-chip break occurs when on-chip break conditions are satisfied in one of three specified orders. as shown in table 5.19, there are two modes for the on-chip sequential break that uses on chip break channel 1 to 8 and reset. when a reset point condition is satisfied before satisfaction of on chip break channel 8, all the satisfied conditions are cleared. the emulator then restarts checking for satisfaction of the on-chip sequential break conditions from the first condition. table 5.19   on-chip sequential break modes (on chip break channel 1 to 8) mode description 8-level on-chip sequential break on chip break channel 1 to 8 are used for sequential break. in this mode, up to eight sequential break conditions can be set. the normal on chip break condition can be independently set for on chip break channel 9 to 12. 4-level on-chip sequential break on chip break channel 1 to 4 are used for sequential break. in this mode, up to four sequential break conditions can be set. the normal on chip break condition can be independently set for on chip break channel 1 to 4 and 9 to 12. note: when the same sequential break conditions are continued, only the first condition is considered as satisfied. in this case, other conditions are not satisfied and no sequential break occurs.

 98 setting an on-chip sequential break:  set the on-chip break conditions. to specify the on-chip sequential break mode, which uses on chip break channel 1 to 8, select [sequential break] on the [on chip break] page of the [breakpoint properties] dialog box. in the example shown in figure 5.22, 8-level on-chip sequential break mode is selected. figure 5.22   [breakpoint properties] dialog box ([on chip break] page) table 5.20 shows the items selected in [sequential break] when the on-chip sequential break is specified using on chip break channel 1 to 8.

 99 table 5.20   [sequential break] options (on chip break channel 1 to 8) [sequential break] item description 8-level on-chip sequential break mode when either of 1, 2, 3, or 4 is selected, channels 1 to 8 are always used as a sequential break. set the different conditions for all of channels 1 to 8. 4-level on-chip sequential break mode when either of 5, 6, 7, or 8 is selected, channels 5 to 8 are always used as a sequential break. set the different conditions for all of channels 5 to 8. figure 5.23   selecting 4 for [sequential break]

 100 figure 5.24   selecting 7 for [sequential break]

 101 5.6.3 on-emulator break overview:   on-emulator break functions are implemented by dedicated hardware in the e6000h station. the on-emulator break conditions have four channels (on emulator break 1 to 4). on- emulator break occurs when all of the specified conditions (an and condition) are satisfied. table 5.21   on-emulator break conditions condition description address bus satisfied when the value on the address bus matches the specified value. data bus satisfied when the value on the data bus matches the specified value. bus/area satisfied when the specified access type, bus status, and read/write cycle conditions are matched. when no condition is set, all bus cycles, including program-fetch cycles, satisfy the condition. external probe satisfied when the external probe (prb) signal levels match a specification. external interrupt signal satisfied when the external interrupt signal levels match a specification. satisfaction count the break occurs when the above conditions are satisfied the specified number of times.

 102 setting an on-emulator break:  the setting of on emulator break 1 is taken as an example. place the cursor in the [breakpoints] window then click the right-hand mouse button to display the windows pop-up menu. select [edit...] from the menu, and the dialog box will appear (figure 5.15). click the [on emulator break] tab to select the [on emulator break] page (figure 5.25). figure 5.25   [breakpoint properties] dialog box ([on emulator break] page)

 103 table 5.22   options in the [on emulator break] page option description [edit...] modifies the settings on on emulator break 1 to 4 selected in the list box. clicking this button opens the [on emulator break channel  n ] dialog box. ( n : 1 to 4) [reset] clears the settings on on emulator break 1 to 4 selected in the list box [reset all] clears all settings on on emulator break 1 to 4 in the list box. the following sections describe each page. (a) [address] page use this page to specify the address bus conditions. figure 5.26   [on emulator break channel 1] dialog box ([address] page)

 104 table 5.23   [address] page options option description [don't care] selects no address bus condition. [address] select this button to set the address bus value specified in [start] as the break condition. [range] a break occurs in the range of the address bus values specified from [start] to [end]. [start]: sets the (start) address bus value as a numeric or a symbol. [end]: sets the (end) address bus value as a numeric or a symbol. [outside range] selects this option to generate a break with the value set in [start] or an address bus outside the range set from [start] to [end]. notes: 1. set a multiple of two as the address value when the 16-bit area is accessed. 2. set a multiple of four as the address value when the 32-bit area is accessed.

 105 (b) [data] page use this page to specify the data bus conditions. the data bus condition must be set considering the address bus, data bus width, and access size. figure 5.27   [on emulator break channel 1] dialog box ([data] page)

 106 table 5.24   [data] page options option description [dont care] sets no data bus condition. [value] sets a data bus value as a number. [access size] specifies the data-access size. [byte]: sets byte-data-access cycles. [word]: sets word-data-access cycles. [long]: sets longword-data-access cycles. [position]: sets a data bus value as a number. the position of the valid data bus is specified. [long]: none [word]: 4n: upper word             4n + 2: lower word [byte]: 4n: upper byte of the upper word            4n + 1: lower byte of the upper word            4n + 2: upper byte of the lower word            4n + 3: lower byte of the lower word [except this value] sets a value other than that has been specified as the data bus condition. [use mask] sets mask conditions. sets the mask bits if [user mask] is selected. masked bits on the data bus satisfy this break condition regardless of their values.

 107 (c) [bus/area] page use this page to specify conditions for the read or write cycle and access type. figure 5.28   [on emulator break channel 1] dialog box ([bus/area] page) table 5.25   [bus/area] page options [access type] group box option description [dont care] all access types satisfy this condition. [instruction prefetch] instruction prefetch cycles satisfy this condition. [data] data access cycles satisfy this condition.

 108 [bus state] group box option description [dont care] all cycles satisfy this condition. [cpu] cpu cycles satisfy this condition. [dmac/aud] dmac and aud cycles satisfy this condition. [read/write] group box option description [dont care] both of read and write cycles satisfy this condition. [read] read cycles satisfy this condition. [write] write cycles satisfy this condition.

 109 (d) [probe] page use this page to specify external probe signal (prb1 to prb4) conditions. figure 5.29   [on emulator break channel 1] dialog box ([probe] page) table 5.26   [probe] page options option description [don't care] selects no external probe signal state condition. [high] sets the high level of this external probe signal as a break condition. [low] sets the low level of this external probe signal as a break condition.

 110 (e) [interrupt] page use this page to specify external interrupt (irq0 to irq7) and nmi signal conditions. figure 5.30   [on emulator break channel 1] dialog box ([interrupt] page) table 5.27   [interrupt] page options [irq0 to irq7] group box option description [don't care] selects no external interrupt signal state condition. [high] sets the high level of this external interrupt signal as a break condition. [low] sets the low level of this external interrupt signal as a break condition.

 111 [nmi] group box option description [don't care] selects no nmi signal-state condition. [high] sets the high level of the nmi signal as a break condition. [low] sets the low level of the nmi signal as a break condition.

 112 (f) [count] page use this page to specify a satisfaction count condition. figure 5.31   [on emulator break channel 1] dialog box ([count] page) table 5.28   [count] page options option description [don't care] selects no satisfaction count condition. input area sets a value for the satisfaction count condition as a numeric. the default is d'1. any value in the range from d'1 to d'65535 can be set here.

 113 5.6.4 software break overview:   any content at the specified address is replaced by a break instruction (a dedicated instruction for use with the emulator). execution of the user program stops when the break instruction is executed. the instruction that had been at the address is not executed, so the result is a break before execution. it is possible to specify up to 255 software breakpoints. user program a break occurs after the replaced instruction  at address h'1000 is executed. 1000 instruction program  flow figure 5.32   example of a software break instruction the software break cannot be set in the on-chip rom area (on-chip flash memory area). to set the software break in the on-chip rom area, use the eram and emulate the rom area.

 114 setting a software break:  place the cursor in the [breakpoints] window and click the right-hand mouse button to display the pop-up menu. select [add...] from the menu, and the [breakpoint properties] dialog box (figure 5.15) will appear. click the [software break] tab and select the [software break] page (figure 5.33). figure 5.33   [breakpoint properties] dialog box ([software break] page)

 115 table 5.29   [software break] page options option description [edit] allows the user to modify the software breakpoint settings. clicking the [edit...] button by selecting the list box displays the [address] dialog box. [reset] clears the software breakpoint settings selected in the list box. [reset all] clears all software breakpoints. clicking the [edit] button by selecting the list box in the [software break] page displays the [software break] dialog box. for the software break, only the [address] page is displayed. specify the breakpoints address, then click the [ok] button. figure 5.34   [software break] dialog box ([address] page) the display returns to the [software break] page. the list box now displays the specified address. click the [ok] button to close the [breakpoint properties] dialog box.

 116 table 5.30   [software break] dialog box option option description [address] sets the breakpoints value as a numeric. when a software break is set, the instruction at the specified address is replaced.  it is only possible to set a software break in the ram area (including the emulation memory).  however, it is not possible to set a software breakpoint at an address that satisfies any of these conditions:    the address holds h'0000    the address is in any area other than cs area (except the on-chip rom/ram area)    the address of the delay slot for a delayed-branch instruction notes: 1. the maximum number of software breakpoints and [stop at] settings allowed in the [run program] dialog box is 255.  therefore, when 255 software breakpoints have been set, any further specification made by using the [stop at] item in the [run program] dialog box is invalid.  ensure that the total number of software breakpoints and settings made by using the [stop at] item in the [run program] dialog box is 255 or less. 2. when a disabled breakpoint address is specified as a [stop at] item in the [run program] dialog box, the breakpoint becomes enabled after the first time that execution subsequently stops at that address. 3. if it is not possible to correctly set a breakpoint when a session file is loaded, the breakpoint is registered as disable in the [breakpoints] window. 4. software breakpoints are ignored during step execution. 5.   do not set a break immediately after the delayed branch instruction (slot instruction). if this is attempted, a slot illegal instruction interrupt will occur when the delayed branch instruction is executed, and the break will not occur. 6.   do not allow the user program to modify memory at a breakpoint address. 7.   the contents of the specified address where a breakpoint has been set are replaced by a break instruction during emulation. 5.6.5 forced break a user program can be forcibly terminated by clicking the [stop] button or by selecting [halt] from the [run] menu.

 117 5.6.6 break due to trace-buffer overflow a break occurs when the trace buffer in the e6000h station overflows during trace acquisition. select [stop execution and stop trace] in [when trace-buffer full] on the [other] page of the [trace acquisition properties] dialog box. figure 5.35   [trace acquisition properties] dialog box ([other] page)

 118 5.7 realtime trace functions the emulator allows realtime trace acquisition of up to 131,070 cycles of the sh7058 bus information. this has no effect on the user system during emulation. a total of up to 65,535 lines of information can be displayed in the hdis [trace] window. for details on the [trace] window, refer to the hitachi debugging interface users manual (on the cd-r). 5.7.1 trace acquisition condition trace conditions 1 to 12 are available. specify a trace acquisition condition on each page of the [trace acquisition properties] dialog box which will be displayed by clicking [acquisition] in the pop-up menu of the [trace] window and the [action] page in the [trace acquisition condition channel  n ] ( n : integers 1 to 12). the trace acquisition modes are shown in table 5.31.

 119 table 5.31   trace acquisition modes acquisition mode description free trace trace acquisition is continuous; from the start of user-program execution until any of the break conditions is satisfied. sequential trace stop an order in which trace conditions must be satisfied can be specified. when all of the conditions are satisfied in the specified order, trace acquisition will stop. can be specified for trace conditions.* trace stop due to an overflow of trace buffer trace acquisition stops when the trace buffer in the emulator overflows.* trace stop trace acquisition stops when a specified condition is satisfied. in this mode, trace acquisition is stopped without halting user program execution.* address range trace instruction and operand accesses are traced during execution in the range between the start address and end address of a specified subroutine, or of a subroutine specified by its start and end addresses. however, when the specified subroutine calls other subroutines, the called subroutine will not be traced. conditional address range trace in this mode, trace information is only gathered when access is to instructions and operands in the range specified by the start address and end address, during those bus cycles in which the specified conditions are matched. conditional trace trace is acquired only in the position where the specified conditions are satisfied. trigger output a pulse is output from the trigger pin when the specified conditions are satisfied. note: it takes 10 to 11 cycles from the satisfaction of conditions to the halt of trace acquisition.

 120 free trace mode:   trace information is acquired continuously from the start of user program execution until any of the break conditions is satisfied. the free trace mode is the default when [free trace] in the [trace acquisition properties] dialog box is selected regardless of the settings of other conditions. break condition is satisfied user program trace memory program  flow figure 5.36   trace acquisition in free trace mode trace-stop mode: (a) overview trace acquisition stops when the specified conditions are satisfied. trace condition is satisfied user program trace memory program  flow 130,170 bus cycles realtime emulation is continued (no break occurs). figure 5.37   trace acquisition in trace-stop mode in this mode, execution of the user program will not be suspended but the emulator enters the trace-halt mode.

 121 the trace stop conditions are shown in table 5.32. when all of the specified conditions (an and condition) are satisfied, trace acquisition will stop. table 5.32   trace stop conditions condition description address bus the condition is satisfied when the value on the address bus matches the specified value. data bus the condition is satisfied when the value on the data bus matches the specified value. bus the condition is satisfied when the specified access type and read/write cycle conditions match the specification. external probe signal the condition is satisfied when the external probe (prb) signal levels match a specification. external interrupt signal the condition is satisfied when the external interrupt signal levels match a specification. satisfaction count trace acquisition stops when the above conditions are satisfied the specified number of times. delay trace acquisition stops the specified number of bus cycles after the above conditions have been satisfied. this condition can be set only for trace condition 7 and 11.

 122 (b) setting trace-stop mode conditions trace condition 7 is taken as an example of setting a trace-stop mode condition. place the cursor in the [trace] window then click the right-hand mouse button to display the pop- up menu. select [acquisition] from the menu, and the [trace acquisition properties] dialog box will appear. select channel 7 from the list box. figure 5.38   [trace acquisition properties] dialog box

 123 table 5.33 shows the [trace acquisition properties] options. table 5.33   [trace acquisition properties] dialog box options option description [sequential trace stop] specifies channels (1 to 7) sequentially and the order of halting trace. a reset point is specified for resetpoint. the trace is stopped at reset. [time measurement between trigger outputs] specifies channels that measure the trace time. the time is measured by clicking use. channels are used in combination of starting measurement and ending measurement; i.e. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, and 7-8. [free trace] selects free trace. [back] puts the contents set in the combination group back when the dialog box has been displayed. list box displays the setting status of trace condition. the contents of conditions that are currently set are displayed. channels 1 to 12 and ptop (point to point measurement) setting channel. [edit...] modifies the trace condition settings selected in the list box. clicking this button opens the [trace condition x] dialog box. (x: 1, 2, , 11, 12.) [reset] clears the trace condition settings selected in the [condition] list box. [reset all] clears all trace condition settings. notes: 1. when a combination of 1-2, 3-4, or 5-6 is selected for [time measurement between trigger outputs], the period from starting measurement to ending measurement must be set with an interval of six or more bus cycles. 2. when a combination of 7-8 is selected for [time measurement between trigger outputs], the period from starting measurement to ending measurement must be set with an interval of 15 or more bus cycles. double-click 7 in the list box on the [condition] page by using a mouse. click the [edit...] button to open the [trace acquisition condition channel 7] dialog box. the trace acquisition mode is specified on the [action] page.

 124 figure 5.39   [action] page

 125 table 5.34   [action] page options option description specifies the processing after the trace condition has been satisfied. select the following items. [trace stop] sets the trace halt mode. halting trace is selected after the trace condition has been satisfied. sets the address range trace mode. the trace is acquired by specifying the address range. [address range trace] combination with the next channel (selected for channels 1, 3, 5, and 7) uses the next channel to additionally set other acquisition conditions in the range trace and sets the conditional address range trace mode. [acquisition condition] sets the conditional trace mode. [after condition match] [none] selects this option when the starting measurement and ending measurement conditions of [time measurement between trigger outputs] are set, which does not affect the acquired trace. [address] sets the address range when address range trace is selected. [output trigger] outputs a trigger externally after the trace condition has been satisfied.

 126 table 5.35 shows the dialog box options for each channel. table 5.35   [trace acquisition condition channel] dialog box pages dialog box page description [action] selects the processing after the trace condition has been satisfied. [address] sets address bus conditions. [data] sets data bus conditions. [bus/area] sets access type and read/write cycle conditions. [probe] sets external probe signal conditions. [interrupt] sets external interrupt signal conditions. channels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, and 12 [count] sets satisfaction count conditions. [action] selects the processing after the trace condition has been satisfied. [address] sets address bus conditions. [data] sets data bus conditions. [bus/area] sets access type and read/write cycle conditions. [probe] sets external probe signal conditions. [interrupt] sets external interrupt signal conditions. [count] sets satisfaction count conditions. channels 7 and 11 [delay] sets delay conditions. specify the required conditions on the corresponding pages, then click the [ok] button. the options on each page are the same as those of the on-emulator break, except the [action] and [delay] pages.  for details of the options on each page, refer to section 5.6.3, on-emulator break. figure 5.40 shows the setting of the [delay] page and table 5.36 shows the options. notes: 1. set a multiple of two as the address value when the 16-bit area is accessed. 2. set a multiple of four as the address value when the 32-bit area is accessed. 3. the trace-stop mode condition must be set with an interval of six or more bus cycles.

 127 figure 5.40   [delay] page table 5.36   [delay] page options option description [dont care] specifies no satisfaction count conditions. input area sets a value for the satisfaction count condition as a numeric. the default is d1. values d2 to d65535 can be set. the [trace acquisition condition channel 7] dialog box closes and the display returns to the [condition] page. the specified trace-stop conditions will now be displayed as condition 7 in the list box. click the [close] button to close the [trace acquisition properties] dialog box. trace stop conditions for the other channels are specified in the same way. note: it takes 10 to 11 cycles while the delay condition has been satisfied until the trace acquisition is stopped. set the delay condition considering the cycle before the trace acquisition is stopped.

 128 sequential trace stop: (a) overview a sequential trace stop occurs after a set of channels of a trace-stop condition has been satisfied in a specified order. this function uses the trace condition; a sequence of up to seven trace-stop conditions and one reset point can be specified as the trace condition. the user must consider the order of satisfaction in specifying trace-stop conditions for the trace condition; tracing only stops when the trace-stop conditions have all been satisfied in the order specified by the user. when the reset point is passed, the record of sequential trace-stop conditions that have been satisfied to that point is cleared, and the emulator restarts checking for satisfaction of the sequential trace-stop conditions from the first condition.

 129 (b) setting a sequential trace stop the 5-level sequential trace is taken as an example of using the sequential trace stop. place the cursor in the [trace] window then click the right-hand mouse button to display the pop- up menu. select [acquisition]. figure 5.41   [trace acquisition properties] dialog box (sequential trace stop) checking 5 for [sequential trace stop] enables using channels 3 to 7 as a sequential trace stop. conditions for channels 3 to 7 before setting the sequential trace stop are maintained as the sequential trace conditions. set the trace stop condition for channels 3 to 7. notes: 1. set a multiple of two as the address value when the 16-bit area is accessed. 2. set a multiple of four as the address value when the 32-bit area is accessed.

 130 3. the sequential trace stop condition must be set with an interval of six or more bus cycles. trace stop due to trace buffer overflow:   a break occurs when the trace buffer in the e6000h station overflows during trace acquisition. select [stop trace] in [when trace-buffer full] on the [other] page of the [trace acquisition properties] dialog box. figure 5.42   [trace acquisition properties] dialog box ([other] page)

 131 subroutine trace mode: (a) overview instruction and operand accesses are traced during execution in the range between the start address and end address of a specified subroutine, or of a subroutine specified by its start and end addresses. however, when the specified subroutine calls other subroutines, the called subroutine will not be traced. the specification of a subroutine trace mode is described (trace condition 1 is taken as an example). select the [trace] window and click the right-hand mouse button. select [acquisition] from the menu, then the [trace acquisition properties] dialog box is displayed. select channel 1 from the list box. selecting [address range trace] on the [action] page sets the subroutine trace mode. figure 5.43   setting the subroutine trace mode ([action] page) when [combination with the next channel] is selected and each page of the next channel is set, the trace acquisition condition can be set for the subroutine.

 132 when [combination with the next channel] is selected (only the odd channels can be selected), set each page of the next channel (even channel) corresponding to the selected channels, and click the [ok] button to set the trace acquisition condition. the [trace condition 1] dialog box closes and the display returns to the [trace acquisition properties] dialog box. the specified trace acquisition conditions will now be displayed as channel 1 in the list box. click the [ok] button to close the [trace acquisition properties] dialog box. subroutine trace modes are specified in the same way. the settings on each page are the same as those of the dialog box for the on-emulator break, except the [action] page.  for details on each page, refer to section 5.6.3, on-emulator break. notes: 1. set a multiple of two as the address value when the 16-bit area is accessed. 2. set a multiple of four as the address value when the 32-bit area is accessed. 3. the subroutine trace mode condition must be set with an interval of six or more bus cycles. conditional trace mode: (a) overview cycles are only acquired where the specified conditions are satisfied. user program trace  acquisition condition  is satisfied trace buffer program flow break condition  is satisfied when the user program stops,  the trace memory stores trace  information from the address at which the trace acquisition  condition was satisfied figure 5.44   example of conditional trace mode

 133 the conditions for conditional trace mode are shown in table 5.37. information is acquired when all of the specified conditions (an and condition) are satisfied. table 5.37   conditional trace modes condition description address bus satisfied when the value on the address bus matches the specified value. data bus satisfied when the value on the data bus matches the specified value. bus/access type satisfied when the bus status condition is as specified. external interrupt signal satisfied when the external interrupt signal levels match the specified conditions. external probe signal satisfied when the external probe (prb) signal levels match the specified conditions. satisfaction count satisfied when the specified conditions match the satisfied counts. notes: 1. set a multiple of two as the address value when the 16-bit area is accessed. 2. set a multiple of four as the address value when the 32-bit area is accessed. 3. the conditional trace mode condition must be set with an interval of six or more bus cycles. trace condition 1 is taken as an example of setting a conditional trace mode. place the cursor in the [trace] window then click the right-hand mouse button to display the pop- up menu. select [acquisition] from the menu, and the [trace acquisition properties] dialog box will appear. select channel 1 from the list box. select [acquisition condition] on the [action] page to set the conditional trace mode.

 134 figure 5.45   setting the conditional trace mode ([action] page) trigger output:   a low-level pulse is output from the trigger-output probe when the conditions specified for trace condition are satisfied during execution of the user program. for details, refer to figure 5.39 and table 5.34.

 135 other conditions:   in the [other] page of the [trace acquisition properties] dialog box, tracing can be specified to stop on the overflow of the trace buffer, suppressing of dmac or aud cycles can be selected, and the minimum period for time stamping of acquired bus-tracing information can be specified. figure 5.46   [trace acquisition properties] dialog box ([other] page) (a) [suppress] cycles that are suppressed (not acquired) are selected. the dmac and aud cycles are not acquired when [dmac/aud] is checked.

 136 (b) [time measurement unit] the minimum period for time stamping is specified. table 5.38   [time measurement unit] group box option option description [time measurement unit] selects the minimum time for the time stamping of the measured bus trace information from among the values listed below. 20ns: time stamping is in minimum time units of 20 ns (default). 1.6us: time stamping is in minimum time units of 1.6  m s. 52us: time stamping is in minimum time units of 52  m s. clock: time stamping is in terms of the number of bus-clock cycles, i.e., is synchronized with the cycles of the system clock ( f ) signal. clock/2: time stamping is in terms of the number of bus-clock cycles, i.e., is synchronized with 1/2 cycle of the system clock ( f ) signal. clock/4: time stamping is in terms of the number of bus-clock cycles, i.e., is synchronized with 1/4 cycle of the system clock ( f ) signal. clock/8: time stamping is in terms of the number of bus-clock cycles, i.e., is synchronized with 1/8 cycle of the system clock ( f ) signal. click the [apply] button to set the minimum time, then click the [close] button. 5.7.2 external bus trace timing the acquisition of trace information is synchronized with the rising edge of t2 cycles of the ck signal. in each bus cycle, the number of cycles between the end of the previous bus cycle and the end of the current bus cycle is measured. an example of a bus-trace timing for the external probe signal is shown in figure 5.47. note: when the external probe signal information is traced, changes in the signal may not be traced if its level changes with certain timings. this is because the signal is not synchronized with the ck signal.

 137 t1 tw t2 t1 tw t2 t1 tw t2 t1 tw t2 t1 0 1 1 x (undefined) (1) (2) (3) ck address data external probe (a) (a) figure 5.47   tracing external probe signal (1) external probe signal (a) information is traced on the falling edge of the t2 cycle of the ck signal (figure 5.47 (1)). (b) when the level of the external probe signal changes while information is being acquired, this change will not be included in the trace information (figure 5.47 (2)). (c) if the sampling edge and the level of an external probe signal change at the same time, the information traced will be undefined (figure 5.47 (3)). if the sampling edge and asynchronous input signal such as nmi or irq changes at the same time, the information traced will also be undefined. (2) number of clocks up to three clock cycles of tracing can take place in one bus cycle (a). 5.7.3 trace display select the trace display format on the [general] page of the [trace filter properties] dialog box. select [filter] from the pop-up menu of the [trace] window to produce this dialog box.

 138 figure 5.48   [trace filter properties] dialog box ([general] page) trace display:  the range for display can be specified by setting the start and end pointers in bus cycles (bus cycle pointers) in [start] and [end] on the [general] page of the [trace filter] dialog box.  the pointer is a value relative to the location at which the delay condition has been satisfied. number of bus cycles before the delay condition has been satisfied are indicated by a minus sign (-), while numbers of cycles after the conditions satisfaction are displayed with a plus sign (+). figure 5.49   [trace] window the items shown in table 5.39 are displayed as trace information in the [trace] window.

 139 table 5.39   trace information items and display format in [trace] window item description and format cycle bus cycle pointer. address 32-bit address bus values in 4-bit units. the invalid cycle is shown as ---- ----. cs areas (cs0 to 3) in the user expansion space in the expansion mode. nothing is displayed in the non-expansion mode. this item may be displayed before or after the bus cycle that accessed the area in the user expansion space. label label name related to an address (if any). code0 upper 16-bit instruction code being executed. nothing is displayed here in cycles that are not instruction-execution cycles. code1 lower 16-bit instruction code being executed. nothing is displayed here in cycles that are not instruction-execution cycles. data 32-bit data bus values in 4-bit units. rw whether the cycle was for reading, writing, or fetching. rd: read cycle wr: write cycle if: fetch cycle sz data size to be accessed. l: longword w: word b: byte bus bus-cycle type conditions for trace. cycles for cpu, dmac, and aum are displayed as cpu, dmac, and aum, respectively. prob external probe (prb) signal state. x4x3x2x1 (xn is the state of prbn)   (0: low level; 1: high level) nmi nmi signal state.   (0: low level; 1: high level) irq irq0 to irq7 signal state. x7x6x5x4x3x2x1x0 (xn is the state of irqn)   (0: low level; 1: high level) time stamp time stamp. xxxsxxxmsxxxusxxxns (s: second; ms: millisecond; us: microsecond; ns: nanosecond) when irq is selected, an approximate value is displayed for time stamp. time stamp and clock are displayed by eored.

 140 table 5.39   trace information items and display format in [trace] window (cont) item description and format deltatime difference of time immediately before the cycle. clock number of clock cycles from the end of the previous bus cycle to the end of the current bus cycle. only one of time stamp or clock can be displayed at a time. source the corresponding source line to the cycle. clicking in the [source] column jumps to the [source] window. 5.7.4 trace search functions the emulator has the two functions for searching for trace information that are shown in table 5.40. table 5.40   trace search functions search function description trace filter displays all trace information that satisfies the specified conditions. trace find jumps to the next record of trace information that satisfies the specified conditions trace filter function:   this function displays all trace information that satisfies the conditions specified in the [trace] window.  the search conditions can be specified in the [trace filter properties] dialog box. place the cursor in the [trace] window then click the right-hand mouse button to display the pop- up menu. select [filter] from the menu, and the [trace filter properties] dialog box will appear. select [enable filter] on the [general] page.

 141 figure 5.50   [trace filter properties] dialog box ([general] page) if there is no trace information in updating the [trace] window, no trace data is displayed in the window (nothing is displayed when there is no trace information at opening the [trace] window). table 5.41   [general] page option option description filter [cycle] sets a range to be displayed. set negative values for as cycles before the delay condition was satisfied with the bus cycle on which the conditions are satisfied as the origin (0). [start] is the pointer to the first bus cycle. [end] is the pointer to the last bus cycle. the input area must always be set. specify the required conditions on the corresponding pages, then click the [ok] button. the [trace filter properties] dialog box closes and the search results are displayed in the [trace] window. the trace search conditions that can be specified and the corresponding pages in the [trace filter properties] dialog box are shown in table 5.42.

 142 table 5.42   trace search conditions and pages in the [trace filter properties] dialog box page condition description [general]  sets trace-search range. [address] address bus searches for records in which the value on the address bus, program counter, or memory access area matches the specified condition. [data] data bus searches for records in which the value on the data bus matches the specified condition. [bus/area] bus state searches for records in which access type, read/write access, and breq signal match the specified condition. [probe] external probe signal searches for records in which the external probe signal levels match the specified condition. [interrupt] external interrupt signal searches for records in which the nmi, res, mres, or irq0 to irq7 signal levels match the specified condition. [time] time stamp searches for records in which the time stamp matches the specified condition (time or range). the setting of conditions for [data] and [probe] is the same as setting the on-emulator break condition. for details on specifying the conditions, refer to section 5.6.3, on-emulator break. the descriptions given below are of [address], [bus state], [interrupt], and [time] settings. note: during using the trace filter function, do not save the trace.

 143 (a)  [address] page use the [address] page to specify bus conditions for use in searching for address bus information. figure 5.51   [trace filter properties] dialog box ([address] page) table 5.43   [address] page options option description [don't care] no address bus condition is set. [address] selects the range set as [start] or [mask] as a trace-search condition. [range] selects the range set as [start] to [end] as a trace-search condition. [start] sets the (start) address value as a numeric or a symbol. [end] when [range] is selected, sets the (end) address value as a numeric or symbol. [outside range] sets the condition that has not been set as a trace-search condition.

 144 (b)  [bus/area] page use the [bus/area] page to specify bus conditions for use in searching, i.e., access type and read or write cycle information. figure 5.52   [trace filter properties] dialog box ([bus/area] page) table 5.44   [bus/area] page options [access type] group box option description [dont care] sets all access types as the search condition. [instruction prefetch] sets cpu instruction fetch cycles as the search condition. [data] sets data access cycles as the search condition.

 145 [bus state] group box option description [dont care] sets all access types as the search condition. [cpu] sets cpu cycles as the search condition. [dmac/aud] sets dmac/aud cycles as the search condition. [read/write] group box option description [dont care] sets all access types as the search condition. [read] sets read cycles as the search condition. [write] sets write cycles as the search condition.

 146 (c)  [interrupt] page use the [interrupt] page to specify conditions for the external interrupt signals (irq0 to irq7) and nmi signal for use in searching. figure 5.53   [trace filter properties] dialog box ([interrupt] page)

 147 table 5.45   [interrupt] page options [irq0 to irq7] group box option description [dont care] the state of the external interrupt signal is not a search condition. [high] sets the high level of the external interrupt signal as a search condition. [low] sets the low level of the external interrupt signal as a search condition. [nmi] group box option description [dont care] the state of the nmi signal is not a search condition. [high] sets the high level of the nmi signal as a search condition. [low] sets the low level of the nmi signal as a search condition.

 148 (d)  [time] page use the [time] page to specify time-stamp conditions for use in the search for external bus trace information. figure 5.54   [trace filter properties] dialog box ([time] page)

 149 table 5.46   [time] page options option description [don't care] no time stamp condition is set. [point] sets the trace-search condition to values above the value set as [from]. [range] sets the range set by [from] to [to] as a trace-search condition. [from] sets the time-stamp value from which the valid range starts as a numeric (decimal). when any number is omitted, 0 is assumed. [s]: (start) second (0 to 999999) [ms]: (start) millisecond (0 to 999) [us]: (start) microsecond (0 to 999) [ns]: (start) nanosecond (0 to 999) [to] when [range] is selected, sets the time-stamp value of the end of the range of valid values as a numerical value (decimal). when any number is omitted, 0 is assumed. [s]: (start) second (0 to 999999) [ms]: (start) millisecond (0 to 999) [us]: (start) microsecond (0 to 999) [ns]: (start) nanosecond (0 to 999) note: do not use this page if number of clock cycles have been selected for display.

 150 5.7.5 trace find functions this function makes the display jump to the trace information item that satisfies the specified conditions in the [trace] window.  the search conditions can be specified in the [trace find properties] dialog box. search conditions are the same as those for the trace filter functions. place the cursor in the [trace] window then click the right-hand mouse button to display the pop- up menu. select [find] from the menu. click [find next] in the pop-up menu of the [trace] window to jump to the next trace information item that satisfies the specified conditions. (a)  [general] page select the [general] page, then select the [search from top] check box to search from the start of the trace information. figure 5.55   [trace find properties] dialog box ([general] page)

 151 5.8 measurement of execution time 5.8.1 measuring normal execution time this function provides a way of measuring the total time taken to execute the user program. the user can use any of the methods shown in section 5.3.1, execution, to start the user program. the total execution time is the total time with the user program in execution; from the start of execution until the program stops due to the satisfaction of a break condition. the resulting measurement is displayed next to [run time count] in the [platform] page of the [system status] window. figure 5.56   [system status] window (display of execution time)

 152 in the window, the user program execution time will be displayed as decimal numbers of hours, minutes, etc. the user can use the [timer resolution] on the [general] page in the [configuration] dialog box to set a maximum period of measurement. the maximum times are approximately 15,860 hours (with a sampling interval during execution of 52  m s), 488 hours (with a sampling interval during execution of 1.6  m s), or 6 hours (with a sampling interval during execution of 20 ns). 5.8.2 measuring execution time between satisfaction of specified conditions (1) point to point time measurement this function is implemented by measuring the time interval of the user program with a trigger output of on chip break. the execution time is measured from the satisfaction of on chip break 7 until the satisfaction of on chip break 8. after on chip break 7 has been satisfied, the user program stops on the satisfaction of on chip break 8. on chip break will be displayed as the cause.

 153 figure 5.57   [breakpoint properties] dialog box ([on chip break] page) select [from 7 to 8] in the [point to point time measurement] on the [breakpoint properties] dialog box. set the measurement start condition for break channel 7 from the [on chip break 7] dialog box, and the measurement end condition for break channel 8 from the [on chip break 8] dialog box. after setting, the execution time can be measured when the user program is executed. the measured result of point to point time measurement is displayed on the [platform] page in the [system status] window.

 154 notes: 1. for the measurement time, the measurement counter used depending on the selected status of [enable performance counter], which is set on the [general] page in the [configuration] dialog box, is changed. when [enable performance counter] is selected and the counter for measurement has 24 bits, the user can select approximately 14 minutes (with a sampling interval during execution of 52  m s), 26 seconds (with a sampling interval during execution of 1.6  m s), or 0.33 seconds (with a sampling interval during execution of 20 ns). when [enable performance counter] is not selected and the counter for measurement has 40 bits, the user can select approximately 15,860 hours (with a sampling interval during execution of 52  m s), 488 hours (with a sampling interval during execution of 1.6 m s), or 6 hours (with a sampling interval during execution of 20 ns). 2. this function is implemented by using a trigger output of on chip break. therefore, when this function is set, [output trigger] on the [action] page of channel 7 or 8 cannot be selected by default.

 155 5.9 performance analysis function performance analysis applies functions of the emulator to the measurement of performance. 5.9.1 measuring with e6000h station function the emulators performance analysis function is for measuring the efficiency of parts of a user program in terms of their execution times against the overall execution time, and for measuring the number of times a part of the user program is executed.    setting the conditions for performance measurement in the hdi, the user can set the execution efficiency and the execution count through a certain dialog box and display the measured results in the [performance analysis] window. figure 5.58   [performance analysis] window in the [performance analysis] window, you can assign any of eight independent channels. to set a condition, click [conditions] in the pop-up menu of the [performance analysis] window to open the [performance analysis condition] dialog box. measurement mode:  table 5.47 shows the measurement modes.

 156 table 5.47   measurement modes measurement mode description time of specified range measurement measures the amount of time spent and the execution count during the last program run in the range between start address and end address. start measurement when the program has been prefetched in the specified range between start address and end address. then stop measurement when the program has been prefetched out of the specified range. restart measurement when the program has been prefetched in the specified range. the execution count is counted whenever the program of the end address in the specified range is fetched. measured result of the amount of time spent does not include the run time called in the specified range. set the conditions in the [performance analysis condition 1 to 8] dialog box. start point to end point measurement measures the amount of time spent and the execution count during the last program run in the range between start address and end address. start measurement when the program has been prefetched in the specified range of the start address. then stop measurement when the program of the end address has been prefetched. the execution count is counted whenever the program of the end address in the specified range is prefetched. measured result of the amount of time spent includes the run time called in the specified range. for points 1 to 4, the maximum and minimum times in the specified range are measured. set the conditions in the [performance analysis condition 1 to 8] dialog box. start range to end range measurement start time measurement in the prefetch cycle of the start address range. then stop measurement in the prefetch cycle of the end address range. the execution count is counted up whenever the end address range has passed. set the conditions in the [performance analysis condition 1, 3, 5, 7] dialog box. access count of specified range measurement measure the number of counts that accessed the address range of access area from the range specified with the start address and end address. the execution time in the range is measured by time of specified range measurement. set the conditions in the [performance analysis condition 1, 3, 5, 7] dialog box.

 157 table 5.47   measurement modes (cont) measurement mode description called count of specified range measurement measure the number of counts that called the call range from the range specified with the start address and end address. the execution time in the range is measured by using the time of specified range measurement. specify the start and end addresses in the specified subroutine for the call range. set the conditions in the [performance analysis condition 1, 3, 5, 7] dialog box. notes: 1. execution of the subroutine is measured by using the value of address bus on the prefetch cycle. when the start or end address is set to an address of the instruction just after a branch instruction or the delay slot instruction, correct measurement is not possible. 2.   in access count of specified range measurement, accessing by the dma is not counted. 3.   for [time resolution] of [configuration properties] selected from [configure platform], when the performance measurement condition is set, a value is fixed and cannot be changed.    example of time of specified range measurement an example of time of specified range measurement will be described below: here, the start address is assumed to be h'1000 and the end address to be h'1fff. when the user program is running, the emulator will measure the execution time of the user program in the address range from h'1000 to h'1fff. when the user program jumps to address h'3000, measurement by the emulator will stop. when the user program returns from address h'3fff, measurement by the emulator will start again. address h'0000 address h'0fff address h'1000 address h'1fff address h'3000 address h'3fff measurement range figure 5.59   example of time of specified range measurement

 158    example of start point to end point measurement in start point to end point measurement, the emulator starts to measure the execution time after it has passed the start address and continues to measure the time until it reaches the end address. an example of the use of start point to end point measurement is described below: here, the start address is assumed to be h'1000 and the end address to be h'1fff. when the user program is running, the emulator will start to measure the execution time of the user program from the start address (h'1000) until the user program reaches the end address (h'1fff). when the emulator starts to measure the execution time, it will continue to measure until the user program reaches address h'1fff or until user program emulation breaks. therefore, the emulator will continue to measure the execution time of the user program after execution of the user program has jumped to address h'3000. address h'0000 address h'0fff address h'1000 address h'1fff address h'3000 address h'3fff measurement range figure 5.60   example of start point to end point measurement    example of start range to end range measurement in start range to end range measurement, the emulator starts to measure the execution time of the user program in the start address range specified by the user, and continues to measure the execution time of the user program until the user program reaches the end address range. an example of the use of start range to end range measurement is described below: here, the start address range is assumed to be from h'1000 to h'13ff and the end address range to be from h'1c00 to h'1fff. while the user program is running, the emulator will start to measure the execution time of the user program from the start address range (h'1000 to h'13ff) until the user program reaches the end address range (h'1c00 to h'1fff). when the emulator starts to measure the execution time of the user program, it will not stop until the user program reaches the end address range (h'1c00 to h'1fff) or a break occurs during emulation. therefore, the emulator will continue to measure the execution time when the user program jumps to address h'3000.

 159 address h'0000 address h'0fff address h'1000 address h'1fff address  h'1c00 address  h'13ff measurement range address h'3000 address h'3fff figure 5.61   example of start range to end range measurement a list of subroutine measurement modes that can be set in the [performance 1 to 8] dialog box is shown in table 5.48. table 5.48   modes that are available in the [performance 1 to 8] dialog boxes channel number for performance analysis mode 12345678 time of specified range measurement oooooooo start point to end point measurement oooooooo start range to end range measurement oooo access count of specified range measurement oooo called count of specified range measurement oooo note: o : can be set.  : cannot be set. notes: 1. two channels are necessary to specify the start and end address ranges for start range to end range measurement. therefore, settings for start range to end range measurement can only be made on odd-numbered channels. in the access count of specified range measurement mode, two channels are required to specify the start and end addresses of the area accessed by the subroutine specified by its start and end addresses. therefore, settings for the access count of specified range measurement mode can only be made on odd-numbered channels. in the called count of specified range measurement mode, two channels are required to specify the start and end addresses of the subroutine accessed by the first subroutine, itself specified by its start

 160 and end addresses. therefore, settings for the called count of specified range measurement mode can only be made on odd-numbered channels. 2. in start point to end point measurement, the minimum and maximum time is measured only for channel numbers 1 to 4. performance measurement time:  for the measurement time, the measurement counter used depending on the selected status of [enable performance counter], which is set on the [general] page in the [configuration] dialog box, is changed. when [enable performance counter] is selected and the counter for measurement has 40 bits, you can select approximately 15,860 hours (with a sampling interval during execution of 52  m s), 488 hours (with a sampling interval during execution of 1.6  m s), or 6 hours (with a sampling interval during execution of 20 ns). when [enable performance counter] is not selected and the counter for measurement has 24 bits, the user can select approximately 14 minutes (with a sampling interval during execution of 52  m s), 26 seconds (with a sampling interval during execution of 1.6  m s), or 0.33 seconds (with a sampling interval during execution of 20 ns). notes: 1. for measurement, the following two differences must be considered: (1)   1-resolution (when the resolution is 20 ns, an error is   20 ns) the   1-resolution will be generated when the user program execution is started or stopped (break) and the start and end conditions are satisfied. (2) frequency stability of crystal oscillator for measurement:   0.01% 2.   set the time interval from the satisfaction of end condition to the satisfaction of the next start condition as larger than one resolution in each measurement mode. if this interval is less than one resolution, the time from the satisfaction of end condition to the satisfaction of the next start condition is measured. 3.   in time of specified range measurement, the end condition is satisfied when the address is outside of the specified range. in start point to end point measurement and start range to end range measurement, the end condition is satisfied when the specified condition has been satisfied. if the same address is specified for them, the measured result of time of specified range measurement will be larger than that of start point to end point measurement and start range to end range measurement. 4.   the address bus value of the prefetch cycle is used for each measurement. the measurement is not correct when the end address condition is specified for the address adjacent to the next address of the branch or delayed slot instruction. when the bus trace is displayed, check the operation after the cycle where the branch instruction has been prefetched and set the address for the prefetch cycle that is not executed at branch as the end address.

 161 how to set the conditions for measuring the performance:  to set the conditions for measuring the performance, use the [performance analysis conditions] dialog box that can be displayed by clicking [conditions] in the pop-up menu on the [performance analysis] window. an example of the use of performance analysis 1 is described below: figure 5.62   [performance analysis conditions] dialog box

 162 table 5.49   [performance analysis conditions] dialog box options option description [condition] displays the execution time and the settings of the subroutines which execution count is measured. empty is displayed when nothing is set. 1  (performance analysis 1 setting) 2  (performance analysis 2 setting) 3  (performance analysis 3 setting) 4  (performance analysis 4 setting) 5  (performance analysis 5 setting) 6  (performance analysis 6 setting) 7  (performance analysis 7 setting) 8  (performance analysis 8 setting) [edit...] modifies the performance analysis settings that are set in the [condition] list box.  clicking this button displays the  [performance  n ] dialog box. ( n : number) [delete] cancels the performance analysis settings that are set in the [condition] list box. [del all] cancels settings of all the subroutines set in the [condition] list box. select 1 in the [condition] list then press the [edit] button. the following explains the [performance analysis properties] dialog box.

 163 figure 5.63   [performance analysis properties] dialog box the conditions on execution efficiency are set in this dialog box. these conditions have five modes (measurement methods). set the address detection mode to the prefetch address detection mode in the access count of specified range measurement mode, and to the pc address detection mode in other modes. table 5.50 shows a list of five modes (measurement method).

 164 table 5.50   setting value for measurement method mode description range name specifies the range name. specifies the range for time of specified range measurement. start address specifies the start address. time of specified range measurement range end address specifies the end address. range name specifies the range name. specifies the range for start point to end point measurement. start address specifies the start address. point end address specifies the end address. specifies the operation when a timeout for the execution time measurement or counting out occurs. disable disables setting of a timeout value for the execution time measurement or a counted-out value. break stops user program when a timeout for the execution time measurement or counting out occurs. time out action trace stop stops trace acquisition when a timeout for the execution time measurement or counting out occurs. time out to specify the minimum unit of the measurement time as 52 us, 1.6 us, and 20 ns, input h (hour), min (minute), s (second), ms (millisecond), us (microsecond), and ns (nanosecond); e.g., 1h 2min 3s 123ms 456us 789ns. a target clock is specified with six digits in hexadecimal; e.g., 123456. a break occurs when each measurement value between the start and end addresses exceeds the timeout value (not the total time). start point to end point measurement count specifies a counted-up value for measuring the execution count.

 165 table 5.50   setting value for measurement method (cont) mode description range name specifies the range name. specifies the start range for start range to end range measurement. start address specifies the start address. start range end address specifies the end address. specifies the end range for start range to end range measurement. start address specifies the start address. start range to end range measurement end range end address specifies the end address. range name specifies the range name. specifies the start range for access count of specified range measurement. start address specifies the start address. range end address specifies the end address. specifies the end range for access count of specified range measurement. start address specifies the start address. access area range end address specifies the end address. selects the bus cycle in the access area. dont care all accesses dmac dmac cycle cpu prefetch cpu prefetch cycle access count of specified range measurement access type cpu data cpu data cycle range name specifies the range name. specifies the start range for called count of specified range measurement. start address specifies the start address. range end address specifies the end address. specifies the end range for called count of specified range measurement. start address specifies the start address. called count of specified range measurement call range end address specifies the end address.

 166 displaying the results of performance measurement:  the results of performance measurement are displayed in the [performance analysis] window. to display the results, click the right-hand mouse button with the cursor in the [performance analysis] window then select a menu item from the pop-up menu. the menu items are shown in table 5.51. table 5.51   menu items for displaying the results menu item description [value] displays the execution time and count (default). [graph] displays the proportions of execution time to the whole period of execution on a graph. [value]:  select [value] to display the executed results with a numeric as shown in figure 5.64. figure 5.64   [performance analysis] window ([value] selected) table 5.52   display format of results when [value] is selected item contents [no] channel number. [name] subroutine name. [mode] measurement mode. range: time of specified range measurement ptop: start point to end point measurement rtor: start range to end range measurement ac: access count of specified range measurement sc: called count of specified range measurement [rate] proportions of execution times. (numerical) [run-time] total period of execution (h: hours, min: minutes, s: seconds, us: microseconds, ns: nanoseconds). [count] access count.

 167 [graph]:  select [graph] to display the proportion of total execution time of the user program, as shown in figure 5.65. figure 5.65   [performance analysis] window (results of execution time ratios) table 5.53   display format of results when [graph] is selected item contents [no] channel number. [name] subroutine name. [mode] measurement mode. range: time of specified range measurement ptop: start point to end point measurement rtor: start range to end range measurement ac: access count of specified range measurement sc: called count of specified range measurement [rate] proportions of execution time (as numerical values and on a graph). initializing performance measurement information:  to initialize performance measurement information, select [refresh] from the pop-up menu of the [performance analysis] window. before the initialization, the emulator will display a message box to ask you if you want to initialize the information. to initialize the information, press the [yes] button.

 168 5.9.2 profiling function profiling data measurement function:  this function is used to collect and measure the elapsed time in each function. program execution and suspension are repeated and a difference will be included. in the hdi, three windows shown in table 5.54 are provided. for details, refer to the hitachi debugging interface users manual on the cd-r. table 5.54   window provided by the profiling data measurement function window contents [profile-list] displays the address, size, the number of calls, and execution time of a function by selecting [profile-list] from the [view] menu. [profile-tree] displays the relationship of calling functions with a tree structure. in addition, the address, size, stack size, the number of calls, and execution time of a function are displayed. the value of the stack size, the number of calls, and execution time of a function are included in the actual path of calling a function. these items are displayed by selecting [profile-tree] from the [view] menu. [profile-chart] displays the relationship of calling functions focusing a certain function. this window opens from the [profile-list] or [profile-tree] window. when a certain function is selected and the right-hand mouse button is clicked in the [profile-list] or [profile-tree] window, a pop-up menu is displayed. when [view profile-chart] is selected from the pop-up menu, the relationship of calling functions, selected on the [profile-chart] window, is displayed. the focused function is displayed at center, the calling source function at left, and calling destination function at right. the value by the side of the calling source and calling destination functions are the number of calls.    measuring the profiling data ?   downloading the load module download the elf/dwarf2-type load module. ?   switching the profiling data measurement function to enable collecting the profiling data, select [enable profiler] from the pop-up menu in the window (any shown in table 5.54) and click the left of a text. to disable collecting the profiling data, select [enable profiler] again and remove the mark at the left of the text. ?   [profile-list] window the address ([address] cell), size ([size] cell), the number of calls ([times] cell), and execution time of a function are displayed. the following shows an example after the user program has been executed.

 169 figure 5.66   [profile-list] window notes: 1. if there is no information file for the amount of stack used (extension is .sni) that is output from the optimizing linkage editor, only the function, that has been executed at measuring the profiling data, is displayed. for details, refer to the manual of the optimizing linkage editor. 2. the [select data] in the pop-up menu is invalid.

 170 ?   [profile-tree] window the address ([address] cell), size ([size] cell), stack size ([stack size] cell), the number of calls ([times] cell), and execution time of a function are displayed. the following shows an example after the user program has been executed. figure 5.67   [profile-tree] window note: the stack size differs from the actual value. it should be the target in the actual path of calling a function. if there is no information file for the amount of stack used (extension is .sni) that is output from the optimizing linkage editor, the stack size is not displayed. ?   [profile-chart] window the relationship of calling functions, selected on the [profile-list] or [profile-tree] window, is displayed. the focused function is displayed at center, the calling source function at left, and calling destination function at right. the value by the side of the calling source and calling destination functions are the number of calls.

 171 figure 5.68   [profile-chart] window (after user program execution) ?   setting the condition for starting or ending the profiling data measurement the measurement period of the profiling data is from the start to end of the user program execution. the following shows the conditions for starting or ending the profiling data measurement. table 5.55   conditions for starting or ending the profiling data measurement condition contents setting current pc (program counter)    [go] from the [run] menu ([go] button on the toolbar)    specifies the start address in [set pc to cursor] from the [run] menu start reset vector address    [reset go] from the [run] menu ([reset go] button on the toolbar) on-emulator break    sets the [on emulator break] dialog box stop address    [go to cursor] from the [run] menu ([go to cursor] button on the toolbar) end halt    [halt] from the [run] menu ([stop] button on the toolbar) note: as the end condition, the user program is halted when the break instruction is executed.

 172 ?   limitation on the profiling function when the profiling function is enabled, there are limitations shown in table 5.56. table 5.56   limitations on enabled profiling function emulation state limitations during user program execution    settings on software break, on-emulator break, and on-chip break are ignored.*    the performance measurement condition is ignored.    the trace acquisition condition is ignored.    the setting of [when trace-buffer full] in the [trace acquisition properties] dialog box ([other] page) is ignored.    accessing to memory is disabled (display or modify in the [memory] or [disassemble] window).    the displayed contents of the [aum] window are not updated. note: do not use the profiling function for the standby mode in the user program.    differences the profile function internally breaks user program execution, collects the measured data, and re- executes the user program. since the function also counts when the measured item is generated at break or re-execution, a difference will be included in the measured profile value. it takes a long time to start and end the user program execution.  the user program execution times under the following environment are shown below. the measured value of this function should be the target. environment:        host computer: 400 mhz (pentium ?  ii)        memory: 128 mbytes        os: windows ?  98        execution program: 10,000 nested calls    when the profile function is not used: 1 second or shorter    when the profile function is used in the setting without including a callee function: 20 seconds    when the profile function is used in the setting including a callee function: 400 seconds

 173 5.10 displaying various information the [system status] window displays a variety of information set by each dialog box. open the [system status] window by selecting [status] from the [view] menu. figure 5.69   [system status] window

 174 [system status] window has the four sheets as shown in table 5.57. table 5.57   [system status] window configuration sheet name description [session] contains such information on the current session as whether a debugging platform is connected and the names of loaded files. [platform] includes the status information on the emulator, such as the name of the connected emulator. [memory] includes the information related to the current state of memory, such as memory mapping and the memory areas to be used by loaded object files. [events] contains information on the usage of resources on breakpoints. the [session] sheet has the following contents. table 5.58   [session] sheet configuration item description [target system] indicates whether the emulator is connected. [session name] a session file name. [program name] the name of a load module that is loaded. the [platform] sheet has the following contents.

 175 table 5.59   [platform] sheet configuration item description [connected to:] the name of an emulator that is connected. [cpu] the type of target mcu. [mode] the mode that is selected. [clock source] the clock that is selected. [run status] whether or not the user program is being executed. [cause of last break] the cause of termination by a break. [run time count] the results of measuring the program execution time. [trace count] the number of all traced results. [trace timestamp overflow] whether or not the timestamp of the trace overflows. [target mode] the mode input from the user system. [target fwe] whether or not there is the fwe signal input from the user system. [clock] whether or not there is the clock to be input. [user wait] the state of the wait pin. [user reset] the state of the res pin. [user nmi] the state of the nmi pin. [user breq] the state of the breq pin. [user standby] the state of the hstby pin. [user uwdtovf] the state of the wdtovf pin. [user irq7-0] the state of the irq7, irq6, irq5, irq4, irq3, irq2, irq1, and irq0 pins. [user vcc] whether or not the user vcc is 2.6 v or more when the target system is connected. [user pvcc1] whether or not the user pvcc1 voltage satisfies the value specified with user vcc threshold in the [configure platform] dialog box when the target system is connected. [user pvcc2] whether or not the user pvcc2 is 4.2 v or more when the target system is connected. [user target] whether or not the user target system has been connected at activation. [ev chip board] whether or not the evaluation chip board has been connected at activation. [coverage board] whether or not the optional coverage board has been connected at activation. [date/time] current date and time.

 176 the [memory] sheet has the following contents. table 5.60   [memory] sheet configuration item description [target device configuration] the memory-map status of the on-chip module (internal i/o). [system memory resources] the remaining capacity of the emulation memory. [load memory areas] the address range of the load module that was loaded. the [events] sheet has the following content. table 5.61   [events] sheet configuration item description [resources] the number of effective breakpoints that have been set. 5.11 trigger output during execution of the user program, the emulator outputs a low-level pulse from the trigger- output probe under the following two conditions.    trace condition satisfaction    hardware break condition satisfaction using this pulse as an oscilloscopes trigger input signal makes it easy to adjust the user system hardware. for example, the waveform produced when the user program goes to a specified point can be viewed. when the trigger output is specified by using of the [user signals] option of the [general] page in the [configuration] dialog box, a low-level pulse is output for two bus cycles from the trigger output pin after 10 bus cycles in which hardware break and hardware break conditions were satisfied during emulation. the pulse is output until the end of the subsequent bus cycle. if the conditions are satisfied over consecutive bus cycles, the trigger output remains low. when the on- chip rom/ram is accessed, the timing of pulse output will be as shown in figure 5.70.

 177 ck address trig 40 unit: ns 1 2 34 220 operating frequency: 50 mhz (extal input: 12.5 mhz) 5 6 78 9 10 11 (hardware break condition/trace condition satisfaction cycle) figure 5.70   pulse output timing note: no pulse is output from the trigger-output probe when a software break condition is satisfied. in addition, the timing of the pulse output and the pulse width differ according to the condition. 5.12   stack trace function the stack trace function displays the history of function calls. in the stack trace function, contents of memory are displayed in the [stack trace] window. the [stack trace] window can be displayed by selecting [stack trace] from the [view] menu. figure 5.71   [stack trace] window

 178 table 5.62   [stack trace] window options option description [kind] symbol type f: function, p: function parameter, l: local variable [name] symbol name [value] symbol value, address, and type click the right-hand mouse button with the cursor in the [stack trace] window. the pop-up menu will be displayed. the menu includes the following options. table 5.63   options in the pop-up menu option description [copy] copies the highlighted text to the windows ?  clipboard so that the text can be pasted to other applications. [go to source] displays the source code in the program that corresponds to the selected function in the [source] window. [view setting...] opens the [stack trace setting] dialog box and sets the display format of the [stack trace] window. the format of the [stack trace setting] dialog box is displayed in figure 5.72. figure 5.72   [stack trace setting] dialog box

 179 table 5.64   [stack trace setting] dialog box options option description [nest level] specifies the number of function call nestings for display in the [stack trace] window. max: 64 [display symbol] specifies symbols other than functions for display. specifies whether parameters and local variables will be displayed. [display radix] specifies the radix for the display in the [stack trace] window. to refer to the online help system, press the [f1] key after moving the cursor to the [stack trace] window. 5.13 displaying and updating the contents of memory 5.13.1 displaying and updating the contents of memory during execution the emulator accesses memory in three ways to display and update the contents of memory during user program execution. table 5.65   access types for displaying and modifying contents of memory access type description stop time display modification parallel access temporarily halts the execution of the user program short enabled enabled auto update memory automatically updates the display of the contents of memory without stopping the execution of the user program none enabled disabled note: for details on stopped periods and other notes, refer to appendix e.7, displaying and modifying the contents of memory. the respective access types have the following characteristics.

 180 table 5.66   characteristics of displaying and modifying contents of memory access type target window/command line target memory area parallel access windows other than the [auto update memory] window that display memory contents commands to display or modify memory contents memory, on-chip i/o area, on- chip ram, or on-chip rom emulation memory auto update memory [auto update memory] window no target command specified address range the memory refresh function of the hdi ([memory] or  [refresh] menu) updates the contents of windows (other than [auto update memory]) that display the contents of memory. therefore, if the memory refresh function is used during execution of the user program, parallel access will occur if the [i/o registers] window, or the [memory] window that displays the contents of on- chip ram is opened. 5.13.2 overview of auto-update memory function in an auto-update of memory, the display of the contents of the specified area of memory is refreshed at intervals of 500 ms while the user program is being executed. the function has the following features: automatically updates, with an interval of approximately 500 ms, the display of the specified memory contents while the user program is being executed. a color may be applied to indicate the contents that have been modified since the last update of the display. allows the setting of a maximum of 8 points (auto-update memory items), each running for a maximum of 32 bytes. allows the display of memory contents in ascii, bit, byte, word, longword, or single-precision floating point formats (with or without a sign, and in decimal or hexadecimal). the following dialog boxes are used to set items for the auto-update memory function.

 181 table 5.67   dialog boxes for setting auto-update memory items dialog box description [auto-update memory -add-] dialog box for registering items for the auto-update memory function. select the address, format of display, and number of bytes of memory to be displayed. [aum C target details] dialog box for registering other settings for auto-update memory items. in particular, those conditions that depend on the target mcu are set here. in an auto-update of memory, the contents of the specified area of memory are displayed in the [aum] window. the [aum] window is displayed by selecting [auto update memory window] from the [view] menu and registering the auto update memory item in the [auto-update memory -add-] dialog box. figure 5.73   [aum] window the [aum] window displays the selected ranges of memory, and this display is refreshed while the user program is being executed. up to 8 windows (8 points) can be displayed in the [aum] window. 5.13.3 setting auto update memory points to be set and byte size to acquire:  up to 8 points can be set. up to 32 bytes can be acquired from each point. 5.13.4 displaying the auto update memory display format:  the auto-update memory function allows the display of memory contents in ascii, bit, byte, word, longword, single-precision floating point units, or double-precision floating point units (with or without signs, in decimal or hexadecimal). click the right-hand mouse button with the cursor in the [aum] window. the pop-up menu will be displayed. select [edit] from the menu to display the [auto-update memory -edit-] dialog box and select [format] from the [auto-update memory -edit-] dialog box to change the display

 182 format, or select [format] from the pop-up menu of the [aum] window to change the display format. display color:  a color is applied to indicate the contents that have been modified since the last update of the display. select [type] from the [color] group box in the [auto-update memory - edit-] dialog box. when [change] is selected as [type], modified data will be displayed in color. it is also possible to specify the foreground and background colors of the window. if [gray] is selected, the modified data will be displayed in the color, with the unchanged data displayed in gray. when [mayfly] is selected, the color is changed every time the contents of the window are updated. to set the display format and display color, use the [auto-update memory -edit-] dialog box. after setting the required items, click the [ok] button. figure 5.74   [auto-update memory -edit-] dialog box note: in the situations listed below, the user program will not be executed in realtime. when an auto-update memory item is set or modified while the user program is being executed. when [format] is modified while the user program is being executed.

 183 5.14 input format 5.14.1 entering masks address bus conditions and data bus conditions can be input with masks. addresses can be masked in 1-, 3-, or 4-bit units. when a bit is masked, it always satisfies the condition. to specify a mask for an address bus condition, specify the mask value in the [mask] area. the mask for data conditions is similarly specified in the [mask] area. to specify any further mask, specify 1 for the digits to be ignored. examples of mask specification is shown below. table 5.68   address mask specification no input value mask unit example masked bits 1 binary 1 bit b00000111 masks bits 0 to 2 2 octal 3 bits o000017 masks bits 0 to 3 3 hexadecimal 4 bits h'07ff masks bits 0 to 10

 184 5.15 [source] window expanded function 5.15.1 setting bp column in the hdi, pc (program counter) break can be set, cancelled, or displayed in the bp column of the [source] window. pc break can be set or cancelled by selecting a pc breakpoint with the left-hand mouse button and double-clicking in the bp column or by placing the cursor at the line where the breakpoint was set and pressing the f9 key. this function is the same as for the bp columns in the [disassembly] and [labels] windows. pc break, set on the window, firstly occupies channel 12 of on chip break, then subsequently uses channels 11, 10, , 3, 2, and 1.

 185 section 6 command line 6.1 list format this section explains the format for the command list in section 6.2. some commands are explained on a single page. some commands are explained over several pages. 6.1.1 description the entries are in the following format: command name (abbreviation) [command syntax and parameters] shows input format for each command. [description] describes the usage and function of each command. [examples] example of usage. [notes] notes on using the command. some entries have no notes. 6.1.2 format symbols used in the command format have the following meanings: < >: contents of < > are parameters. [ ]: parameters enclosed by [ ] can be omitted. < >=: the parameter shown in the left < > can be expressed in the format in the right < >. |: one or both can be selected, non-exclusively. |  |: either of two or one can be selected, exclusively. the parameters of each command are explained in the tables in section 6.2.

 186 6.1.3 parameter type input 1. numerical parameters numerical parameters must be supplied as binary, octal, decimal, or hexadecimal numbers, symbols, or expressions. a symbol can consist of up to 32 characters. operators (e.g.: + and -) can be used to delimit expressions. 2. keyword parameters the bold-faced characters in the tables for each command are the strings that are input as keyword parameters. only the listed strings can be used. if a string that is not listed is input, an error will occur. 3. string parameters string parameters are used to input mask data, symbols, and file names. when using strings to mask data, specify h (hexadecimal), o (octal), or b (binary) at the head of the data as the radix. specify 1 for the bits that correspond to the digits to be masked. when a bit is masked, it always satisfies the condition. no input value mask unit example masked bits 1 binary 1 bit b'00000111 masks bits 0 to 2 2 octal 3 bits o000017 masks bits 0 to 3 3 hexadecimal 4 bits h'07ff masks bits 0 to 10 6.1.4 examples the examples show how to input the command. when output results, the output is also described.

 187 6.2 list of commands the following is a list of hdi emulation commands. sections in this manual are indicated in the second column. if there is no section number, the description is in the hitachi debugging interface users manual provided on the cd-r. table 6.1   list of commands command section abbreviation description ! ?? comment assemble ? as assembles user program. assert ?? checks the condition. analysis 6.2.1 an displays the result of measurement for the rate of time spent. analysis_range n 6.2.2 ar n sets the conditions for measuring the rate of time spent. analysis_range_delete 6.2.3 ad n specifies or clears all the conditions for measuring the rate of time spent. breakpoint_onchip 6.2.4 bc sets on-chip breakpoints. breakpoint_onchip n 6.2.4 bc n sets on-chip breakpoints for each channel. breakpoint_onchip _clear 6.2.4 bcc clears on-chip breakpoints. breakpoint_onchip _enable 6.2.4 bce enables or disables on-chip breakpoints that have been set. breakpoint_onchip _reset 6.2.4 bcr sets a reset point for on-chip breakpoints. breakpoint_onemulator 6.2.5 be sets on-emulator breaks. breakpoint _onemulator n 6.2.5 be n sets on-emulator breaks for each channel. breakpoint_onemulator _clear 6.2.5 bec clears the on-emulator breakpoints that have been set. breakpoint_onemulator _enable 6.2.5 bee enables or disables the on- emulator breakpoints that have been set. breakpoint_software 6.2.6 bs sets software breakpoints. breakpoint_software _clear 6.2.6 bsc clears software breakpoints that have been set.

 188 table 6.1   list of commands (cont) command section abbreviation description breakpoint_software _enable 6.2.6 bse enables or disables software breakpoints that have been set. clock 6.2.7 ck sets and displays the clock signal for the mcu. configuration _platform 6.2.8 cp sets the operating conditions for the emulator. device_type 6.2.9 de displays the type of a currently selected mcu. disassemble ? da disassembles user program and displays the result. eram 6.2.10 em sets the emulation memory or displays the contents. erase ? er clears the contents of the command line window. evaluate ? ev calculates an expression. file_load ? fl loads an object (program) file. file_save ? fs saves the contents of memory as a file. file_verify ? fv compares the contents of a file with memory. flash_memory 6.2.11 fm erases the contents of the flash memory. go ? go executes the user program. go_reset ? gr executes the user program from the reset vector. go_till ? gt executes the user program up to a temporary breakpoint. halt ? ha halts the user program. help ? he displays help for command lines and commands. initialise ? in initializes a platform. log ? lo manipulates logging file. map_display 6.2.12 ma displays memory map information. memory_display ? md displays memory contents. memory_edit ? me modifies memory contents.

 189 table 6.1   list of commands (cont) command section abbreviation description memory_fill ? mf fills the memory with the specified data. mode 6.2.13 mo sets or displays the mcu mode. memory_move ? mv moves memory blocks. memory_test ? mt tests memory blocks. quit ? qu terminates hdi. radix ? ra sets an input radix. refresh 6.2.14 rf updates the memory information in hdi to reflect the latest state. register_display ? rd displays mcu register values. register_set ? rs sets mcu register values. reset ? re resets the mcu. sleep ?? delays command execution. step ? st executes in steps (specified as instruction units or source line units). step_out ? sp executes until the function represented by the address at the program counter has finished. step_over ? so steps over function. step_rate ? sr sets and displays step execution rate. submit ? su executes emulation command file. symbol_add ? sa sets symbol. symbol_clear ? sc deletes symbol. symbol_load ? sl loads symbol information file. symbol_save ? ss saves symbol information file. symbol_view ? sv displays symbol. test_emulator 6.2.15 te tests the on-chip flash memory area. timer 6.2.16 ti displays or modifies the minimum for measurement of time. trace_acquisition 6.2.17 ta sets conditions for acquiring trace information. trace_acquisition n 6.2.17 ta n makes settings for each channel for acquiring trace information. trace_acquisition_clear 6.2.17 tac clears trace conditions that have been set.

 190 table 6.1   list of commands (cont) command section abbreviation description trace_compare 6.2.18 tc compares the current trace data and the trace file that has been saved (refer to the trace_save section). trace_save 6.2.19 tv saves trace data as a file in the text format. trace_search 6.2.20 ts sets conditions for displaying trace data. user_signals 6.2.21 us sets or displays user signals.

 191 6.2.1 analysis (an) [command syntax and parameters]    display an  [] parameter type description  keyword displays the result that it has measured the rate of time spent during the last program run. default : displays the rate of time spent during the last program run as percentages and histogram. v : displays the rate of time spent during the last program run as percentages, amount of time spent and the execution count. [description] displays the result that it has measured of the rate of time spent during the last program run. [examples] 1. to display the result as percentages, amount of time spent and the execution count: an v 2. to display the result as percentages and histogram: an

 192 6.2.2 analysis range n  (ar n ) sets the conditions of the rate of time spent during the last program run, the address detection mode and the shortest measure clock. there are five measurement methods.    the time of specified range measurement    the start point to end point measurement    the start range to end range measurement    the access count of specified range measurement    the called count of specified range measurement it is possible to set the condition on all points by the time of specified range measurement / the start point to end point measurement. the condition on 1, 3, 5, 7 point can be set by the other methods. the command syntax and parameters of each condition of the rate of time spent are listed below. (1) the time of specified range measurement [command syntax and parameters]    setting ar n  range    parameter type description n numeric sets a channel number from 1 to 8. range keyword makes settings for measurement of time in the specified range.  keyword specifies the name of the range.  numeric specifies a start address.  numeric specifies an end address. [description] this command measures time in the specified range. [example] to set a condition of the rate of time spent in the specified range from the address h100 to h200: ar1 range ram h100 h200

 193 (2) the start point to end point measurement [command syntax and parameters]    setting ar n   ptop     [ action  ]                        [ time  ] [ count  ] parameter type description n numeric sets a channel number from 1 to 8. ptop keyword makes settings for measurement of time between the specified addresses ptop.  keyword specifies the name of the range.  numeric specifies a start address.  numeric specifies an end address. [ action  ] keyword operation when a timeout or count-out occurs to finish measurement. only point 1 can be specified.  =  disable : does not specify operation at an occurrence of                timeout or count-out. break : breaks when a timeout or count-out occurs. tracestop : stops tracing when a timeout or count-out                   occurs. [ time  ] numeric the time-out value to finish measurement. specification:  time    specifies the time in the following forms; h: hours min: minutes s: seconds ms: milliseconds us: microseconds ns: nanoseconds (e.g. time  1h  2 min  3 s  123 ms  456 us  789 ns) the target clock can be specified as hexadecimals in 10 digits (e.g. time  h123456789a). [ count  ] numeric the count-up value to measure. specification:  count   the number can be specified in the range from h1 to hffff. [description] this command measures time between the specified addresses.

 194 [example] to set a condition of the rate of time spent between the addresses h200 and h2ff with the timeout value as an hour, two minutes and three seconds: ar1 ptop ram 200 2ff time 1h 2min 3s 0ms 0us 0ns (3) the start range to end range measurement [command syntax and parameters]    setting ar n  rtor    parameter type description n numeric sets a channel number as 1, 3, 5, or 7. rtor keyword makes settings for measurement of time between the specified addresses rtor.  keyword specifies the name of the range.  numeric specifies a start range. start address range : : start address : end address  numeric specifies an end range. end address range : : start address : end address [description] this command measures time between the ranges of specified addresses. [example] to set a condition of the rate of time spent between the start address range h100 to h1ff and the end address range h200 to h2ff: ar3 rtor ram h100:h1ff h200:h2ff

 195 (4) the access count of specified range measurement [command syntax and parameters]    setting ar n  ac    [bus] parameter type description n numeric sets a channel number as 1, 3, 5, or 7. ac keyword makes settings for measurement of the number of accesses to ac areas.  keyword specifies the name of the range.  numeric specifies a start range. start address range : : start address : end address  numeric specifies an end range. end address range : : start address : end address [ bus  ] keyword specifies a bus condition. specification:  bus    = < dmac  ||  prefetch  ||  data > dmac : dmac/dtc bus cycles prefetch : cpu prefetch bus cycles data : cpu data bus cycles default : all the bus cycles [description] this command measures the number of accesses to ac areas. [example] to set a condition of the rate of time spent for measuring the number of accesses in dmac bus cycles with the address range h100 to h1ff and the accessed area h200 to h2ff: ar5 ac ram h100:h1ff h200:h2ff bus dmac

 196 (5) the called count of specified range measurement [command syntax and parameters]    setting ar n   rc    parameter type description n numeric sets a channel number as 1, 3, 5, or 7. rc keyword makes settings for measurement of the number of calls in the specified range rc.  keyword specifies the name of the range.  numeric specifies the address range of a caller. address range of a caller : : start address : end address  numeric specifies the address range of a callee. address range of a callee : : start address : end address [description] this command measures the called count of the specified range. [example] to set a condition of the rate of time spent for measuring the called count with the address range h100 to h11f and the range of addresses to be called h120 to h12f: ar7 rc ram h100:h11f h120:h12f (6) displaying the conditions for measuring the time spent [command syntax and parameters]    display ar n parameter type description n numeric sets a channel number from 1 to 8. at default, conditions set for all the points are displayed.

 197 6.2.3 analysis_range_delete n  (ad n ) [command syntax and parameters]    cancellation ad n  ( n  = 1 to 8) ad parameter type description n keyword settings for cancellation by selecting points ad n : cancels the condition of the point number  n. ad : cancels all the conditions. [description] this command deletes the specified condition of the rate of time spent during the last program run or deletes all conditions.

 198 6.2.4 on-chip break commands (bc, bc n , bcc, bce, bcr)    setting breakpoint_onchip (bc)    selection breakpoint_onchip n  (bc n )    cancellation breakpoint_onchip_clear (bcc)    enable or disable    breakpoint_onchip_enable (bce)    settings a reset point    breakpoint_onchip_reset (bcr) [command syntax and parameters]    setting bc  [] 
 =  |  |  |     selection bc n   ( n  = 1 12) [
] 
 = 

 |  |  |  |     cancellation bcc      enable or disable    bce         setting a reset point    bcr  


 199 description of the bc command  (specify one or more conditions) parameter type description  keyword displays the on-chip breakpoints that have been set. specification:  display  numeric selects the sequential level, , from 1 to 8. specification:  sequential     =  when  is omitted, the settings for the sequential breakpoints will be cleared. with 1 to 8 selected, sequential breakpoints can be set from the specified channel to channel 8.  numeric or characters selects a channel to be used for an address range condition. specification:  addressrange    =  when channels 9 and 10 are selected:  9-10 when channels 11 and 12 are selected:  11-12 when  is omitted, the settings for the address range breakpoints will be cleared.  keyword makes the settings for measuring p to p time. specification:  pointtopoint    = 7-8 in settings for measurement of p to p time, use channels 7 and 8. when  is omitted, the settings for measurement of p to p time will be cleared.



 200 description of the bc n  command  (specify one or more conditions) parameter type description n numeric sets the channel number ( n  = 1 to 12). parameter description 


 specifies an address condition. specification: 
 =  address  
 [
] specification for a break at the specified address: address  
 
: address value (numeric) specification for an address mask condition: address  
 
 
: the digits to be masked for bits of 
 are set as 1 and otherwise 0. they can be displayed in hexadecimal (h), octal (o), or binary (b).  specifies a data condition. specification:  = data  [] [] specification for a break with the specified data: data   : data value (numeric) specification for a data mask condition: data    : the digits to be masked for bits of  are set as 1 and otherwise 0. they can be displayed in hexadecimal (h), octal (o), or binary (b). specification for a data size condition: data     : select one of the followings for ; for a break with byte-length data:  byte   for a break with word-length data:  word   for a break with longword-length data:  long : specifies a location from a 4-byte boundary. 4n : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary. 4n1 : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary  +  a byte. 4n2 : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary  +  two bytes. 4n3 : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary  +  three bytes. when no specification is made, 4n will be selected.

 201 description of the bc n  command  (cont) parameter description selects a bus condition.  =  bus  [cpu || dmac] [prefetch || data] [read || write] when no specification is made, the condition will be cleared. a read condition must be selected when the type of an access to a bus is prefetch . cpu || dmac sets a bus status condition. for a break in execution cycles:  cpu for a break in dma/aud cycles:  dmac prefetch || data sets the type of an access to a bus as a break condition. for a break after executing the instruction as the address value at a program fetch matches:  prefetch for a break after accessing data:  data  read || write specifies a read/write condition. a read condition must be selected when the type of an access to a bus is  prefetch . for a break in read cycles:  read for a break in write cycles:  write  specifies the number of times that a condition matches.  =  count   count : specifies the number of times that a condition matches. for a break by the number of times that a condition matches: count   values h1 to hffff can be specified for  count . when  is omitted, the setting for the number of times that a condition matches will be cleared.  specifies an operating condition after a break.  =  action  [[break after || break before] | [trigger]] action : sets the operation at the satisfaction of a condition. break [after || before] for a break after the satisfaction of a condition:  action break after for a break before the satisfaction of a condition:  action break before for a trigger output at the satisfaction of a condition:  action trigger only channel 8 can be specified when using a sequential break.



 202 description of the bcc command  parameter description  specifies channels for which the settings are canceled. specification of channels for which the settings are canceled: :  |  specify a number or  all . when  all  is selected, all the settings will be canceled. description of the bce command 
 (specify one or more conditions) parameter description  specifies the execution of a break for each channel. specification of  enable  and  disable  for a channel:  =  < enable  ||  disable > :  to enable a break at the specified address:  enable to disable a break at the specified address:  disable description of the bcr command 
 parameter description sets a reset point for the specified address. 


 =  address  
 
 specifies an address condition. specification: 
 =  address  
 to set a reset point at the specified address:  address  
 
: address value (numeric) [description]    setting this command sets on-chip breakpoints. the program stops when the specified condition is satisfied. for details on conditions that can be specified, refer to the description of  in the bc command section. sequential breaks using on-chip breaks are also available. up to eight levels, breakpoint_onchip_1 to breakpoint_onchip_8, of on-chip sequential breaks can be used.    selection this command makes settings for each channel of on-chip breaks. the program stops when the specified condition is satisfied. for details on conditions that can be specified, refer to the description of 
 in the bc n  command section.



 203    cancellation this command clears on-chip breakpoints that have been set.    enable or disable this command enables or disables on-chip breakpoints that have been set.    setting a reset point this command sets a reset point for on-chip breakpoints. it also specifies an address of the reset point for on-chip breakpoints.

 204 6.2.5 on-emulator break commands (be, be n , bec, bee)    setting breakpoint_onemulator (be)    selection breakpoint_onemulator n  (be n )    cancellation breakpoint_onemulator_clear (bec)    enable or disable    breakpoint_onemulator_enable (bee) [command syntax and parameters]    setting be    selection be n  ( n  = 14) []                       
 = 


 |  |  |  |                                         |     cancellation bec      enable or disable    bee    description of the be n  command  (specify one or more conditions) parameter type description n numeric sets the channel number ( n  = 1 to 4). parameter description 


 specifies an address condition. 
 =  address  
 ||                            [ outside ] when no parameter is specified, the address condition will be cleared. specification for a break at the specified address: address  
 
: address value (numeric) specification for a break in the specified range of addresses: address    [ outside ] : address value at the start of the specified range (numeric) : address value at the end of the specified range (numeric) select [ outside ] to specify those out of the specified range as a break condition.

 205 description of the be n  command  (cont) parameter description  specifies a data condition. specification:  =  data   []                                         [ ] [ not ] when no parameter is specified, the data condition will be cleared. specification for a break with the specified data: data   : data value (numeric) specification for a data mask condition: data    : the digits to be masked for bits of  are set as 1 and otherwise 0. they can be displayed in hexadecimal (h), octal (o), or binary (b). specification for a data size condition: data     : select one of the followings for ; for a break with byte-length data:  byte   for a break with word-length data:  word   for a break with longword-length data:  long : specifies a location from a 4-byte boundary. 4n : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary. 4n1 : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary  +  a byte. 4n2 : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary  +  two bytes. 4n3 : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary  +  three bytes. when no specification is made, 4n will be selected. add [ not ] to break with a data value or in the range that have not been specified.



 206 description of the be n  command  (cont) parameter description selects a bus condition. when no specification is made for  bus , the condition will be cleared. when the type of an access to a bus is  prefetch , the read condition is assumed.  =  bus  [cpu || dmac] [prefetch || data] [read || write] cpu || dmac sets a bus status condition. for a break in execution cycles:  cpu for a break in dma/dtc cycles:  dmac prefetch || data sets a condition to break when the bus value matches. for a break after executing the instruction as the address value at a program fetch matches:  prefetch for a break after accessing data:  data  read || write specifies a read/write condition. a read condition must be selected when the access type to a bus is prefetch . for a break in read cycles:  read for a break in write cycles:  write  specifies the number of times that a condition matches.  =  count   when no specification is made for  count , the condition will be cleared. count : specifies the number of times that a condition matches. for a break by the number of times that a condition matches: count   values h1 to hffff can be specified for  count .



 207 description of the be n  command  (cont) parameter description specifies an external probe signal condition.  =  probe   when neither high nor low is specified, each of the probe conditions will be cleared. probe1 specifies the probe1 signal condition. specification for the probe1 signal condition:  probe1 [ high  ||  low ] probe2 specifies the probe2 signal condition. specification for the probe2 signal condition:  probe2 [ high  ||  low ] probe3 specifies the probe3 signal condition. specification for the probe3 signal condition:  probe3 [ high  ||  low ]  probe4 specifies the probe4 signal condition. specification for the probe4 signal condition:  probe4 [ high  ||  low ]



 208 description of the be n  command  (cont) parameter description specifies signal conditions.  =  interrupt   when neither high nor low is specified, each of the interrupt conditions will be cleared. irq0 specifies the irq0 signal condition. for a break by the irq0 signal condition: irq0  [ high  ||  low ] irq1 specifies the irq1 signal condition. for a break by the irq1 signal condition: irq1  [ high  ||  low ] irq2 specifies the irq2 signal condition. for a break by the irq2 signal condition: irq2  [ high  ||  low ] irq3 specifies the irq3 signal condition. for a break by the irq3 signal condition: irq3  [ high  ||  low ] irq4 specifies the irq4 signal condition. for a break by the irq4 signal condition: irq4  [ high  ||  low ] irq5 specifies the irq5 signal condition. for a break by the irq5 signal condition: irq5  [ high  ||  low ] irq6 specifies the irq6 signal condition. for a break by the irq6 signal condition: irq6  [ high  ||  low ] irq7 specifies the irq7 signal condition. for a break by the irq7 signal condition: irq7  [ high  ||  low ]  nmi specifies the nmi signal condition. for a break by the nmi signal condition:  nmi  [ high  ||  low ]



 209 description of the bec command  parameter description  specifies channels for which the settings are canceled. specification of channels for which the settings are canceled: : [ 1  |  2  |  3  |  4 ] | [ all ] specify a number or  all . when  all  is selected, all the settings will be canceled. description of the bee command 
 parameter description  specifies the execution of a break for each channel. specification of  enable  and  disable  for a channel:  =  < enable  ||  disable > : [ 1  |  2  |  3  |  4 ] to enable a break at the specified address:  enable to disable a break at the specified address:  disable [description]    display this command displays the settings for each channel of on-emulator breaks.    selection this command makes settings for each channel of on-emulator breaks. the program stops when the specified condition is satisfied. for details on conditions that can be specified, refer to the description of 
 in the be n  command section.    cancellation this command clears on-emulator breakpoints that have been set.    enable or disable this command enables or disables on-emulator breakpoints that have been set.



 210 6.2.6 software break commands (bs, bsc, bse)    display and setting breakpoint_software (bs)    cancellation breakpoint_software_clear (bsc)    enable or disable breakpoint_software_enable (bse) [command syntax and parameters]    display bs    setting bs  
    cancellation bsc  
    enable or disable    bse  [
]  parameter type description 
 numeric sets an address condition. 
 =  address  
 when no specification is made, the resource information will be displayed. 
: address value (numeric)  keyword enables or disables breakpoints. enable : enabled disable : disabled [description]    setting this command sets software breakpoints. the emulator sets a software breakpoint by replacing the contents of the specified address with a break instruction (h0000). up to 255 software breakpoints can be set. do not set software breakpoints to the following addresses: ?   an address whose memory content is h0000 ?   areas other than cs (except for the on-chip rom/ram area) ?   slot instruction of the delay branch instruction    cancellation this command clears software breakpoints that have been set.    enable or disable this command enables or disables software breakpoints that have been set.

 211 6.2.7 clock (ck) [command syntax and parameters]    setting ck      display ck parameter type description  keyword selects the clock signal. 5 : clock signal (5 mhz) of the emulator 10 : clock signal (10 mhz) of the emulator t : target xtal : crystal oscillator of the head board [description] this command displays and sets clock signal used in the mcu. the user can select whether to use the clock signal from the user system or from the emulator. when the user selects a clock, the emulator resets the mcu. therefore, the on-chip i/o registers and control registers hold the reset values. this command displays the type of the clock signal that has been set.

 212 6.2.8 configuration_platform (cp) [command syntax and parameters]    setting cp  [] 
 =  |  |  |  |  |  |  |     display cp parameter type description  numeric displays and selects the voltage level of the user system.  =  user_vcc          specify the value as the voltage level of the user        system for . select from the range 0.00 to 5.10.  keyword displays and selects interrupts during the execution of steps.  =  interrupt           = < enable  ||  disable >        to enable interrupts:  enable        to disable interrupts:  disable  keyword displays and selects the hudi clock.  =  hudi           = < 10mhz  ||  15mhz  ||  20mhz >  keyword displays and selects the input frequency.  =  input_frequency           = < 5mhz  ||  10mhz >  keyword displays and selects the aud function.  =  aud           = < emulator  ||  user >        to use by the emulator:  emulator        to use by the user:  user  keyword specifies whether or not to enable the multibreak function.  =  multi_break           = < multibreak  ||  non >        to enable the multibreak function:  multibreak        to disable the multibreak function:  non



 213 description of the configuration_platform (cp) options (cont) parameter type description  keyword specifies a method of loading a program to the on-chip flash memory.  =  flash_load_option           = < disable  ||  update  ||  erase  ||  allerase > disable : loading of a program to the on-chip flash memory is prohibited.  a verification error occurs if loading of a program to the on-chip flash memory is attempted. update : in this mode, a program can be loaded into the on- chip flash memory.  the contents of the on-chip flash memory, except for the program to be loaded, will be the same as those before loading. erase : in this mode, a program can be loaded into the on- chip flash memory. certain blocks in the on-chip flash memory are erased before loading a program. allerase : in this mode, a program can be loaded into the on- chip flash memory. the contents of the on-chip flash memory are all erased before loading a program.  keyword specifies a bus timeout detection period.  =  bus_timeout           = < 100us  ||  1.6ms  ||  13ms  ||  210ms > [description] this command displays and makes the settings required for the operation of the emulator. [examples] 1. to display the current settings: cp 2. to set the voltage level of the user system as 4.10 v: cp user_vcc 4.10

 214 6.2.9 device_type (de) [command syntax and parameters]    setting de      display de parameter type description  keyword sets up the device type to emulate, or displays the current device type. default : displays the current device type. sh7058 : set the device to the sh7058. 7058 : set the device to the sh7058. [description] this command displays the current device type. [examples] 1. to display the device type: de 2. to set the device to the sh7058: de sh7058 3. to set the device to the sh7058: de 7058

 215 6.2.10 eram (em) [command syntax and parameters]    setting em  []    display em parameter type description  keyword sets the eram mode.  =  ||  ||  when the emulation ram is used by the user program;  =  user when the emulation ram is used for emulation of the on- chip rom;  =  eml   ||  when the emulation ram is used to set software breakpoints automatically;  =  auto   ||   ||  keyword releases and allocates the emulation ram. to release the emulation ram:  =  release   to allocate the emulation ram:  =  onrom     keyword selects the emulation ram to be set.  = < eram0  ||  eram1  ||  eram2  ||  eram3  ||  eram4  || eram5  ||  eram6  ||  eram7> 
 keyword makes the other settings. 
 =  address   ||  toflash  ||  toeram address  : specifies the address to be allocated.                : numeric toflash : writes the contents of the emulation memory into the on-chip flash memory. toeram : writes the contents of the on-chip flash memory into the emulation ram. [description] this command sets an emulation memory or displays its contents.



 216 [examples] 1. to display the settings made for the emulation memory: em 2. to use eram0 for emulation as the on-chip rom of h1000: em eml rom eram0 1000 3. not to release emulation of eram0: em eml release eram0 4. to use the emulation ram as a user ram: em user 5. to use the emulation ram to set software breakpoints automatically: em auto

 217 6.2.11 flash_memory (fm) [command syntax and parameters]    setting fm    = < 0  |  1  |  2  |  3  |  4  |  5  |  6  |  7  |  8  |  9  |  10  |  11  |  12  |  13  |  14  |  15  |  all > [description] this command erases the user mat of the selected on-chip flash memory. [examples] 1. to erase the user mat area 0: fm 0 2. to erase the user mat areas 1 and 2: fm 1 2

 218 6.2.12 map_display (ma) [command syntax and parameters]    display ma [description] this command displays the current configuration of the memory map. [example] to display the current configuration of the memory map: ma

 219 6.2.13 mode (mo) [command syntax and parameters]    display mo    setting mo    = < 0  ||  1  ||  2  ||  3  ||  target > parameter type description  keyword specifies the mcu mode. 0 : selects the 8-bit bus mode. 1 : selects the 16-bit bus mode. 2 : selects the on-chip rom enabled mode. 3 : selects the on-chip rom disabled mode. target : selects the mode set in the user system. [description] this command selects the mcu mode. [example] to set the mcu mode to mode 1: mo 1

 220 6.2.14 refresh (rf) [command syntax and parameters] rf [description] this command updates the hdi memory information to the latest information.

 221 6.2.15 test_emulator (te) [command syntax and parameters]    test te [description] tests the on-chip flash memory area in the following order: (1)   erases all area (except the user boot mat) in the on-chip flash memory.  if an error occurs during erasing, the processing is suspended. (2)   writes haa to all areas. if an error occurs during writing, the processing is suspended. (3)   reads all areas. if the read data is not haa, the processing is suspended. (4)   erases all areas. if an error occurs during erasing, the processing is suspended. (5)   writes h55 to all areas. if an error occurs during writing, the processing is suspended. (6)   reads all areas. if the read data is not h55, the processing is suspended. (7)   erases all areas. if an error occurs during erasing, the processing is suspended. (8)   writes h00 to all areas. if an error occurs during writing, the processing is suspended. (9)   reads all areas. if the read data is not h00, the processing is suspended. (10)    erases all data. if an error occurs during erasing, the processing is suspended. (11)   command processing is completed.

 222 6.2.16   timer (ti) [command syntax and parameters]    display ti    setting ti    = < 20ns  ||  1.6us  ||  52us  ||  clock1  ||  clock2  ||  clock4  ||                                    clock8 > parameter type description  keyword sets or displays the minimum time for time measurement. 20ns : the minimum time is set to 20 ns. 1.6us : the minimum time is set to 1.6 us. 52us : the minimum time is set to 52 us. clock1 : the minimum time is set to the cpu clock. clock2 : the minimum time is set to 1/2 of the cpu clock. clock4 : the minimum time is set to 1/4 of the cpu clock. clock8 : the minimum time is set to 1/8 of the cpu clock. [description] this command displays or sets the minimum time for time measurement. this affects the execution time and the event timing.

 223 6.2.17 trace_acquisition (ta, ta n )    setting traceacquisition (ta)    selection traceacquisition n  (ta n )    cancellation traceacquisition_clear (tac) [command syntax and parameters]    setting and display ta   [
] 
 =  |  |  |  |  |                     |  |  | 


    selection ta n  ( n  = 112)  [
] 
 =  | 


 |  |  |  |  |                     |     cancellation tac  

 224 description of command ta  (specify one or more conditions) parameter type description  keyword displays trace points that have been set. specification:  display  numeric or keyword selects the sequential level. specification:  sequential    = < 1  ||   2  ||   3  | |   4  ||   5  ||  6  ||   7  ||   8 >  numeric or keyword specifies the channels between which the trace time is measured. specification:  triggertime    = < 1-2  ||  3-4  ||  5-6  ||  7-8 >  keyword specifies free trace. specification:  free [ok] free ok : sets free trace. free : clears free trace.  keyword specifies the processing when the trace buffer is full. specification:  full    = < noaction   ||  stoptrace  ||  stopexecution > noaction : no special processing is done. continues storing the trace results from the top of the trace buffer. stoptrace : stops storing the trace results. stopexecution : stops execution and stops storing trace results.  keyword specifies the time unit for trace measurement. specification:  unit    = < 20ns  ||  1.6us  ||  52us >  keyword specifies the bus cycle type which trace results are not acquired. specification:  suppress    =  dmac  keyword specifies the reset point. specification:  reset [ok] reset ok : sets a reset point. reset : clears the reset point. 


 keyword specifies the display format of timestamp and irq7 to irq0. specification:  select  < timestamp   ||  indication > timestamp : enables all the 32-bit timestamp counters. indication : displays the status of irq7 to irq0 in bit units. the lower 16 bits of the timestamp counter are fixed to 0.

 225 description of command ta n   (specify one or more conditions) parameter type description n numeric sets the channel number. a value from 1 to 12 can be specified. parameter description  specifies the processing after the trace condition is satisfied. specification:  action    = < tracestop  ||  rangetrace  [ next ] ||  acquisition  ||  none > |                       [ trigger ] tracestop : stops trace. rangetrace  [ next ]: starts range trace. when  next  is specified, the next channel is used for the trace condition setting. acquisition : acquires trace condition. none : specifies the trigger output condition for time measurement between trigger outputs of trace acquisition condition. trigger : specifies the trigger output after the trace condition is satisfied. parameter description 


 specifies the address condition. 
 =  address  
 ||                            [ outside ]> when the parameters are not specified, clears the address condition. to specify the address condition:  address  
 
: address value (numeric) to specify the range address condition: address    [ outside ] : the start address of the specified range (numeric) : the end address of the specified range (numeric) specify  outside  to specify the address outside the specified range as the condition.

 226 description of command ta n   (cont) parameter description  specifies the data condition.  =  data   [] [ ] [ not ] when the parameters are not specified, clears the data condition. to specify the data condition:  data   : data value (numeric) to specify the data mask condition: d ata    : the digits to be masked for bits of  are set as 1 and otherwise 0. they can be displayed in hexadecimal (h), octal (o), or binary (b). to specify the data size condition: d ata     : select from the following: byte  : when the byte data size is the condition. word  : when the word data size is the condition. long : when the longword data size is the condition.  specifies the position from the 4-byte boundary. 4n : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary. 4n1 : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary  +  a byte. 4n2 : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary  +  two bytes. 4n3 : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary  +  three bytes. when  is not specified, 4n is assumed. when  is set to  rangetrace ,  cannot be specified. add [ not ] to specify a value other than the specified data value or a value outside the specified range as the condition.



 227 description of command ta n   (cont) parameter description specifies the bus condition.  =  bus  [[ cpu  ||  dmac  ||  aud ] [ prefetch  ||  data ] [ read  ||  write ]] clears the condition when the bus condition is not specified. when the access type is  prefetch , the read condition is assumed. when  is set to  rangetrace ,  cannot be specified. cpu  ||  dmac sets the bus status condition. to set the execution cycle as the condition:  cpu to set the dmac cycle as the condition:  dmac prefetch  ||  data sets the bus access type as the condition. to set the instruction execution cycle whose address bus matches the bus type when the program is fetched: prefetch to set the data access as the bus condition:  data  read  ||  write sets the read or write condition. when the bus access type is  prefetch , the read condition is assumed. to set the read cycle as the bus condition:  read to set the write cycle as the bus condition:  write parameter description specifies the external probe signal condition.  =  probe   when high or low is not specified, clears each probe condition. probe1 to specify probe1 signal condition:  probe1  [ high  ||  low ] probe2 to specify probe2 signal condition:  probe2  [ high  ||  low ] probe3 to specify probe3 signal condition:  probe3  [ high  ||  low ]  probe4 to specify probe4 signal condition:  probe4  [ high  ||  low ]



 228 description of command ta n   (cont) parameter description specifies the interrupt signal condition.  =  interrupt                                                   [ irq4  [ high  ||  low ]] | [ irq5  [ high  ||  low ]]>                                                 [ irq6  [ high  ||  low ]] | [ irq7  [ high  ||  low ]]>                                                 [ nmi  [ high  ||  low ]]> when high or low is not specified, clears each interrupt condition. irq0 to specify irq0 signal condition:  irq0  [ high  ||  low ] irq1 to specify irq1 signal condition:  irq1  [ high  ||  low ] irq2 to specify irq2 signal condition:  irq2  [ high  ||  low ] irq3 to specify irq3 signal condition:  irq3  [ high  ||  low ] irq4 to specify irq4 signal condition:  irq4  [ high  ||  low ] irq5 to specify irq5 signal condition:  irq5  [ high  ||  low ] irq6 to specify irq6 signal condition:  irq6  [ high  ||  low ] irq7 to specify irq7 signal condition:  irq7  [ high  ||  low ]  nmi to specify nmi signal condition:  nmi  [ high  ||  low ] parameter description  specifies the number of times the condition is matched.  =  count   when the parameter is not specified, clears the count condition. to specify the number of times the condition is matched: count   : a value from h1 to hffff parameter description  specifies the number of trace delay cycles as the condition.  =  delay   when the parameter is not specified, clears the delay condition. to specify the number of trace delay cycles: delay   : the number of trace delay cycles in decimal.



 229 description of command tac  (specify one or more conditions) parameter description  clears the channel that has been set.  = < 1  ||  2  ||  3  ||  4  ||  5  ||  6  ||  7  ||  8  ||  9  ||  10  ||  11  ||  12 > | < all > select a numeric or  all . when  all  is selected, all channel settings are cleared. [description]    setting this command sets conditions for acquiring trace information. for conditions that can be set, refer to the description of command ta 
.    selection this command select channel condition for acquiring trace information. when the specified condition is satisfied, the program execution is terminated. for conditions that can be set, refer to the description of command ta n  
.    cancellation this command clears conditions for acquiring trace information.



 230 6.2.18 trace_all (tl) [command syntax and parameters]    setting, display tl   
 =  [counter] ||  old  [counter] >> ||  all [description] displays the trace records from the data in the cycle specified by [record]. the number of records is specified by [counter].  must be C131071 or more and 65534 or less. [counter] must be 0 or more and 131071 or less. [examples] 1. to display 10 records of the latest trace data that was executed most recently: tl 2. to display 10 records of trace data from C30 cycle: tl -30 3. to display 20 records of trace data from C50 cycle: tl C50 20 4. to display 10 records of the oldest data in the trace buffer: tl old 5. to display 5 records of the oldest data in the trace buffer: tl old 5 6. to display all trace data in the trace buffer: tl all



 231 [notes] 1.   when all parameters are omitted, 10 records of trace data which was executed most recently are displayed. 2.   when old is specified, the oldest data in the trace buffer becomes the display start trace record. 3.   when all is specified, all data in the trace buffer are output. 4.   when  is omitted, 10 is assumed. 5.   when a cycle prior to the cycle in the trace buffer is specified, the number of trace records specified by  from the oldest data in the trace buffer are displayed. 6.   when a cycle later than the cycles in the trace buffer is specified, the following message is displayed: trace record out of range 7.   when the number of records in the trace buffer is large, and all is specified, it may take some time to output all the data and in the meantime, the hdi cannot be operated.

 232 6.2.19 trace_compare (tc) [command syntax and parameters] tc   : name of the trace file to be compared. [description] compares the trace data with the trace file which is saved (refer to section 6.2.20, trace_save).

 233 6.2.20 trace_save (tv) [command syntax and parameters] tv   : name of the trace file to be saved. [description] saves the trace data in a file.

 234 6.2.21 trace_search (ts) [command syntax and parameters] ts [ ] 
 = [


 |  |  |  |  |  |                     ] description of command ts  (specify one or more conditions) parameter description 


 specifies the address condition to be displayed. specification: 
 =  address  
 [
[ not ]] when the parameter is not specified, clears the address condition. to specify the address condition:  address  
 [ not ] 
: address value (numeric) add  not  to specify a value that is not specified as the condition. to specify the address mask condition: address  
 
 [ not ] 
: the digits to be masked for bits of 
 are set as 1 and otherwise 0. they can be displayed in hexadecimal (h), octal (o), or binary (b). add [ not ] to specify a value other than the specified address value or a value outside the specified range as the condition.

 235 description of command ts  (cont) parameter description  specifies the data condition.  =  data   [] [ ] [ not ] when the parameters are not specified, clears the data condition. to specify the data condition:  data   : data value (numeric) to specify the data mask condition: data    : the digits to be masked for bits of  are set as 1 and otherwise 0. they can be displayed in hexadecimal (h), octal (o), or binary (b). to specify the data size condition: data     : select from the following: byte  : when the byte data size is the condition. word  : when the word data size is the condition. long : when the longword data size is the condition.  specifies the position from the 4-byte boundary. 4n : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary. 4n1 : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary  +  a byte. 4n2 : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary  +  two bytes. 4n3 : specifies data from a 4n-byte boundary  +  three bytes. when  is not specified, 4n is assumed. add [ not ] to specify a value other than the specified data value or a value outside the specified range as the condition.



 236 description of command ts  (cont) parameter description specifies the bus condition.  =  bus  [ cpu  ||  dmac  ||  aud ] [ prefetch  ||  data ] [ read  ||  write ] clears the condition when the bus condition is not specified. when the access type is  prefetch , the read condition is assumed. cpu  ||  dmac sets the bus status condition. to set the execution cycle as the condition:  cpu to set the dmac cycle as the condition:  dmac prefetch  ||  data sets the bus access type as the condition. to set the instruction execution cycle whose address bus matches the bus type when the program is fetched: prefetch to set the data access as the bus condition:  data  read  ||  write sets the read or write condition. when the bus access type is prefetch, the read condition is assumed. to set the read cycle as the bus condition:  read to set the write cycle as the bus condition:  write parameter description specifies the external probe signal condition.  =  probe   when high or low is not specified, clears each probe condition. probe1 to specify probe1 signal condition:  probe1  [ high  ||  low ] probe2 to specify probe2 signal condition:  probe2  [ high  ||  low ] probe3 to specify probe3 signal condition:  probe3  [ high  ||  low ]  probe4 to specify probe4 signal condition:  probe4  [ high  ||  low ]



 237 description of command ts  (cont) parameter description specifies the interrupt signal condition.  =  interrupt < [ irq0  [ high  ||  low ]] | [ irq1  [ high  ||  low ]] |                                                [ irq2  [ high  ||  low ]] | [ irq3  [ high  ||  low ]] |                                                [ irq4  [ high  ||  low ]] | [ irq5  [ high  ||  low ]] |                                                [ irq6  [ high  ||  low ]] | [ irq7  [ high  ||  low ]] |                                                [ nmi  [ high  ||  low ]]> when high or low is not specified, clears the timestamp condition. irq0 to specify irq0 signal condition:  irq0  [ high  ||  low ] irq1 to specify irq1 signal condition:  irq1  [ high  ||  low ] irq2 to specify irq2 signal condition:  irq2  [ high  ||  low ] irq3 to specify irq3 signal condition:  irq3  [ high  ||  low ] irq4 to specify irq4 signal condition:  irq4  [ high  ||  low ] irq5 to specify irq5 signal condition:  irq5  [ high  ||  low ] irq6 to specify irq6 signal condition:  irq6  [ high  ||  low ] irq7 to specify irq7 signal condition:  irq7  [ high  ||  low ]  nmi to specify nmi signal condition:  nmi  [ high  ||  low ]



 238 description of command ts  (cont) parameter description  specifies the timestamp condition.  =  time point  ||  range from     [ to  ] when the parameter is not specified, the timestamp is cleared. time to specify the timestamp condition: time point  ||  range from     [ to  ] to search with the specified time: time point from   to search with the specified range of time: time range from    to   the specification of the search time  to and : hhh[:mm[:ss[:uuuuuu]]] hhh: hours (0 to 999 are valid) mm: minutes (0 to 59 are valid) ss: seconds (0 to 59 are valid) uuuuuu: microseconds (0 to 999999 are valid) parameter description  specifies the trace start location. when the location is not specified, the start of 64k is assumed. search cycle range is from C65534 to 65534.  =  from   : a numeric from C65534 to 65534 [description] specifies the conditions for displaying trace data. for each condition, see the description of command ts 
.



 239 6.2.22 user_signals (us) [command syntax and parameters]    display us    enabled/disabled us  < enable  [ nmi  |  reset  |  busrq  |  wait ]  ||                                       disable  [ nmi  |  reset  |  busrq  |  wait ]> [description] sets whether or not the user signals (nmi, reset, standby, bus request, and wait) are enabled or disabled. when the parameter is not set, displays the enabled or disabled status of these signals. [examples] 1. to display the status of the user signals: us 2. to enable the nmi signal: us enable nmi 3. to disable the breq signal: us disable busrq

 240

 241 section 7 error messages 7.1   error messages of the emulator 7.1.1 error messages at emulator initiation the emulator displays error messages in the format below if an error occurs at emulator initiation in the dedicated message dialog box when the hdi is used. table 7.1 lists error messages at emulator initiation. table 7.1   error messages at initiation error message description and solution cant find config file the configuration file that is required to initiate the hdi cannot be found. re-install the hdi. invalid config file the configuration file that is required to initiate the hdi is invalid. re-install the hdi. main board not support(xx xx xx) emulator is switched off or not connected the emulator power is not turned on, or the user system interface cable is not connected. exit the hdi, re-connect the user system interface cable, turn on the power of the emulator, and re-initiate the hdi. if the problem is not solved, contact the hitachi sales office where you purchased the hdi, and describe the error occurrence in detail. evaluation board not support(xx xx xx) eva chip board not support(xx xx xx) exit the hdi, re-connect the user system interface cable, turn on the power of the emulator, and re-initiate the hdi. if the problem is not solved, contact the hitachi sales office where you purchased the hdi, and describe the error occurrence in detail. cant initialize g/a registers an error occurred during the initialization of the emulator. exit the hdi, re-connect the user system interface cable, turn on the power of the emulator, and re-initiate the hdi. if the problem is not solved, contact the hitachi sales office where you purchased the hdi, and describe the error occurrence in detail. there is no effective clock source a valid clock source cannot be found. exit the hdi, re- connect the user system interface cable, connect a valid clock source by referring to the manual, turn on the power of the emulator, and re-initiate the hdi. if the problem is not solved, contact the hitachi sales office where you purchased the hdi, and describe the error occurrence in detail.

 242 table 7.1   error messages  at initiation  (cont) error message description and solution firmware name error cant find firmware file firmware open error firmware download error there is an error in the file that is required at emulator initiation. exit the hdi, and re-install the hdi. reconnect the user system interface cable, turn on the power of the emulator, and re-initiate the hdi. if the problem is not solved, contact the hitachi sales office where you purchased the hdi, and describe the error occurrence in detail. jtag timeout srval error jtag packet receive error exit the hdi, reconnect the user system interface cable, turn on the power of the emulator, and re-initiate the hdi. if the problem is not solved, contact the hitachi sales office where you purchased the hdi, and describe the error occurrence in detail. target error an error other than above has occurred. exit the hdi, reconnect the user system interface cable, turn on the power of the emulator, and re-initiate the hdi. if the problem is not solved, contact the hitachi sales office where you purchased the hdi, and describe the error occurrence in detail. 7.1.2 error messages during emulation the emulator displays error messages if an error occurs during emulation in the dedicated message dialog box when the hdi is used, and on the status bar. table 7.2 lists error messages during emulation. table 7.2   error messages during emulation error message description and solution no clock occurred clock oscillation has stopped. exit the hdi, reconnect the user system interface cable, connect a valid clock source by referring to the manual, turn on the power of the emulator, and re-initiate the hdi. if the problem is not solved, contact the hitachi sales office where you purchased the hdi, and describe the error occurrence in detail.

 243 7.2 hdi error messages related to the emulator error messages that occur in hdi processing are also displayed in error-message dialog boxes. tables 7.3 lists these error messages, descriptions of the errors, and solutions to the errors. table 7.3   hdi error messages error message description and solution command not ready the function that was attempted to be executed is not available now. not found the specified data or information does not exist. check the specified data. verify error address hxxxxxxxx write: hxx read: hxx verification error occurred. (xx: numerical value). invalid address the specified address is invalid. invalid version number in target configuration the hdi version when the session file was created is different from the current hdi. do not use the session file of the old version. function not available currently not available command currently not available the used function is not available. not support the function is not supported. invalid parameter the parameter of the command is incorrect. 7.3   error messages for the lan driver when the lan adapter (hs6000eln01h) is used, error messages of the following type may be output due to a network problem. wsxxxxxxxx:  wsxxxxxxxx : error code (xxxxxxxx is an alphanumeric string)  : error message that corresponds to the error code if such an error message is output, consult your system manager.

 244

 245 appendix a   user system interface circuit a.1 user system interface circuit the circuits that interface the mcu in  the emulator to the user system include buffers and resistors. when connecting the emulator to a user system, adjust the user system hardware compensating for fanin, fanout, and propagation delays. the ac timing values when using the emulator are shown in table a.1. note: the values with the emulator connected, in table a.1, are measurements for reference and are not guaranteed values. table a.1   bus timing when using the emulator (bus clock: 20.0 mhz) mcu specifications (ns) values with emulator connected (ns) item min max min max trds 15 ? 18 ? tacc tcyc x (n + 1.5) C 39 (n is the number of waits) ? tcyc x (n + 1.5) C 45 (n is the number of waits) ? the basic bus cycle (software wait) is shown in figure a.1. the user system interface circuits connected to the user system are shown in figure a.2.

 246 t 1 t ad t w t 2 t csd1 v ol v oh t rsd1 t oe t rsd2 t rds t acc t as t rdh t wsd2 t wr t wsd1 t csd2 t wdh t wdd ck a21 to a0 _csn _rd   (when read) _wrx   (when written) d15 to d0   (when read) d15 to d0   (when written) note: trdh: specified from the earliest negation timing from a21 to a0, _csn, or _rd. figure a.1   basic bus cycle (software wait)

 247 mcu in the emulator user system hd151015 fwe md2 md1 md0 fwe md2 md1 md0 epm7256ae alvch16244a figure a.2   user system interface circuits (1)

 248 tdo user system tck trst tdi tms tdo _wdtovf _wdtovf tck trst tdi tms _audrst audmd audsync audck 3 vcc alvch16244a qs3383 qs3383 epm7512ae audata0 audata1 audata2 audaua3 _audrst audmd audsync audck audata0 audata1 audata2 audaua3 4.7 k w mcu in the emulator 1 k w vhc244 figure a.2   user system interface circuits (2)

 249 user system lvth16374 epm7128ae vhc244 hd151015 lvt16244 ahc14 ahc14 pf14/_back pf15/_breq nmi nmi _back _breq _res _res _hstby _hstby pvcc1 47 k w pvcc 47 k w epm7128ae lvt16244 epm7128ae hd151015 epm7128ae ahc14 ahc14 pvcc1 47 k w mcu in the emulator figure a.2   user system interface circuits (3)

 250 user system pllvcc pllcap pllvss pllvcl pllcap pllvss vss 3 vcc pvcc1 pvcc2 vcc epm7128ae 300  w 200  w 1 k w 22 k w 470 pf 3 vcc 3 vcc 5 vcc 0.1  f 0.01  f vcc nc nc xtal extal extal avref avref xtal nc nc max709r max709m lmc6484aim 0.022  f pvcc1 0.01  f 0.022  f 0.01  f pvcc1 avcc avcc avss 5 vcc 0.022  f 0.01  f pvcc2 mcu in the emulator 47 k w 47 k w 1000 pf figure a.2   user system interface circuits (4)

 251 pa (19:17),  pa (9:7), pa5, pa2 pa (15:0) pa (15:0) epm7512ae pb (15:0) pc (15:0) pd (13:0) pd (13:0) pa (19:17),  pa (9:7), pa5, pa2 pb (15:0) pc (15:0) pc4 pc4 vhc244 pvcc pvcc1 user system mcu in the emulator 47 k 47 k figure a.2   user system interface circuits (5)

 252 pg (3:1) pe (15:0) pe (15:0) an (31:0) an (31:0) sn74s1053ns user system pg (3:1) pf14, pf9 pf (7:0) pf14, pf9 pf (7:0) pg pg ph (15:0) ph (15:0) pj (15:0) pj (15:0) pk (15:0) pk (15:0) pl13, pl (11:10) pl (8:3), pl pl13, pl (11:10) pl (8:3), pl vhc244 pvcc1 47 k pl12, pl9 pl (2:1) pl12, pl9 pl (2:1) vhc244 pvcc1 47 k pf8, pf (3:1) pf15 pf8, pg (3:1) pf15 vhc244 pvcc1 47 k mcu in the emulator figure a.2   user system interface circuits (6)

 253 appendix b   emulator external dimensions and mass figures b.1 shows the external dimensions and mass of the e6000h emulator. figure b.1   external dimensions and mass of the emulator

 254

 255 appendix c   connecting the emulator to the user system c.1 connecting to the user system warning always switch off the emulator and user system before connecting or disconnecting any cables. failure to do so will result in a fire hazard, and will damage the user system or emulator or result in personal injury. also, the user program will be lost. the emulator is connected to the user system by using the user system interface board. table c.1   user system interface board and user interfaces user system interface board user interface hs7058ecf61h fp-256h (tqpack256rd)* note: the tqpack series is manufactured by tokyo eletech corporation.

 256 c.1.1 installing ic socket 1. installing ic socket install the ic socket for an fp-256h package to the user system.  after checking the location of pin 1 on the ic socket, apply epoxy resin adhesive to the bottom of the ic, and fasten it to the user system before soldering. 2. soldering ic socket after fastening, solder the ic socket to the user system.  be sure to completely solder the leads so that the solder slops gently over the leads and forms solder fillets.  (use slightly more solder than the mcu.) c.1.2 connection using the hs7058ecf61h warning always switch off the emulator and user system before connecting or disconnecting any cables. failure to do so will result in a fire hazard, and will damage the user system or emulator or result in personal injury. also, the user program will be lost. notes: 1. for more details on the hs7058ecf61h, refer to the users manual supplied with the emulator. 2. this user system interface board can only be used in combination with the specified qfp socket (tqpack256rd). install the fp-256h pin socket (tqpack256rd manufactured by tokyo eletech corporation) on the user system to connect the emulator.  since the pin arrangement is the same as that of the actual mcu, refer to the hardware manual. figure c.1 shows the connection of the hs7058ecf61h, figure c.2 shows the size restrictions for the installed components of the hs7058ecf61h, and figure c.3 shows the recommended mount pad dimensions of the user system ic socket.

 257 evaluation chip board user system interface board screw pin 1 ic socket connector ic socket user system figure c.1   connection using the hs7058ecf61h

 258          unit: mm tolerance: 0.5 mm ic socket   (tokyo eletech corporation   tqpack256rd) 34.0 15.0 54.0 user system ic socket connector  (tokyo eletech corporation   tqsocket256rdp) evaluation chip board figure c.2   restrictions on component installation

 259 figure c.3   recommended mount pad dimensions of the user system ic socket

 260 c.1.3 connection using the dedicated connector warning always switch off the emulator and user system before connecting or disconnecting any cables. failure to do so will result in a fire hazard, and will damage the user system or emulator or result in personal injury. also, the user program will be lost. for correct connection, check the location of pin 1. note: this evaluation chip board can only be used in combination with the specified dedicated connector (wd-200p-vf85-n). install the dedicated connector (wd-200p-vf85-n manufactured by japan aviation electronics industry, ltd.) on the user system to connect the emulator. figures c.4 to c.6 show connection using the dedicated connector,  size restrictions for the installed components , and the  location for mounting the connector in the user system, respectively.

 261 evaluation chip board connector: wd-200p-vf85-n (manufactured by japan aviation    electronics industry, ltd.)  figure c.4   connection using the dedicated connector unit: mm tolerance: 0.1  mm 34.0 15.0 evaluation chip board user system connector: wd-200p-vf85-n (manufactured by japan aviation   electronics industry, ltd.) figure c.5   size restrictions for the installed components

 262 83.0 100.0 hole for a connector (nth) x 4 100.0 unit: mm tolerance: 0.1   mm ucn1 ucn2 1 2 1 2 199 200 199 200 wd-200p-vf85-n figure c.6    location for mounting the connector in the user system to design the foot pattern, refer to the catalog on wd-200p-vf85-n for dimensions.

 263 c.2 pin arrangement on the user system interface connector table c.2 lists the pin arrangement on the user system interface connector of hs7058eph60h. table c.2   pin arrangement on hs7058eph60h user i/f 1 pin no. signal name user i/f 1 pin no. signal name 1 gnd 25 pf8/_wait 2gnd 26gnd 3gnd 27gnd 4 gnd 28 pe7/a7 5 gnd 29 pf7/_wrh 6 gnd 30 pe6/a6 7 gnd (tgbon1) 31 pf6/_wrl 8 pe15/a15 32 pe5/a5 9 pf15/_breq 33 pf5/a21/_pod 10 pe14/a14 34 pe4/a4 11 pf14/_back 35 pf4/a20 12 pe13/a13 36 gnd 13 pf13/_cs3 37 gnd 14 pe12/a12 38 pe3/a3 15 pf12/_cs2 39 pf3/a19 16 gnd 40 pe2/a2 17 gnd 41 pf2/a18 18 pe11/a11 42 pe1/a1 19 pf11/_cs1 43 pf1/a17 20 pe10/a10 44 pe0/a0 21 pf10/_cs0 45 pf0/a16 22 pe9/a9 46 gnd 23 pf9/_rd 47 gnd ucn1 24 pe8/a8 ucn1 48 pd13/puls6/ hrxd0/htxd1

 264 table c.2   pin arrangement on hs7058eph60h (cont) user i/f 1 pin no. signal name user i/f 1 pin no. signal name 49 gnd 75 gnd 50 pd12/puls4 76 pd2/tio1c 51 gnd 77 gnd 52 gnd 78 pd1/tio1b 53 gnd 79 gnd 54 pd11/puls3 80 pd0/tio1a 55 gnd 81 audck 56 pd10/puls2 82 gnd 57 gnd 83 audmd 58 pd9/puls1 84 pl13/_irqout 59 gnd 85 _audsync 60 pd8/puls0 86 pl12/_irq4 61 gnd 87 _audrst 62 gnd 88 gnd 63 gnd 89 gnd 64 pd7/tio1h 90 pl11/hrxd/hrxd1/ hrxd0&hrxd1 65 gnd 91 audata3 66 pd6/tio1g 92 pl10/htxd0/ htxd1/htxd0&htxd 1 67 gnd 93 audata2 68 pd5/tio1f 94 pl9/sck4/_irq5 69 gnd 95 audata1 70 pd4/tio1e 96 pl8/sck3 71 gnd 97 audata0 72 gnd 98 gnd 73 gnd 99 n.c. ucn1 74 pd3/tio1d ucn1 100 pl7/sck2

 265 table c.2   pin arrangement on hs7058eph60h (cont) user i/f 1 pin no. signal name user i/f 1 pin no. signal name 101 3vcc 127 gnd 102 pl6/adend 128 gnd 103 3vcc 129 gnd 104 pl5/_adtrg1 130 pk11/to8l 105 3vcc 131 gnd 106 pl4/_adtrg0 132 pk10/to8k 107 3vcc 133 gnd 108 gnd 134 pk9/to8j 109 3vcc 135 gnd 110 pl3/tclkb 136 pk8/to8i 111 5vcc 137 n.c. 112 pl2/tio11b/_irq7 138 gnd 113 5vcc 139 n.c. 114 pl1/tio11a/_irq6 140 pk7/to8h 115 5vcc 141 n.c. 116 pl0/ti10 142 pk6/to8g 117 5vcc 143 n.c. 118 gnd 144 pk5/to8f 119 5vcc 145 n.c. 120 pk15/to8p 146 pk4/to8e 121 5vcc 147 n.c. 122 pk14/to8o 148 gnd 123 5vcc 149 n.c. 124 pk13/to8n 150 pk3/to8d 125 gnd 151 n.c. ucn1 126 pk12/to8m ucn1 152 pk2/to8c

 266 table c.2   pin arrangement on hs7058eph60h (cont) user i/f 1 pin no. signal name user i/f 1 pin no. signal name 153 n.c. 177 gnd 154 pk1/to8b 178 gnd 155 gnd 179 gnd 156 pk0/to8a 180 pj7/tio2h 157 gnd 181 gnd 158 gnd 182 pj6/tio2g 159 gnd 183 gnd 160 pj15/ti9f 184 pj5/tio2f 161 gnd 185 gnd 162 pj14/ti9e 186 pj4/tio2e 163 gnd 187 pg3/_irq3/ _adtrg0 164 pj13/ti9d 188 gnd 165 gnd 189 pg2/_irq2/adend 166 pj12/ti9c 190 pj3/tio2d 167 gnd 191 pg1/_irq1 168 gnd 192 pj2/tio2c 169 gnd 193 pg0/puls7/hrxd0/ hrxd1 170 pj11/ti9b 194 pj1/tio2b 171 gnd 195 gnd 172 pj10/ti9a 196 pj0/tio2a 173 gnd 197 gnd 174 pj9/tio5d 198 gnd 175 gnd 199 gnd ucn1 176 pj8tio5c ucn1 200 gnd

 267 table c.2   pin arrangement on hs7058eph60h (cont) user i/f 2 pin no. signal name user i/f 2 pin no. signal name 1 gnd 31 ph9/d9 2 gnd 32 ck 3 gnd 33 ph10/d10 4gnd 34gnd 5 gnd 35 ph11/d11 6gnd 36gnd 7gnd 37gnd 8gnd 38gnd 9 ph0/d0 39 ph12/d12 10 fwe 40 gnd 11 ph1/d1 41 ph13/d13 12 md2 42 gnd 13 ph2/d2 43 ph14/d14 14 md1 44 gnd 15 ph3/d3 45 ph15/d15 16 md0 46 gnd 17 gnd 47 gnd 18 gnd 48 vcc 19 ph4/d4 49 gnd 20 extal 50 vcc 21 ph5/d5 51 gnd 22 gnd 52 vcc 23 ph6/d6 53 gnd 24 _res 54 pvcc1 25 ph7/d7 55 gnd 26 gnd 56 pvcc1 27 gnd 57 gnd 28 _hstby 58 pvcc1 29 ph8/d8 59 gnd ucn2 30 gnd ucn2 60 pvcc2

 268 table c.2   pin arrangement on hs7058eph60h (cont) user i/f 2 pin no. signal name user i/f 2 pin no. signal name 61 gnd 90 n.c. 62 pvcc2 91 gnd 63 an0 92 n.c. 64 pvcc2 93 an12 65 an1 94 n.c. 66 gnd 95 an13 67 an2 96 n.c. 68 gnd 97 an14 69 an3 98 n.c. 70 gnd 99 an15 71 gnd 100 n.c. 72 gnd 101 gnd 73 an4 102 avcc 74 gnd 103 an16 75 an5 104 avcc 76 gnd 105 an17 77 an6 106 avcc 78 n.c. 107 an18 79 an7 108 avcc 80 nmi 109 an19 81 gnd 110 avref 82 n.c. 111 gnd 83 an8 112 avref 84 n.c. 113 an20 85 an9 114 avss 86 n.c. 115 an21 87 an10 116 avss 88 n.c. 117 an22 ucn2 89 an11 ucn2 118 avss

 269 table c.2   pin arrangement on hs7058eph60h (cont) user i/f 2 pin no. signal name user i/f 2 pin no. signal name 119 an23 146 gnd 120 avss 147 pa2/ti0c 121 gnd 148 gnd 122 gnd 149 pa3/ti0d 123 an24 150 gnd 124 gnd 151 gnd 125 an25 152 gnd 126 _wdtovf 153 pa4/tio3a 127 an26 154 gnd 128 gnd 155 pa5/tio3b 129 an27 156 pb0/to6a 130 gnd 157 pa6/tio3c 131 gnd 158 pb1/to6b 132 gnd 159 pa7/tio3d 133 an28 160 pb2/to6c 134 gnd 161 gnd 135 an29 162 pb3/to6d 136 gnd 163 pa8/tio4a 137 an30 164 gnd 138 gnd 165 pa9/tio4b 139 an31 166 pb4/to7a/ to8a 140 gnd 167 pa10/tio4c 141 gnd 168 pb5/to7b/ to8b 142 gnd 169 pa11/tio4d 143 pa0/ti0a 170 pb6/to7c/ to8c 144 gnd 171 gnd ucn2 145 pa1/ti0b ucn2 172 pb7/to7d/ to8d

 270 table c.2   pin arrangement on hs7058eph60h (cont) user i/f 2 pin no. signal name user i/f 2 pin no. signal name 173 pa12/tio5a 187 pc2/txd2 174 gnd 188 pb13/sck0 175 pa13/tio5b 189 pc3/rxd2 176 pb8/txd3/ to8e 190 pb14/sck1/ tclkb/ti10 177 pa14/txd0 191 pc4/_irq0 178 pb9/rxd3/ to8f 192 pb15/puls5/ sck2 179 pa15/rxd0 193 gnd 180 pb10/txd4/ htxd0/to8g 194 gnd (tgbon2) 181 gnd 195 gnd 182 pb11/rxd4/ hrxd0/to8h 196 gnd 183 pc0/txd1 197 gnd 184 gnd 198 gnd 185 pc1/rxd1 199 gnd ucn2 186 pb12/tclka/ _ubctrg ucn2 200 gnd

 271 c.3 precautions on connecting the user system when connecting the evaluation chip board to the user system, note the following: 1. secure the e6000h station location. place the e6000h station and evaluation chip board so that the station to trace cable is not bent or twisted, as shown below. a bent or twisted cable will impose stress on the user interface, leading to connection or contact failure. make sure that the e6000h station is placed in a secure position so that it does not move and impose stress on the user interface during use. hitachi e6000h hitachi e6000h hitachi e6000h ok ng ng 2. make sure the power supply is off. before connecting the evaluation chip board to the user system, check that the emulator and the user system are turned off. 3. connect the vcc, pvcc1, and pvcc2 to the user system power. the emulator monitors and determines whether the user system is turned on or off by the following vcc pins: (a) connecting the dedicated connector for hs7058eph60h vcc: pins ucn2-48, ucn2-50, and ucn2-52 pvcc1: pins ucn2-54, ucn2-56, and ucn2-58 pvcc2: pins ucn2-60, ucn2-62, and ucn2-64 (b) connecting the user system interface board vcc: pins 11, 49, 52, 75, 139, 187, 203, and 237

 272 pvcc1: pins 20, 39, 70, and 83 pvcc2: pins 128, 148, 172, 194, 212, and 247 accordingly, after connecting the user system to the emulator, be sure to supply power to the vcc pins. otherwise, the emulator assumes that the user system is not connected. when the user system is connected, check that the power of the user system is supplied to these pins.

 273 appendix d   mcu internal module support d.1 memory space the mcu has a 4-gbyte memory space in its architecture. d.1.1 internal flash memory area    access to the internal flash memory area the emulator includes internal flash memory for the mcu. the internal flash memory is accessed in the mode where the internal flash memory exists. the internal flash memory area access differs between user program execution and the emulator commands. only read access is enabled during execution of the user program. a break does not occur if the internal flash memory area is written to. for access with emulator functions (memory window or loading), read and write are always enabled. the internal rom area is accessed in one state. d.1.2 internal i/o area if an attempt is made to access the internal i/o area, the internal i/o area in the mcu installed in the emulator is accessed. to break the user program when the internal i/o area is written to or accessed, use the hardware break or internal break. d.1.3 external memory area the mcus external memory area can be set with all memory attributes that the emulator supports. d.1.4 emulation ram area the emulator includes the emulation ram (4 kbytes x 8 blocks) for ram emulation of the internal flash memory. this emulation ram (eram) can be used by overlapping with the internal flash memory address.

 274 if an attempt is made to write the address that overlaps eram to the internal flash memory area, the address is written by eram and a break does not occur. d.2 low power-consumption mode (sleep, software standby, and hardware standby) for reduced power consumption, the mcu has sleep, software standby, and hardware standby modes. d.2.1 hardware standby mode since the _hstby signal from the user system is not input to the mcu in the emulator, the emulator does not support this mode. d.2.2 sleep and software standby modes    break the sleep and software standby modes can be cleared with either the normal clearing function or with the break condition satisfaction (forced break), and the program breaks. when restarting after a break, the user program will restart at the instruction following the sleep instruction.    trace trace information is not acquired in these modes.    memory access with emulator functions for information on displaying and modifying the contents of memory in the sleep and software standby modes, refer to section e.7, displaying and modifying the contents of memory. d.3 interrupts during execution and step execution, the user can interrupt the mcu. during halting emulation (break mode), the interrupt source is retained. the mode transits the interrupt processing immediately after emulation is restarted.

 275 d.4 control input signals (_res, _breq, and _wait) the mcu control input signals are _res, _breq, and _wait. the _res signal is only valid when emulation has been started with normal program execution (i.e., the _res signal is invalid when emulation has been started with step execution). the _breq and _wait signals are valid during emulation with the display and modification of memory contents, execution, and step execution. while emulation is being halted (break), the input of the _res, _breq, or _wait signal to the mcu by the user system is not possible. the input of the _res, _breq, or _wait signal during execution or step execution can be disabled by a setting in the [configuration] dialog box. d.5 watchdog timer (wdt) while emulation is being halted (during break), counting up the wdt timer counter (tcnt) is suspended, and restarted when emulation is executed again (user mode). during break mode, a prescaler, which supplies a clock to tcnt, operates continuously. since the phase of the prescaler may be unmatched before or after emulation transits the break mode, the period before an overflow occurs will differ by   1 cycle in the prescalers clock cycle. d.6 a/d converter the a/d converter has avcc, avss, avref, and _adtrg pins as well as the analog input pins. as the a/d converter operates with an independent power supply, connect avcc (the power supply pin) to the a/d power supply on the user system. notes: 1. when not using the a/d converter, connect avcc to vcc. 2. as the user system interface cable, printed circuit boards, and protective circuits are connected between the mcu and the user system in the emulator pod, the conversion precision is lower than that of the mcu. at final debugging of the user system using the a/d converter, use the actual sh7058-series f-ztat microcomputer chip.

 276 d.7 emulator status and internal modules some internal modules do not operate when the emulator is in break mode.  table d.1 shows the relation between the emulators state and operation of the internal modules. table d.1   emulator state and operation of internal modules internal module operation during emulation halted (break) operation during emulation (execution or step execution) ubc (user break controller) no yes dmac (direct memory access controller) yes yes atu-ii (advanced timer unit) yes yes apc (advanced pulse controller) yes yes wdt (watchdog timer) no yes cmt (compare-match timer) yes yes sci (serial communication interface) yes yes hcan2 (hitachi controller area network 2) yes yes a/d converter yes yes aud (advanced user debugger) yes *1 yes *1 i/o port yes yes h-udi (hitachi user debugging interface) not available *2 not available *2 notes: 1. the aud can be used by the user or the emulator function.  therefore, when the aud is used by the emulator, it is not available for the user. 2.   the user cannot use the h-udi.

 277 appendix e   notes on debugging e.1 notes on hdi e.1.1 memory compare function the emulator does not support the memory compare function, which is used by selecting [compare] from the [memory] menu. e.1.2 source-level execution    step even standard c libraries are executed.  to return to a caller function, use the step out function.  in a for or while statement, executing a single step does not move execution to the next line.  to move to the next line, execute a step again. e.1.3 watch    local variables at optimization depending on the generated object code, local variables in a c source file that is compiled with the optimization option enabled will not be displayed correctly.  check the generated object code by displaying the [disassemble] window.    variable name specification when a name other than a variable name, such as a symbol name or function name, is specified, no data is displayed. example: the function name is main. main =    array display when array elements exceed 1000, elements from after 1000 will not be displayed.

 278 e.1.4 symbol description for expression when a symbol of the following condition is described in an expression, enclose the symbol name with '{' and '}'.    when a symbol is defined by a load module and the symbol name includes a space. example: {func( short, long)}    when a symbol is registered in the [labels] window and the symbol name includes a character other than alphanumeric characters. example: {asm_data1[10]} e.1.5 register function the default input radix in the [register] dialog box is hexadecimal irrespective of the radix setting.  when a radix other than a hexadecimal is input, specify the prefix code such as b'. e.1.6 session file function when the [load last session on startup] check box in the [hdi options] dialog box is valid and the hdi is activated, loading the session file can be stopped by clicking the [stop] button during hdi activation. e.1.7 command line window    command file to display the message not currently available while executing a command file, enter the sleep command.  adjust the sleep time length which differs according to the operating environment. example: to display not currently available during memory_fill                                       command execution: sleep d3000 memory_fill 0 ffff 0    overwriting a file a file having the same name as the output file is overwritten without asking the user.

 279    file specification by commands the current directory may be altered by file specifications in commands.  absolute paths are recommended to be used to specify the files in a command file so that the current directory alteration is not affected. example: file_load c:\\hew\\ e6000h\\sh7058\\tutorial\\tutorial.abs e.1.8 [i/o registers] window    watchdog timer for each watchdog timer register, there are two registers to be separately used for write and read operations. table e.1   watchdog timer registers abbreviation read/write register tcnt_w write watchdog timer counter tcnt_r read watchdog timer counter tcsr_w write watchdog timer control/status register tcsr_r read watchdog timer control/status register rstcsr_w write reset control/status register rstcsr_r read reset control/status register e.1.9 bit field the internal i/o-register definition file (sh7058.io) provided with the emulator does not define bit fields.  the bit unit cannot be changed in the [i/o registers] window.  when a bit-field definition is added to the i/o register file, the bit unit can be changed.  for details, refer to appendix e of the hitachi debugging interface user's manual provided on the cd-r. e.1.10 line assembly regardless of the radix setting, the default for line assembly input is decimal.  specify h or 0x as the radix for a hexadecimal input.

 280 e.1.11 usage with another hdi    automatic load of session files if automatic load of session files is active in an environment with another hdi installed, the following error message is displayed when initiating this hdi and the program is not linked up. invalid target system:  in this case, change the target session file from [file] - [new session] or the [load session] menu.    uninstallation of another hdi if another version of hdi is uninstalled after this hdi has been installed, the [auto update memory] and stack trace functions can not be used.  in this case, reinstall this hdi. e.1.12 operation during accessing files do not perform other operations during saving in the [load program], [verify memory], [save memory], or [trace] window because this will not allow correct saving to be performed. e.1.13 moving source file position after creating load module when the source file is moved after creating the load module, the [open] dialog box may be displayed to specify the source file during the debugging of the created load module.  select the corresponding source file and click the [open] button. e.2 user system interface the delay time is generated on the timing of the  res  signal when it is input to the mcu from the user system, as shown in table e.2, because this connection for this signal is via logic circuit on the evaluation chip board. table e.2   delay time for signal connected via the evaluation chip board signal name delay time (ns) res 15.0

 281 e.3 on-emulator break functions e.3.1 setting address bus and data bus conditions the address bus and data bus conditions are satisfied on bus cycles where the values on the address bus or data bus match.  consider the following points when setting these conditions. ?   longword access longword data is read and written in single bus cycles.  a data condition is only valid for longword access when specified as longword.  an address condition is only valid for a longword-access cycle when specified as a multiple of four. ?   word access word data is read and written in single bus cycles.  a data condition is only valid for word access when specified as word.  any multiple of two is a valid address condition. ?   byte access byte data is read and written in single bus cycles.  a data condition is only valid for byte access when specified as byte.  any address condition, whether an even or odd number, is valid.

 282 e.4 sequential trace function 1. six or more external bus cycles are required between each address condition that is specified for each channel. 2.   when a user program is executed with the address of a pc address condition specified, a sequential break or a sequential trace stop may not operate correctly. specify the address of the instruction following the address condition as the pc for the start of the execution, then execute the user program. e.5 differences between the emulator and the mcu 1.   note that the emulator initializes some general or control registers whenever the system is activated or the mcu is reset by commands. table e.3   initial values of registers in the mcu and the emulator emulator register name power on reset (reset cpu) mcu (power-on reset) pc power-on reset vector pc value power-on reset vector pc value power-on reset vector pc value r0 to r14 h'00000000 value before reset undefined r15 (sp) power-on reset vector sp value power-on reset vector sp value power-on reset vector sp value sr h'000000f0 h'000000f0 h'00000xfx* gbr h'00000000 value before reset undefined vbr h'00000000 h'00000000 h'00000000 mach h'00000000 value before reset undefined macl h'00000000 value before reset undefined pr h'00000000 value before reset undefined note: x indicates an undefined value. 2.   there is a delay on these signals since the user system interface circuit in the emulator includes pull-up resistors and buffers. due to the pull-up resistors, the signals can be at a high level even when they are also in their high-impedance state. take these points into account when preparing hardware for the user system. for details on the user system interface and the delays on signals, see appendix a, user system interface circuit.

 283 e.6 step function during step execution, all break conditions are disabled. e.7 displaying and modifying the contents of memory e.7.1 suspension of program execution: reference periods table e.4 shows the reference value for displaying and modifying the memory contents during user program execution. table e.4   suspension of program execution: reference values method of access condition period suspended parallel access read reading a longword from the internal ram 320 ns write writing a longword to the internal ram 320 ns auto update memory execution of the user program does not stop table e.5 shows the environment in which these measurements were obtained. table e.5   measurement environment item setting system clock ( f ) 10.0 mhz clock mode clock mode 3 h-udi clock 5.0 mhz e.7.2 parallel access the display of memory cannot be updated or modified by parallel access during standby mode. e.7.3 external memory area access in single-chip mode in single-chip mode, do not access the external memory area (display or modify the memory contents) within the range of h00200000 to h7fffffff in the memory window. an address error will occur.

 284

 285 appendix f   diagnostic test procedure this section describes the diagnostic test procedure using the e6000h diagnostic program. f.1 system set-up for diagnostic program execution to execute the diagnostic program, use the following hardware; do not connect the user system interface board and user system.    e6000h (hs7058eph60h)    host computer    the e6000 pc interface board which will be one of the following boards: pci bus interface board (hs6000eic01h or hs6000eic02h) pc card interface (hs6000eip01h) lan adapter (hs6000eln01h) usb adapter (hs6000eiu01h) 1. install the e6000 pc interface board in the host computer and connect the supplied pc interface cable to the board. 2. connect the pc interface cable to the e6000h. 3. connect the supplied ac power cable to the e6000h. 4. initiate the host computer to make it enter the command input wait state of the dos prompt (windows   98 or windows   me) or command prompt (windows nt  , windows   2000, or windows   xp). if the property of the prompt window is not a mode for displaying the whole screen, press the [alt + enter] key to switch the mode. to set back the mode, press the [alt + enter] key. the display of the screen is switched regardless of the os being used. note: in the ms-dos prompt, if the display of the screen is not switched after pressing the [alt + enter] key, mark the [alt+enter] check box in [windows shortcut keys] of the [misc] page on the [ms-dos prompt properties] dialog box and click the [apply] button to update the settings.

 286 figure f.1   [misc] page 5.   turn on the e6000h emulator switch. note: to execute the diagnostic program, firstly turn on the power of the emulator. in the diagnostic program, the initial state of hardware is checked. therefore, after the power is turned on, do not activate the hdi before executing the diagnostic program.

 287 f.2 test item of the diagnostic program table f.1 shows the test items of this diagnostic program. test no. test item description 1 main board access register test in the e6000h main board 2 emulation board access register test in the e6000h emulation board 3 evaluation chip board access register test in the e6000h evaluation chip board 4 basic function test for the basic function 5 go to break time measurement test for the execution time measurement function 6 emulation monitor test for emulation monitor 7 g/a break function test for the g/a break function 8 g/a performance analysis function test for the g/a performance measurement function 9 g/a monitor function test for the g/a monitoring function 10 g/a parallel ram monitor test for the g/a parallel ram monitoring function 11 g/a trace function test for the g/a trace function 12 combination test for combination of each function 13 parallel access test for the parallel access function

 288 f.3 diagnostic test procedure using the diagnostic program insert the cd-r (hs7058eph60sr supplied with the e6000h) into the cd-rom drive of the host computer by pressing the shift key, move the current directory to :\diag with a command prompt, and enter one of the following commands according to the pc interface board used to initiate the diagnostic program: 1. pci bus interface board (hs6000eic01h or hs6000eic02h) > tm7058  C pci (ret) 2. pc card interface (hs6000eip01h) > tm7058  C pccd (ret) 3. lan adapter (hs6000eln01h) > tm7058  C eln (ret) 4. usb adapter (hs6000eiu01h) > tm7058  C usb (ret) the hdi must be installed before the test program is executed. be sure to initiate the diagnostic program from :\diag.  do not initiate it from a directory other than :\diag, such as > :\diag\tm7058  C pci (ret).  if the diagnostic program is initiated when the current directory is not :\diag, the diagnostic program will not operate correctly. when  C s is added to the command line such as > tm7058  C pci  C s (ret), steps 1 to 13 will be repeatedly executed.    to stop the execution, enter q. notes: 1. when the cd-r is inserted into the cd-rom drive without pressing the shift key, the hdi installation wizard is automatically started. in such a case, exit the hdi installation wizard. 2.    is a drive name for the cd-rom drive. 3.   do not remove the cd-r from the cd-rom drive during test program execution.

 289 the following messages are displayed during the test.  there are 13 steps in this test (when 166- mhz host computer and windows   98 pci interface board are used, the time for the test will be about three minutes). message description e6000h sh7058 emulator tests vx.x test program start               copyright (c) 2002 hitachi ltd. message.  x.x shows the version number. loading driver .........................ok (use pci) shows that the pc interface board is correctly installed in the host computer. initializing driver ....................ok searching for interface card ...........ok checking emulator is connected .........ok shows that the e6000h emulator is correctly connected to the host computer. emulator board information:     main board id:   h'0    emulation board id:  h'001 shows the id number of the e6000h emulator. normal started at tue jul 16 20:47:41 2002 shows the time when the diagnostic program has started. ******* normal test - press 'q' to stop *******          (count=0001)   1. main board access      01) registers initial value check ..........................ok      02) registers write/verify .................................ok      03) dpram address decode test ..............................skip      04) dpram marching test ....................................skip      05) trace memory address decode test .......................ok      06) trace memory marching test .............................ok      07) g/a registers initial value check ......................ok      08) g/a registers write/verify .............................ok   2. emulation board access      01) registers initial value check ..........................ok      02) registers write/verify .................................ok      03) h-udi interface registers initial value check ..........ok      04) h-udi interface registers write/verify .................ok      05) aud interface registers initial value check ............ok      06) aud interface registers write/verify ...................ok

 290      07) aud interface registers address decode test ............ok   3. evaluation board access      01) registers initial value check ..........................ok      02) registers write/verify .................................ok      03) h-udi idcode check .....................................ok      04) firmware boot ..........................................ok      05) configuration set ......................................ok   4. basic function      01) go to break ............................................ok      02) reset go ...............................................ok      03) step ...................................................ok      04) keybreak ...............................................ok      05) brkcont ................................................ok   5. go to break time measurement      01) counter test mode ......................................ok      02) emu 5mhz mpu 20mhz sampling 20ns (default) .............ok      03) emu 5mhz mpu 20mhz sampling 1.6u .......................ok      04) emu 5mhz mpu 20mhz sampling 52u ........................ok      05) emu 10mhz mpu 40mhz sampling mpu .......................ok      06) emu 10mhz mpu 40mhz sampling mpu/2 .....................ok      07) emu 10mhz mpu 40mhz sampling mpu/4 .....................ok      08) emu  5mhz mpu 20mhz sampling 20ns ......................ok      09) emu 10mhz mpu 80mhz sampling 20ns ......................ok   6. emulation monitor      01) audres .................................................ok      02) tres ...................................................ok      03) asest1 - 0 .............................................ok      04) vcc3vng ................................................ok      05) vcc2-5vng ..............................................ok      06) vcc1-ng ................................................ok   7. g/a break function      01) address condition ......................................ok      02) data condition .........................................ok      03) control signal condition (asedshh/hl/lh/hl) ............ok      04) function code condition (asebm1 aseas2-0) ..............ok      05) control signal condition (aseas2-1) ....................ok      06) control signal condition (aseif-n) .....................ok      07) control signal condition (aseeram-n) ...................ok      08) control signal condition (/dma_aud asebm0) .............ok      09) control signal condition (asest1-0) ....................ok   8. g/a performance analysis function      01) time measurement (20ns sampling) .......................ok   9. g/a monitor function      01) step/run ...............................................ok      02) vccdown ................................................ok      03) noclk ..................................................ok      04) timeout ................................................ok  10. g/a parallel ram monitor      01) pram monitor (byte) ....................................ok      02) pram monitor (word) ....................................ok      03) pram monitor (long word) ...............................ok  11. g/a trace function      01) free trace .............................................ok      02) trace stop .............................................ok      03) time stamp .............................................ok      04) trace suppress .........................................ok  12. combination      01) b to a time measurement( fpga counter ) ................ok

 291      02) b to a time measurement( g/a counter ) ..................ok      03) d to c time measurement( g/a counter ) ..................ok  13. parallel access      01) aud write (inrom byte) ..................................ok      02) aud write (inrom word) ..................................ok      03) aud write (inrom longword) ..............................ok      04) aud write (inram byte) ..................................ok      05) aud write (inram word) ..................................ok      06) aud write (inram longword) ..............................ok      07) aud sample (inrom byte) .................................ok      08) aud sample (inrom word) .................................ok      09) aud sample (inrom longword) .............................ok      10) aud sample (inram byte) .................................ok      11) aud sample (inram word) .................................ok      12) aud sample (inram longword) .............................ok      13) aud sample 256point .....................................ok normal stopped at tue jul 16 20:50:18 2002 shows the time when the diagnostic program has ended. tests run for 0h:2m:37s shows the execution time of the diagnostic program. summary:     tests performed 1 time(s).   1. main board access                  : 0 error(s) shows the total of the   2. emulation board access             : 0 error(s) number of errors occurred   3. evaluation board access            : 0 error(s) in each test item.   4. basic function                     : 0 error(s)   5. go to break time measurement       : 0 error(s)   6. emulation monitor                  : 0 error(s)   7. g/a break function                 : 0 error(s)   8. g/a performance analysis function  : 0 error(s)   9. g/a monitor function               : 0 error(s)  10. g/a parallel ram monitor           : 0 error(s)  11. g/a trace function                 : 0 error(s)  12. combination                        : 0 error(s)  13. parallel access                    : 0 error(s)
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